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MINUTES OF THE REGULAR MEETING OF THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES, THE 
BRANDON SCHOOL DIVISION, HELD IN THE J. L. MILNE BOARDROOM, 
ADMINISTRATION OFFICE, 1031 - 6TH STREET, BRANDON, MANITOBA, AT  
7:00 P.M., MONDAY, JUNE 13, 2011 
 
PRESENT: 
Mr. Snelling, Chairperson, Dr. L. Ross, Vice-Chairperson, Mr. P. Bartlette,  
Mrs. P. Bowslaugh, Mr. D. Karnes,  Mr. G. Kruck, Mr. J. Murray, Mr. M. Sefton,  
Mr. K. Sumner. 
 
Secretary-Treasurer, Mr. G. F. Barnes and Recording Secretary, Ms. S. Bailey. 
 
Senior Administration:  Dr. D. M. Michaels, Superintendent, Mr. G. Malazdrewicz, 
Associate Superintendent, Mr. K. Zabowski, Assistant Secretary-Treasurer. 
 
 
The Chairperson welcomed all in attendance to the meeting.  
 


AGENDA 
 
1.00 AGENDA/MINUTES: 
 
 
 
1.01 Reference to Statement of Board Operations 
 
 
 
1.02 Approval of Agenda 
 
Secretary-Treasurer, Mr. Barnes, noted the following items: 


-  Under Section 2.01 – “Report of Sr. Administration” – the addition of a report 
on video streaming of Board meetings. 


- The cancellation of the June 20th, 2011 Special Board Meeting under Section 
3.03 – “Announcements”. 


Superintendent, Dr. Michaels, requested the addition of two In-Camera personnel 
matters. 
 
Trustee Ross requested the addition of two In-Camera items. 
 
 
1.03 Adoption of Minutes of Previous Meetings 
 


a) The Minutes of the Regular Board Meeting held May 24, 2011 were circulated. 
 
 Mr. Sefton – Mr. Bartlette 
 That the Minutes be adopted. 


   Carried. 
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b) The Minutes of the Special Board Meeting held June 1, 2011 were circulated. 
 
 Mr. Sumner – Mr. Sefton 
 That the Minutes be adopted. 
   Carried.  


 
 
2.00 GOVERNANCE MATTERS: 
 
a) Trustee Snelling acknowledged the contribution of Brandon University with respect 


to the relocation of Kirkcaldy Heights School, as well as the assistance the Division 
received from Rolling River, Beautiful Plains, and Southwest Horizon School 
Divisions. 


 
2.01 Presentations For Information 
 
 
2.02 Reports of Committees 
 
a) Divisional Futures & Community Relations Committee Minutes    
 


The written report of the Divisional Futures and Community Relations Committee 
meeting held May 20, 2011 was circulated. 
 
Trustee Bartlette noted Dr. Michaels had stated that many of the initiatives 
discussed at this meeting could be rolled into the Board’s Governance Goals and 
requested clarification.  Superintendent, Dr. Michaels noted discussions regarding 
use of facilities and the University’s proposed wellness centre; the Memorandum of 
Understanding and its relationship to the Division’s goal regarding community 
relations and partnerships; Professional Development School and the Division’s 
Education goals; as well as teacher recruitment were all examples related to the 
Board’s Governance Goals. 
 
Trustee Bartlette also requested clarification regarding possible joint advocacy with 
respect to funding for students.  The Superintendent noted this had not been 
discussed between administrators as it was a matter to be discussed between the 
Board of Governors and the Board of Trustees. 
 
Mr. Bartlette – Mr. Kruck 
That the Minutes be received and filed. 
   Carried. 


 
The written report of the Divisional Futures and Community Relations Committee 
meeting held June 3, 2011 was circulated. 
 
Trustee Snelling noted that school administrators were often in attendance when 
the Committee met with the students. At the meeting with the students of Green 
Acres, concern had been expressed about the lunchroom location and immediately 
following this meeting the matter was addressed by the school principal and the 
lunchroom was moved.  Trustee Sumner noted all meetings with students had 
proven to be a very positive experience. 
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Mr. Bartlette – Mr. Sumner 
That the Minutes be received and filed. 
   Carried. 


 
b) Personnel Committee Minutes 
 


The written report of the Personnel Committee meeting held May 24, 2011 was 
circulated. 


 
 Dr. Ross – Mr. Karnes 
 That the Minutes be received and filed. 
   Carried. 
    
c) Finance Committee Minutes 
 


The written report of the Finance Committee meeting held May 26, 2011 was 
circulated. 


  
 Trustee Murray noted the Minutes should be amended to reflect that the 


Government states Divisions should have a “maximum” of 4% in their accumulated 
surplus and not a “minimum” of 4%. 


 
 Discussions were held regarding the accumulated surplus. 
 
 Trustee Murray noted the Board could afford to give each of the nine schools 


requesting funds for playgrounds the sum of $10,000 from accumulated surplus.  
He also felt the Board could afford to give $75,000 for renovations to Earl Oxford 
School to house the B.J. Hales Museum.  He confirmed this would still leave plenty 
of money in the accumulated surplus.  He noted the Division had just signed a four 
year agreement with teachers and so setting money aside for that was no longer a 
concern.  Also the PSFB covers such sudden events as boiler replacements.  He 
spoke about the status of the playgrounds in the Division and the fact nine schools 
need to replace their playground.  He felt the Board needed to be clear that 
funding these nine playgrounds was not a precedent as the Division may not have 
the money in the future to assist the schools raising funds for playgrounds.  He 
spoke about what children learn through the use of play structures noting an 
investment in playgrounds was an investment in the community.  He asked why 
the Board was hoarding the money? 


 
 Trustee Kruck noted he would prefer to wait for the status report on playgrounds.  


He reminded the Board about their equity policy and noted the report the Board 
had recently received regarding the computer ratio did not reflect that policy and 
therefore he would rather put money towards computers first. 


 
 Trustee Sumner asked how much surplus was required if the Board wanted to 


maintain its current rate.  Mr. Barnes, Secretary-Treasurer, reviewed the 
information attached to the Finance Committee Minutes. 
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 Trustee Ross noted the auditors recommend an accumulated surplus of 5% while 


the Government states the accumulated surplus should be no more than 4%.  She 
did not feel 4% was excessive. She was reluctant to spend from surplus on the 
one request because it was first on the table. She noted the Board had other 
requests from their proposed budget deliberations.  She asked the Board to be 
cautious and reminded the Board that it was not their mandate to fund playground 
equipment.  She also stated it was not the playground equipment that meets the 
needs of the physical education curriculum.  She asked that the Board look at all 
requests in context. She encouraged Trustees to remember there was a Provincial 
election in the fall and the Board did not know the financial impact on education 
dollars that would result from that election.  She asked that the Board wait until 
after the election before making any final decisions. 


 
 Trustee Sefton renewed his statements made at the previous meeting noting 


literacy and numeracy needs must come first.  He is not opposed to playgrounds 
but noted literacy and numeracy needs should be addressed first.  He also felt 
giving money to the nine schools currently requesting funds for playgrounds did in 
fact establish a precedent.  He did not feel the Division was hoarding money but 
saving it for educational needs. 


 
 Trustee Karnes felt this was a budget issue to be discussed in February and March 


and not at this time. 
 
 Trustee Snelling requested clarification regarding the budget for playgrounds.  


Secretary-Treasurer, Mr. Barnes noted $15,000 a year was provided.  He also 
spoke to how the funds had been distributed and committed to date. 


 
 Trustee Bowslaugh expressed concern regarding the lack of information on the 


nine playgrounds currently in progress.  She also expressed concerns regarding 
equity and access to funds for those schools currently not included in the current 
list of nine schools.  She agreed with the recommendation to receive a report 
before making any decisions and ensuring the same thing can be done for all 
schools. 


 
 Trustee Bartlette noted as a Trustee the Board needs to look at all needs in the 


Division and the Board must attempt to balance it all.  Playgrounds are a long 
standing problem.  He asked that the Board investigate what course of action they 
are going to take and do it in a timely manner. 


 
 Trustee Sumner stated he was respectful of the budget process but realized 


sometimes things come up over the year that need to be dealt with immediately.  
He noted the price tag on equipment is considerable.  Although he does not share 
the concerns of precedent setting he noted this is the new reality.  $10,000 per 
school is a start and a step in the right direction to help the schools move forward.  
He asked for an expedited review of the surplus. 


 
 Trustee Snelling noted he had spoken to colleagues at the BNRC asking for 


assistance in writing foundations for grants.  He confirmed they would be willing to 
help but noted that unless the school division puts money into the playgrounds the 
foundations will not support it.  Foundations see the playgrounds as the 
responsibility of the school division.  He confirmed as a taxpayer it is frustrating 
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that it always seems to be someone else’s responsibility. Mr. Snelling noted that 
pea gravel is required in all playgrounds for safety purposes and wondered if in 
future budgets it might be possible to include this item as part of the maintenance 
budget so that parents do not have to worry about fundraising for pea gravel. 


 
 Dr. Ross – Mr. Sefton 
 That the Minutes be received and filed. 
    Carried.   


 
d) Friends of Education Committee Minutes    


 
The written report of the Friends of Education Committee meeting held June 1, 
2011 was circulated. 
 
Trustee Bowslaugh expanded on the Minutes regarding the Division Archives.  
Discussions were held regarding donations to playgrounds through Friends of 
Education and the issuance of tax receipts.  It was also confirmed that tax receipts 
can be issued for “gift in kind” services. 
 
Mr. Sefton – Mr. Karnes 
That the Minutes be received and filed. 
               Carried. 


 
e) Policy Review Committee Minutes    
 


The written report of the Policy Review Committee meeting held on June 7, 2011 
was circulated. 
 
Trustee Bartlette highlighted the items that the Committee has requested Senior 
Administration provide follow-up on. 
 
Mr. Bartlette – Mr. Sumner 
That the Minutes be received and filed. 
               Carried. 


 
f) Other 


- Trustee Snelling spoke to the Employee Long Service Recognition Evening 
held May 31, 2011 at City Hall and asked that the same venue be booked 
again for 2012. 
 


- Trustee Bartlette spoke to the Brandon School Division Long Service 
Retirement Dinner held on June 9, 2011. 


 
 
2.03 Delegations and Petitions 
 
NIL 
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2.04 Communications for Action 
 


a) Mrs. Agnieszka Desjardins and Mrs. Kyleigh Bromley, Vincent Massey High 
School, May 25, 2011, noting from September 26th to October 2nd, 2011, two 
Student Council members will be representing Vincent Massey at the 2011 
Canadian Student leadership Conference in Corner Brook Newfoundland.   The 
conference allows students to develop their leadership skills through seminars, 
workshops, cultural events and a series of keynote speakers.  It is an excellent 
opportunity for students to collaborate and make connections with other students 
in leadership positions across Canada.  The costs for the conference are quite 
high this year.  Students have put forth some out-of-pocket expenses and a 
series of fundraisers throughout the summer have been organized.  They have 
attached a breakdown of the various costs associated with attending the 
conference and request additional financial support from the Board of Trustees. 
     Referred Motions. 


 
b) Cliff Cullen, PC Education Critic, May 4, 2011, noting the government has 


introduced Bill 28: The Public Schools Amendment Act (Reporting Bullying and 
Other Harm), which will establish a province-wide approach to how student 
bullying and other unacceptable conduct in schools is reported.  As the 
Education Critic for the Official Opposition, he would like to receive as much 
feedback as possible from education stakeholders on Bill 28, especially in regard 
to how the content of the Bill compares to current school and divisional policies 
on student misconduct and how effective the Bill will be in practice.  A full copy of 
the Bill can be found at http://web2.gov.mb.ca/bills/39-5/b028e.php. 
     Referred Business Arising. 


 
c) BDO Canada LLP, May 30, 2011, advising they have audited the accompanying 


Schedule of Compensation of the Brandon School Division and a summary of 
significant accounting policies and other explanatory information for the year 
ended December 31, 2010.  The Schedule has been prepared by management 
based on The Public Sector Compensation Disclosure Act.  
  Referred Business Arising. 


 
 
2.05 BUSINESS ARISING 
 
 
 
- From Previous Delegations 
 


a) Mr. Howard Hoy, Retired Teacher, with a presentation providing a Neelin High 
School Off-Campus Scholarship update was discussed.  Senior Administration 
was directed to send a thank-you letter to Mr. Hoy acknowledging his efforts in 
obtaining scholarships for the Off-Campus program. 
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- From Board Agenda 
 


a) The correspondence from Cliff Cullen, PC Education Critic, from 
Communications for Action 2.04b), noting the government has introduced Bill 28: 
The Public Schools Amendment Act (Reporting Bullying and Other Harm), which 
will establish a province-wide approach to how student bullying and other 
unacceptable conduct in schools is reported and seeking feedback on the 
proposed bill was discussed. Trustees inquired about possible timelines for 
providing feedback and what to include in the feedback.  It was agreed Senior 
Administration would prepare a public presentation to be presented to the 
legislature when Bill 28 is brought forward.   
 


b) The correspondence from BDO Canada LLP, from Communications for Action 
2.04c) advising they have audited the accompanying Schedule of Compensation 
of the Brandon School Division and a summary of significant accounting policies 
and other explanatory information for the year ended December 31, 2010 was 
discussed.  The Secretary-Treasurer provided additional information regarding 
the audit. 


 
- MAST issues (last meeting of the month) 
 
 
- From Report of Senior Administration 
 
a) School Reports – NIL 
 
b) Instructional Reports – Psychologists – S. Touzin and B. Jones 
 
Mr. Stéphane Touzin and Ms. Barb Jones, two of the Division’s Psychologists, spoke to 
the Board of Trustees regarding the role of the Psychologist in the Division.  They 
provided background information on the history of the role of the Psychologist as well as 
information on their current role.  They noted the current services provided by school 
psychologists, including the services provided by the Learning Disability Consultant.  
They reviewed the various assessments conducted; the consultative services provided; 
as well as several additional services.  They provided a summary of the assessments 
and consultations provided over the past school year. The position created by the 
retirement of one psychologist had not yet been filled and the realignment of 
responsibilities which had taken place as a result of this vacancy were highlighted. 
Trustees asked questions for clarification purposes, including the number of 
assessments conducted in a year; the inhibitors or restrictors they encounter when trying 
to complete their duties; whether or not they see the results of their consultations; who 
develops the programming after assessment; and the status of the vacant position.   
 
c) Items from Report 


- Crocus Plains Regional Secondary School Off-Site Activity Request – 
Referred Motions. 


- Vincent Massey High School Off-Site Activity Request – Referred 
Motions. 
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2.06 Public Inquiries (max. 15 minutes) 
 
8:40 p.m.  to 9:10 p.m. 
 
1. Mr. Darren Hardy, President, Brandon Teachers Association, inquired about the 


budget process and the timelines involved.  He inquired about the recent funding 
requests which had been brought to the Board table and how those requests fit 
into the budget process.   He did not feel it was appropriate to give one topic 
priority at this time and reminded the Board to remember the lessons they 
learned about process and consultation from past events.  He asked the Board to 
give the matter the time it deserves, noting it makes the Brandon Teachers 
Association uncomfortable to see the Board consider only one or two items.  He 
asked the Board to respect the process and follow it. 
 
Trustees discussed whether or not Mr. Hardy had used the public inquiry forum 
to make a statement or ask a question.  Discussions were also held regarding the 
possibility of holding a separate budget consultation on the disbursement of the 
accumulated surplus. 
 


2. Ms. Karen Slawinsky, École Harrison School parent, asking the Board of 
Trustees and the Secretary-Treasurer to not take back the $30,000 already 
promised to them for playgrounds.  She asked if parents have always been 
responsible for raising money for school play structures.  Mr. Barnes, Secretary-
Treasurer, confirmed that parents and the school community have always been 
responsible for raising funds for school play structures.  He confirmed the funds 
which had been allotted to school playgrounds through the Division’s operating 
budget.  Ms. Slawinsky asked if they can look for a Provincial contribution.  
Trustee Karnes, Chairperson of the Facilities and Transportation Committee, 
reminded parents that a Provincial election was coming and the matter could be 
raised with their candidates.  He also confirmed that he would discuss the 
playground situation at the upcoming Facilities and Transportation Committee 
meeting. 
 


3. Ms. Ramona Coey, École Harrison School parent, noted the plans for the Middle 
School Ground playground was set to go but she had been advised that these 
plans may now be put on hold due to the recent funding announcement regarding 
a new gym for George Fitton School which may affect where the new Middle 
School Ground playground will be situated. 
 


4. Ms. Cynthia Brown, George Fitton School parent, confirmed the plans for the 
Middle School Ground playground were still able to go ahead.  She noted there 
were several community issues which still needed to be addressed with respect 
to implementation of the playgrounds. 
 


5. Ms. Lorie Stutsky, Meadows School parent, noted she had a child who had been 
injured on the school playground and expressed concern that the matter had now 
become a safety issue.  She noted education does not just happen in the 
classroom.  She asked who is going to come up with the funds?    Mr. Barnes, 
Secretary-Treasurer, confirmed that the Division is responsible for the upkeep 
and maintenance of the play structure, noting the structures are checked by the 
school custodians and any issues are to be reported to the Maintenance 
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Department.  He noted this was why the Finance Committee had recommended 
a study of the status of the Division play structures, in order to determine priority. 
 


6. Ms. Ramona Coey, École Harrison School parent, spoke to the issues 
surrounding the nine playgrounds for which funds are currently being raised.  She 
spoke about the importance of play grounds and play structures to children. 
 
Trustee Kruck requested clarification as to why playgrounds are being torn down.  
The Secretary-Treasurer noted the play structures were life expired, except in the 
case of École Harrison School which never had a playground before as it had 
previously been a high school and a grade 5 to  8 school.   


 
7. Ms. Debbie Arpin, President, Local 737, noted she agreed with the comments 


and concerns expressed by the BTA President, Mr. Hardy.  She also noted that 
none of the schools fundraising for playgrounds had approached CUPE about 
financial assistance and therefore stated not all areas had been tapped out.  She 
also inquired about the possibility of using school fees to help build playgrounds. 
 
Ms. Arpin also presented Sheri Bailey with flowers to thank her for her assistance 
to CUPE throughout the school year. 


 
BREAK:  8:10 p.m. to 8:20 p.m.  
 
 
2.07 Motions 
 
69/2011 Mr. Murray – Mr. Bartlette 
 That the request for financial assistance for two Vincent Massey High School 


students to attend the Student Leadership Conference to be held in Corner 
Brook, Newfoundland from September 26 to October 2, 2011 be approved in 
the amount of $800.00. 


    Carried. 
 
70/2011 Mr. Karnes – Dr. Ross 
 That the trip involving 27 high school photography students from Crocus Plains 


Regional Secondary School to Hawaii from March 22, 2012 to March 31, 2012 
be approved and carried out in accordance with Board Policy/Procedures 4001: 
Off-Site Activities. 


 
 Trustee Kruck asked if there was not a closer destination students could go to 


in order to meet their photo needs; what group fundraising had taken place; 
and if parents were required to make a down payment.  The Associate 
Superintendent answered Trustee Kruck’s questions. 


    Carried. (Trustee Kruck and Bartlette opposed). 
 
 
71/2011 Mr. Murray – Mr. Bartlette 
 That the trip involving 22 high school Spanish students from Vincent Massey 


High School to Italy and Spain from March 21, 2012 to March 29, 2012 be 
approved and carried out in accordance with Board Policy/Procedures 4001:  
Off-Site Activities. 
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 Trustee Kruck referencing the off-site policy, asked if any students were able to 


raise funds for the whole activity and if students were aware they could 
approach the principal for funding.  Trustee Sumner asked why the Spanish 
students were also travelling to Italy.  The Associate Superintendent answered 
the questions raised.  


    Carried. 
 
72/2011 Mrs. Bowslaugh – Mr. Karnes 


  That the proposal from Hard Line Construction in the amount of $92,960 
including taxes for the supply and installation of a communications cabling 
system at Crocus Plains Regional Secondary School be accepted. 


    Carried.  
   


73/2011  Mr. Murray – Mr. Sefton 
  That the Tenders and Quotations presented to this meeting be approved as 


follows: 
 
TENDER – PAPER 
The Tender for the 2011/2012 Paper Supplies based upon the quoted unit prices and in 
the approximate total amounts as follows (applicable taxes extra): 
 
 Christie’s Office Plus $29,152.00 
 Unisource Canada Inc. $  6,926.65 
 
TENDER – PAPER TOWELS, TOILET TISSUE, AND GARBAGE BAGS 
The Tender for Paper Towels, Toilet Tissue, and Garbage Bags for 2011/2012, based 
upon the tender prices stated and in the approximate total amounts as follows 
(applicable taxes extra): 
 
 Helcor Enterprises/Busy Bee $16,576.56   
 Unisource Canada Inc. $41,591.25  
 
QUOTATION – STATIONERY SUPPLIES 
The Quotation for the 2011/2012 Stationery Supplies, based upon the quoted prices and 
in the approximate total amounts (applicable taxes extra): 
 
  Christie’s Office Plus $12,841.10 
  Supreme Learning $14,024.70 
 
TENDER – SCHOOL FURNITURE 
The selections made from the Tender for School Furniture for 2011/2012, based on the 
unit tender prices stated and in the approximate total amounts (applicable taxes extra): 
 
 The Accent Group Inc. $37,599.05 
 Schoolhouse Products Inc. $  5,230.25 
 
  Carried. 
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74/2011 Mr. Kruck – Mr. Bartlette 
 That the Tender from Johnson’s Commercial & Industrial Services (JCI), in 


accordance with the conditions and specifications, for provision of Janitorial 
Services at Vincent Massey High School, in the following amounts (all taxes 
included), be accepted: 


 
 2011/2012 2012/2013 2013/2014 Total 
 
 $164,286.00 $168,285.00 $172,602.00 $505,173.00 
    Carried. 
 
75/2011 Dr. Ross – Mr. Sumner 


That the  Secretary-Treasurer’s Department review the status of playground 
equipment replacement  and provide the Board with a detailed report at a future 
date. 
 
Discussions were held regarding when the report would be ready for 
presentation to the Board of Trustees.  Mr. Barnes, Secretary-Treasurer, noted 
he and the Director of Facilities and Transportation had already been directed 
to have a report regarding use of facilities, together with a revised Joint Use 
Agreement ready for the end of summer.  He also noted that the Five Year 
Capital Plan was to be completed and filed with the Government before August 
1, 2011.  It was agreed the report on playgrounds would be reviewed as part of 
the use of facilities and the report would be provided to the Board in August with 
a possible vote to take place in September. 
  Carried(Trustee Bowslaugh opposed). 


 
76/2011 Mrs. Bowslaugh – Dr. Ross 


That the Board of Trustees review the recommendations, information and 
priorities which had been brought forward through the 2011/2012 budget 
consultation and the operating surplus be retained in the accumulated surplus 
at this time. 


 
Proposed Amendment: 
 Mr. Sumner – Mr. Murray 
 That motion 76/2011 be amended by adding at the end of the motion “with any 


such review to include a public consultation process.” 
 
 Trustees spoke for and against holding a public consultation.  
   Lost. (4 Trustees for; 4 Trustees opposed; 1 Trustee 


abstained.)  
 
Original Motion: 


That the Board of Trustees review the recommendations, information and 
priorities which had been brought forward through the 2011/2012 budget 
consultation and the operating surplus be retained in the accumulated surplus 
at this time. 
   Carried. 
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77/2011 Mr. Sumner – Mr. Bartlette 


That the proposal from MTS in the amount of $173,992.10 plus taxes for the 
supply of Cisco Dense Wavelength Division Multiplexing Small Form-factor 
Pluggable Modules be accepted. 
 
Trustees Sefton and Kruck excused themselves from the meeting citing 
possible conflict of interest as they both  had family who worked for MTS. 
   Carried. 
 
Trustees Sefton and Kruck returned to the meeting. 


 
78/2011  Mr. Bartlette – Mr. Sumner   


   That the following policies and procedures be reaffirmed: 
- Policy 4025 – “Kindergarten Enrollment” 
- Policy 4027 – “Summer School” 
- Policy and Procedures - 4034 – “Home Programming” 
- Policy 4035 – “High School Crime Stoppers Program” 
- Policy and Procedures 4038 – “Administering Medicines to Students” 
- Policy 4040 – “Fire Drills” 
- Policy 4042 – “Risk Response”  
- Policy 4043 – “Health Services”  
- Policy and Procedures 4045 – “Basic French” 
- Policy and Procedures 4046 – “French Immersion 
- Policy and Procedures 4047 – “Nutrition Policy”. 


Carried. 
 
79/2011 Mr. Sumner – Mr. Bartlette 
 That Confidential #3 and the recommendation therein  be approved. 
    Carried. 
 
80/2011  Dr. Ross – Mr. Karnes 


 That the Accountant position be approved for placement in Pay Band 7 of the 
Out-of-Scope job classification for 7 hours per day with a salary range of Step 1 
- $43,081, Step 2 - $44,962, and Step 3 - $46,534 (January 1, 2010 rates). 


    Carried. 
 
81/2011  Dr. Ross – Mr. Murray 


That Confidential #1 presented at a Special Board meeting held at 6:30 p.m., 
June 13, 2011 and the recommendation therein be approved and the 
recommendation released to the public that Mr. Kevin Zabowski be appointed 
Secretary-Treasurer, effective January 7, 2012. 
   Carried. 


 
POINT OF PRIVILEGE: 


Mr. Zabowski thanked Trustees and Senior Administration for offering him the 
position of Secretary-Treasurer.  He noted he looked forward to the new position 
and new experiences.  He also stated that he looked to and looked up to  
Mr. Gerald Barnes and wished him all the best in his retirement. 
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POINT OF PRIVILEGE: 
 Dr. Ross, Chairperson of the Personnel Committee, stated she was pleased  


Mr. Zabowski accepted the position.  She spoke to the search and interview 
process.  She noted Mr. Zabowski’s many qualifications which were taken into 
consideration, including: his leadership and management skills; his education 
and credentials, in more than just the financial area; as well as his past work 
history.  She was very pleased to have Mr. Zabowski as the Division’s new 
Secretary-Treasurer and  congratulated him.  Dr. Ross also thanked Retiring 
Secretary-Treasurer, Mr. Barnes for his service to the Division and wished him all 
the best in his future endeavours. 


 
POINT OF PRIVILEGE: 


 Board Chairperson, Mr. Snelling, on behalf of the Board of Trustees also offered 
his congratulations to Mr. Zabowski and wished Mr. Barnes the best of luck in his 
retirement. 


 
2.08 Bylaws 
 
Mrs. Bowslaugh – Mr. Karnes 
That By-Law 5/2011 being a by-law authorizing the borrowing of moneys upon the credit 
of the Brandon School Division to meet current expenses for the fiscal year, July 1, 2011 
to June 30, 2012 in the amount of $10,000,000 be now read for a second time, having 
first been read on May 24, 2011. 
    Carried. 
     
2.09 Giving of Notice 
 
Mr. Bartlette 
I hereby give notice that at the next regular meeting of the Board of Trustees, I, or 
someone in my stead, will introduce a motion to rescind Policy and Procedures 5010 – 
“Posting and Assignment of Professional Teaching Staff” and replace same with Policy 
and Procedures 5010 – “Interview, Selection and Assignment of Professional Teaching 
Staff”. 
 
2.10 Inquiries 
 


- Trustee Inquiries 
 


1. Trustee Sefton discussed the possibility of changing the August Board meeting in 
both 2011 and 2012 from the 4th Monday of the month to the 5th Monday of the 
month to bring the August meeting closer to school opening.  He asked what the 
process was to move the date. 
 
Secretary-Treasurer, Mr. Barnes noted he would need to bring a motion to the 
Board through the Report of Senior Administration.  The Board directed  
Mr. Barnes to bring a motion to change the meeting date in August for both 2011 
and 2012. 
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2. Trustee Kruck, referencing the Report of Senior Administration from the May 24, 
2011 Regular Board Meeting inquired as to why there was such a difference in 
the computer ratio from one school to the next and what needed to be done to 
level it out. 
 
Superintendent, Dr. Michaels, noted the Division did not have a standard, but 
rather best practices and allocation of school funds and staff preference.  She 
also noted that some parent councils have raised funds for such purchases as 
well.  She confirmed Senior Administration has been reviewing the matter.   
Associate Secretary-Treasurer, Mr. Malazdrewicz  spoke to the Division’s 
computer replacement plan and mobile computing. 


 
3. Trustee Bowslaugh noted there was a 60 minute time frame in which accident 


reports had to be completed and this then prevented the details of follow-up such 
as doctor visits; stitches; casting, etc.  She asked if the forms can be changed to 
accommodate follow-up information. 
 
Secretary-Treasurer, Mr. Barnes noted the accident insurance form is not a 
division form and would therefore  require discussion with the insurance carrier 
about the possibility of changing their form. Concerns were expressed about 
whether The Privacy of Information Act would be violated by providing 
information that was not required by the insurance carrier. It was noted that 
Senior Administration does follow-up with the school regarding student accidents. 


 
4. Trustee Bowslaugh also asked about the possibility of hiring someone to write 


reports in order to free-up resource teacher time.   
 
Superintendent, Dr. Michaels, confirmed the matter had been addressed in the 
Report of Senior Administration provided to the Board at the May 24, 2011 Board 
Meeting. 


 
5. Trustee Kruck inquired about what information would be provided in the 


playground report and what was the criteria that would be used? 
 
Secretary-Treasurer, Mr. Barnes, noted life expectancy, age expired, safety, 
funding of playgrounds in the future, discussions with the City, would all be 
included. 


 
3.00 ADMINISTRATIVE INFORMATION: 
 
 
 
3.01 Report of Senior Administration 
 
Secretary-Treasurer, Mr. Barnes, noted information regarding video streaming of Board 
meetings had been distributed at the Board table.  He asked if the Board would like the 
matter brought back to Trustees at the next meeting through the Report of Senior 
Administration.  It was agreed the report would be brought back through the Report of 
Senior Administration at the next regular meeting of the Board. 
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Superintendent, Dr. Michaels, noted due to the lateness of the hour, she had nothing to 
highlight at this time, however she would welcome any questions Trustees had on the 
Report. 
 
Dr. Ross noted the Report had included the accomplishments of Victoria Goernert, a 
Grade 12 Vincent Massey student at the Canada Wide Science Fair; Gideon Bookatz, 
LiWen Lu and Alex Will, three Vincent Massey students who participated in the Euclid 
Mathematics Contest, and Dylan Keogh, a Grade 10 Vincent Massey student who 
designed a comic for the “Good Food Hero” contest sponsored by Food Secure Canada.  
She asked that a letter of congratulations be forwarded to each of the students as well 
as to Jim Hartle and Annette Gross, teachers in the Brandon School Division, who had 
received the Brandon University 2011 Distinguished Teacher Award on June 4, 2011 
during the University’s Faculty of Education convocation ceremony.  The Board agreed 
letters of Congratulations were to be sent.  
 
Mr. Murray – Mr. Sefton 
That the report be received and filed. 
 Carried. 
 
 
3.02 Communications for Information 
 


a) Mr. Rick Dedi, Executive Director, Public Schools Finance Board, May 15, 2011, 
requesting the school division prepare and submit their Five-Year Capital Plan for 
the period 2012-2016.  The Five-Year Capital Plan Update forms and detailed 
instruction sheet are attached.  Forms are to be completed and submitted to the 
Public Schools Finance Board on or before August 1, 2011. 


     Referred Secretary-Treasurer  
 


b) Carolyn Duhamel, Executive Director, Manitoba School Boards Association, May 
20, 2011, attaching two letters – one from the Brandon School Board requesting 
that the MSBA undertake a study of certain bargaining issues, and the second, 
MSBA’s response pending Provincial Executive review of the request. The 
request that the correspondence and discussion of it be treated as confidential 
matters and addressed in in-camera sessions only as the letters have the 
potential to impact teacher bargaining discussions and outcomes. 
   Ordered Filed. 


 
c) Naomi Kruse, Executive Director/Advocacy Coordinator, Manitoba Association of 


Parent Councils, undated, noting MAPC is returning the cheque dated May 4, 
2011.  They appreciate the offer of support for the 2011 AGM and Conference, 
but are unable to accept the cheque since it was received in the MAPC office 
after the event on May 6, 2011.  They extend their sincere apologies to the 
parents who attended the AGM, for the confusion upon their arrival. 
   Ordered Filed. 
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d) Monica Cantin, Executive Assistant, Brandon Teachers’ Association (BTA), June 
1, 2011, noting the officers for the BTA for the term beginning on July 1 to June 
30, 2012 are:  
Darren Hardy    President 
Peter Buehler    Secretary 
Alison Johnston   Vice President 
Sherilyn Bambridge   Past President 
Glen Simard    Treasurer 
As well as the Chairs of Standing Committees for the Association. 
   Ordered Filed. 


 
 
3.03 Announcements 
 
a) Facilities and Transportation Committee Meeting – 11:30 a.m., Tuesday, June 14, 


2011, Board Room. 
 


b) Teacher Liaison Committee Meeting – 4:00 p.m., Tuesday, June 14, 2011, 
Conference Room. 


 
c) Divisional Futures and Community Relations Committee Meeting – 11:30 a.m., 


Friday, June 17, 2011, Board Room. 
 


d) Finance Committee Meeting – 11:00 a.m., Tuesday, June 21, 2011, Board Room. 
 


e) Special Board Meeting – 8:00 p.m., Wednesday, June 22, 2011, Board Room. 
 


f) Education Committee Meeting – 11:00 a.m., Thursday, June 23, 2011, Board 
Room. 


 
g) Personnel Committee Meeting – 4:00 p.m., Thursday, June 23, 2011, Board 


Room. 
 
h) NEXT REGULAR BOARD MEETING – 7:00 p.m., Monday, June 27, 2011, Board 


Room.  
 


i) Thank-you BBQ in honour of those who helped in the temporary relocation of 
Kirkcaldy Heights School to Brandon University – 12:00 noon, Thursday, June 30, 
2011, Admin Office Parking Lot. 


 
Mr. Sefton – Dr. Ross 
That the Board do now resolve into Committee of the Whole In Camera. 
   Carried. 
 
IN COMMITTEE OF THE WHOLE IN CAMERA 
 
Mr. Karnes – Mr. Kruck 
That the Committee of the Whole In camera do now resolve into Board. 
   Carried. 
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IN BOARD 
 
Mr. Murray – Mr. Karnes 
That it now being 11:00 p.m., the rules be suspended and the meeting continue in 
session until completion of business. 
   Carried. 
 
Mr. Murray – Mr. Kruck 
That the Board do now resolve into Committee of the Whole In Camera. 
   Carried. 
 
IN COMMITTEE OF THE WHOLE IN CAMERA 
 
 
4.00 IN CAMERA DISCUSSION: 
 
 
 
4.01 Student Issues 
 
- Reports 
 
- Trustee Inquiries 
 
4.02 Personnel Matters 
 
- Reports 
 


a)   Confidential #1 – Personnel Report was noted. 
b)   Confidential #2 – Out-of-Scope Personnel Position was considered in motions. 
c)   Confidential #3 – School Administrator Matter was dealt with in motions. 
d)   Confidential #4 – CUPE Negotiations was reviewed. 
e)   Dr. Michaels reported verbally on a teacher personnel matter. 
f)   The Board was advised of a teacher personnel issued being dealt with. 


 
- Trustee Inquiries 
 
4.03 Property Matters/Tenders 
 
- Reports 
 


a) Trustees considered a Senior Administration matter. 
 


- Trustee Inquiries 
 
4.04 Board Operations 
 
- Reports 


 
- Trustee Inquiries 
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Dr. Ross – Mr. Murray 
That the Committee of the Whole In Camera do now resolve into Board. 
   Carried. 
 
IN BOARD 
 
 
5.00 ADJOURNMENT 
 
Dr. Ross – Mr. Karnes 
That the meeting do now adjourn (11:20 p.m.) 
   Carried. 
 
 
 
 
________________________    _______________________ 
Chairperson       Secretary-Treasurer 
 








                        
      


         


 
 
Friday, June 17, 2011 – 11:30 a.m. 
Board Room, Administration office 
 


Present:    P. Bowslaugh, Chairperson, K. Sumner, M. Snelling, G. Malazdrewicz 
 
Regrets:    G. Kruck, Dr. D. Michaels. 
 
 


 


 
1. CALL TO ORDER: 
 
The meeting was called to order at 11:30 a.m. by the Committee Chairperson, Mrs. Bowslaugh. 
 
2. APPROVAL OF AGENDA 
 
Trustee Sumner requested the addition of a verbal report on the Teacher Liaison Committee Meeting. 
The Divisional Futures and Community Relations Committee Agenda was approved as amended. 
 
POINT OF PRIVILEGE:  Trustee Sumner reported on the Teacher Liaison Committee meeting held on 
June 14, 2011.  He noted discussions revolved around the possibility of a mentorship program for new 
teacher hires; the Provincial elections and the possibility of a joint all candidates forum on educational 
matters to be held on September 15, 2011; and the scheduling of future meetings.  Trustees asked 
questions for clarification regarding the number of new hires and who would participate in a mentorship 
program. 
 
3. COMMITTEE GOVERNANCE GOAL ITEMS 
 


A) Goal Statement – Prepare a public strategy for forthcoming elections 
 
Following Trustee Sumner’s report on the Teacher Liaison Committee meeting and the proposed 
collaboration of an all candidates forum on educational matters to be held on September 15, 2011, the 
Committee discussed how they would support a joint forum; who would be involved in a joint forum and 
the procedure to be followed.  It was agreed  Trustee Sumner would contact the President of the BTA 
about the possibility of including CUPE in the hosting of a forum.  It was also agreed  the Committee 
would bring forth a recommendation to assist in the financial support of the proposed forum. 
 
Further discussions were held regarding the types of questions and discussions the Division would like to 
have raised at the forum.  Possible topics would include party positions regarding funding; the role and 
responsibilities of school boards; tax exemptions for school properties; downloading of health care costs; 
early childhood support and education; the tax incentive grant; maintenance and upgrading of school 
facilities; EAL funding; and 5 year capital plans.  Questions were developed which would be forwarded to 
the Brandon Teachers Association for inclusion in the forum.    
 
Recommendation: 
That the Brandon School Division Board of Trustees collaborate with the Brandon Teachers Association 
to host a Provincial all candidates forum on educational matters; including providing financial support to 
host the forum. 
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4. OTHER COMMITTEE GOVERNANCE MATTERS 
 


A) Parent/Guardian/Division Advisory Committee 
 


The minutes of the Parent/Guardian/Division Advisory Committee Minutes of April 13, 2011 were 
reviewed.  It was noted the Committee was still awaiting information regarding snowblowers from the 
Secretary-Treasurer’s Department.  The Nutrition Policy, as it relates to fundraising and chocolate bar 
sales, was also discussed.  It was agreed the Nutrition Policy would be referred to the Policy Review 
Committee for further discussion and clarification regarding the use of chocolates bars for fundraising by 
Parent Council Groups.  The Committee Minutes of April 13, 2011 were accepted. 
 
5. OPERATIONS INFORMATION 
 
NIL 
 
The meeting adjourned at 1:00 p.m. 
 
Respectfully submitted,  
 
              
M. Snelling, Chair     P. Bowslaugh 
 
              
K. Sumner      G. Kruck (Alternate) 








                      


         


 
 
Thursday, June 9, 2011, 2:00 p.m.  
Board Room, Administration Office 
 
Present:   L. Ross, Chairperson, M. Sefton, M. Snelling,  


Dr. D. Michaels, G. Barnes, K. Zabowski.  
 


 
 


  
1. CALL TO ORDER: 
 
The Finance Committee Meeting was called to order at 2:10 p.m.  by the Chairperson, Dr. Ross. 
 
2. APPROVAL OF AGENDA 
 
Assistant Secretary-Treasurer, Mr. Zabowski, requested the addition of discussions regarding the Non-
Resident Residual Fees. The Finance Committee Agenda was approved as amended. 
 
3. Review of Committee Minutes 
 
The May 26, 2011 Committee Minutes were reviewed. It was agreed the Committee would no longer 
review the Minutes of the previous Committee meeting as these Minutes are reviewed, discussed and 
approved by the Board of Trustees. 
 
4. COMMITTEE GOVERNANCE GOAL ITEMS 
 
NIL 
 
5. OTHER COMMITTEE GOVERNANCE GOAL ITEMS 
 
 


A) Confirm Payments of Account (May) 
 
The payment of accounts for May circulated to the Committee were reviewed and accepted. 
 
 


B) Review Monthly Reports (April) 
 
The monthly report for May circulated to the Committee was noted. The financial report was accepted.  
 


C) Tender – Dense Wave Division Multiplexing (DWDM) Tender. 
 
The Committee reviewed the tender proposals received for the Dense Wave Division Multiplexing 
(DWDM).  It was noted the Assistant Secretary-Treasurer and the Director of MIST had reviewed the 
proposed bids. Discussions were held regarding the proposed tenders and the Assistant Secretary-
Treasurer answered questions for clarification from Trustees.   The Committee agreed to accept the 
proposal of MTS for the supply of Cisco Dense Wavelength Division Multiplexing. It was further agreed 
the recommendation would be included in the Board Agenda for June 13, 2011 in order to be able to 
conclude the purchase before the fiscal year-end.  
 
Recommendation: 
That the proposal from MTS in the amount of $173,992.10 plus tax for the supply of Cisco Dense 
Wavelength Division multiplexing Small Form-factor Pluggable Modules be accepted. 
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D) Non-Resident Residual Fees 
 
Assistant Secretary-Treasurer, Mr. Zabowski, confirmed that he would have the Non-Resident Residual 
Fees ready for the next Board meeting.  He asked the Committee if they would like him to take the 
proposed fees directly to the Board of Trustees at their next regular meeting, or if the Committee would 
like to hold a special meeting prior to the Board’s regular meeting on the 27th of June.  It was agreed a 
special committee meeting would be held, with the date to be determined. 
 
 
5. OPERATIONS INFORMATION 
 


A) Secretary-Treasurer, Mr. Barnes, spoke to the March 31st Audit which had now been completed 
and forwarded to the Province. 


B) Discussions were held regarding the process for adjusting the salary of Senior Administration. 
C) Discussions were held regarding the process for adjusting the salary of Out-Of-Scope 


Employees.  It was agreed the matter would be referred to the Personnel Committee for follow-
up. 


 
6.  NEXT REGULAR MEETING:  Thursday, September 8, 2011, 2:00 p.m. Board Room. 
 
The meeting adjourned at 2:40 p.m.  
 
Respectfully submitted,  
 
              
L. Ross (Chairperson)     M. Sefton 
 
       ______________________________________ 
M. Snelling      P. Bartlette (Alternate) 
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BRANDON 
SCHOOL DIVISION 


--,----Tuesday, June 7, 2011 - 7:00 p.m. 
~cole New Era School, 1020 Brandon Avenue 


Present: P. Bowslaugh, Chairperson, M. Snelling, K. Sumner, Dr. D. Michaels. 


Brandon Friendship Centre: Frank Tacan, Darlene Paquette, Gail Cullen 
Manitoba MetiS Federation: Leah Laplante 
Dakota Ojibway Child and Family Services: SUSie McPherson 
BSD and BSAP: Delvina Kejick 


1. CALL TO ORDER: 


Trustee Pat Bowslaugh chaired the meeting and welcomed everyone. She reviewed the Minutes of the 
January 4'h and April 5'h Divisional Futures and Community Relations Committee Minutes and highlighted 
key aspects of the meeting. 


2. APPROVAL OF AGENDA 


The Divisional Futures and Community Relations Committee Agenda was approved. 


3. COMMITTEE GOVERNANCE GOAL ITEMS 


NIL 


4. OTHER COMMITTEE GOVERNANCE MATTERS 


A) Aboriginal Learning Specialist 


To set this meeting into context, Trustee Bowslaugh referenced the Board's consideration of an Aboriginal 
Learning SpeCialist pOSition during the most recent Operating Budget 2011-12 process and referred the 
matter to the Divisional Futures and Community Relations Committee for the preparation of a 
comprehensive position description. Thus, this matter was the focus of this meeting. To facilitate initial 
discussion on the topic, Trustee Bowslaugh requested that small group brainstorming take place with 
ideas generated related to the purpose, duties, and qualifications of the position. 


Prior to the small group discussions Delvina Kejick inquired as to how the pOSition was presented, 
originally to the Board in January 2011. Trustees Bowslaugh, Snelling and Sumner spoke to the pOSition 
as being presented as a support to the learning of students with Aboriginal heritage. Dr. Michaels, 
Superintendent, explained how the matter was brought to the Board through Senior Administration, 
Superintendent's Office from the Divisional Committee that focuses on Aboriginal Education in the 
Division. Darlene Paquette expressed concern that one position will be met with many demands, noting 
the services provided to date; requesting clarification as to the extent of Delvina Kejick's role in the 
Division. This was reviewed with the service details presented. Trustee Snelling stated that it was 
important to consider this matter from a wholistic manner in the Operating Budget process. Trustees 
Bowslaugh and Snelling reiterated this perspective. Superintendent, Dr. Michaels, noted that while we 
have some counseling services for students with Aboriginal heritage we do not have enough people in our 
schools in this capacity. Delvina Kejick spoke to the Aboriginal cultural education services that are 
available; emphasizing the necessity to have such a pOSition focus on the implementation of a policy on 
Aboriginal Education. The timeline for the budget preparation was reviewed by Dr. Michaels in response 
to a question as to when this matter would go before the Board. Details on the difference between a 
teacher and a support staff person was described in response to a question from Darlene Paquette. Leah 
Laplante illustrated the utilization of teachers and support staff for Aboriginal Education in the MMF 
program "Standing Tall", in Winnipeg. It serves as a "nesting" approach to education and support of 
students. She spoke to the necessity of a wholistic approach explaining the importance of "Teen Hope." 
Ms. Laplante emphasized the importance of providing community supports to Aboriginal students who 
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may be experiencing serious personal pressures. Trustee Snelling agreed that the "big picture" needs to 
be explored. Trustee Sumner advised that the first step in this process should be to identify what 
outcomes we want for our students in this process. Delvina Kejick commented that it would be very 
beneficial for the representatives of the Manitoba Education Aboriginal Directorate staff to present to this 
meeting at a future date. The education outcomes have been identified in the Directorate's work in 
Aboriginal education. 


Small group discussions took place from 7:55 p.m. to 8:15 p.m. The reporting out summary is attached 
as Appendix "A". 


It was agreed that: 
The next meeting of this group will take place in the third week of September with the tentative 
date to be September 20,2011 at 7:00 p.m. at New Era School. 
The 2011-2012 budget proposal presented on the Aboriginal Education Specialist is to be 
attached to these minutes as Appendix "8". 


5. OPERATIONS INFORMATION 


NIL 


The meeting adjourned at g:OO p.m. 


Respectfully submitted, 


M. Snelling, Chair 


K. Sumner 


P. 80wslaugh 


G. Kruck (Alternate) 







Appendix "Au 


Meeting with Various Aboriginal Organizations 
New Era School 


Tuesday, June 7, 2011 


Aboriginal Learning Specialist 


1) Purpose of Position (Why) 


Address issues of Aboriginal students to identify; provide broader exposure to role models of 
Aboriginal Cultures ego Elders - would help in strengthening relationships. 


Address outcomes that help students together with parents. 


Facilitator, grant-writer to access the available funds; bring more of the Aboriginal Directorate 
programs into our schools (net necessarily a teacher-certified person required). 


Provide curriculum support to teachers, parents, students. 


Engagement of school staff into teams of support services facilitated by a Divisional staff 
position. 


Provide leadership for the implementation of the Aboriginal Policy; holding staff accountable; 
developing programs with specific outcomes. 


Advice on the major societal issues affecting Aboriginal students and necessity for ongoing 
advocacy. 


Validation of Aboriginal identity with Aboriginal students and all students; understanding that 
there is much diversity in the Aboriginal cultures. 


Serve as a positive role model talking about the value of an education; starting such a program 
in Grades 5 and 6. 


Building safe environment; facilitating team work development; engaging the teaching and 
support staff. 'Key to the role. 


The next step is to identify the specific duties and challenges to be addressed and identified in moving 
forward with the overall purpose of this position. The Chairperson requested those present to think 
about this for the next meeting. 







THE BRANDON SCHOOL DIVISION 


BUDGET SUSTAINABILITY REQUEST 
2011-2012 


AppendixB 


TITLE: Learning Support Services Aboriginal Learning Specialist 


DEPARTMENTISCHOOL: ~B~~~n~d~o~n~S~c~h~oo~/~D~i~~~~i~on~ __________________________ __ 


ADMINISTRATOR/SUPERVISOR: ..::S:!e~m!!:·o:!..r!:A~dm~in!!:is~t!.!ra~ti~o!!.n ________________________ _ 


STRATEGIC DIRECTION: Quality Learning, Quality Teaching, Quality Support Services 


EQUITY PRINCIPLES (POLICY 1001.1) 


1. Appropriate Learning Opportunities X 
2. Effectiveness of Learning X 
3. Identification and Removal of Systemic Barriers X 


4. Utilization of Data - evidence-based approach X 


5. Funding and Resourcing X 


6. Rights of the Child X 


PURPOSE/OUTCOME: 
:t See Attachment 


Budget SustainabiHty Request.xls 
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ESTIMATED COST: 
Less Net 


Amount Existing Enhancement 
FTE Requested Budget Request 


Salaries and benefits 
- Staff (teaching & support) 1.0 $ 72,200 $ 72,200 


- Substitutes - PO $ 7,000 $ 7,000 


Contract Services $ 


Travel/Accommodations 


Supplies $ 5,000 $ 5,000 


Other - PO $ 1,000 $ 1,000 


Total $ 85,200 $ $ 85,200 


Senior Administration Review: 
Recommended X 


Declined 


Comments: 







• 


• 


Budlet SustalnabiJIty Request 2011-2012 


Leamln, Support Services; Aborl,ln.1 Leamlnl Specialist 


A. The purpose of creating the position of an Aboriginal Learning Specialist is to strengthen and 
enhance Aboriginal education. The outcome of employing an Aboriginal Learning Specialist 
would be an improvement in; school readiness factors, academic achievement from grades K-8, 
school engagement issues In the MY and SY years, and the graduation rate of Aboriginal 
students in our school division. Based on divisional and provincial data, we will surely be 
experiencing tremendous growth In the number of Aboriginal students attending schools in our 
division. 


The role of the learning learning Support Services Aboriginal Specialist could be; 


-collaboratively develop an action plan aligned with the BSD Strategic plan. 


-in collaboration with the Coordinator of Assessment Evaluation & Research, providing current, relevant, 
quality research and data about Aboriginal student education. 


-assisting with the integration of Aboriginal values, languages, histories, and cultures throughout all 
curricula . 


-prOViding assistance to Instructional and support staff in developing and Implementing appropriate 
programming and assessment for Aboriginal students. 


-facilitating professional development for school sites/ diviSion. 


-working collaboratively with Learning Support Specialists/Student Support Specialists with a focus on 
Aboriginal student needs. 


-assisting students to remain engaged and affiliated within our schools, and support them in acquiring a 
positive self-identity. 


-providing Non-Aboriginal students in developing an understanding and respect for the histories, 
CUltures, and contemporary lifestyles of Aboriginal peoples. 


-working collaboratively with the BSD Elder, Aboriginal Counsellor, and various school based initiatives. 
(CSPI, BSSAP, FMW) 


-exploring grant opportunities to support Aboriginal student achievement. 







Comments. 


• the salary is based on Class 6 / 11th year of experience from the current Collective Agreement. 


• 7000.00 Is for substitute costs for teachers to collaborate with the Aboriginal learning Spedallst. 


• 5000.00 is for resources. 


• 1000.00 is for professional development ofthe Aboriginal learning Specialist. 


• it would be important for the preferred qualifications of the Aj!orlglnallearnlng Specialist to be 
identified as follows; an Aboriginal person, a person with a education degree, experience 
teaching In classrooms, and familiarity in working with First Nations peoples and public school 
systems. 


Proposal Submitted by: 


Bonnie Alston 


ChadCobbe 


Erla Cyr 


.. Nancy Dane 


Terry Osiowy 


Bruce Shamray 


Kevin Tacan 


(with input from the Aboriginal Initiative Committee) 


'J 
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Friday, June 10, 2011 -11 :30 a.m. 
Ecole Harrison School 


SCHOOL DlVIIIOH 


Present: M. Snelling, Chairperson, P. Bowslaugh, K. Sumner. 


Regrets: Dr. D. Michaels. 


Invited Guests: 11 Grade 7 and 8 Ecole Harrison School Students. 


1. CALL TO ORDER: 


The meeting was called to order at 11 :30 a.m. by the Committee Chairperson, Mrs. Bowslaugh. 


2. APPROVAL OF AGENDA 


The Divisional Futures and Community Relations Committee Agenda was approved. 


3. COMMITIEE GOVERNANCE GOAL ITEMS 


NIL 


4. OTHER COMMITIEE GOVERNANCE MATIERS 


A) Equity and Sustalnabillty in Education (Meeting with Grade 7 and 8 Ecole Harrison 
School Students. 


Chairperson, Mrs. Bowslaugh, thanked all in attendance for their participation and reviewed the role of the 
Brandon School Division Board of Trustees' Divisional Futures and Community Relations Committee. The 
students were organized into two discussion groups. Students were asked to discuss a number of 
questions regarding how they felt about their school. Following the break-out discussions, students were 
asked to report out on their discussions. A summary of the points raised by students is attached to the 
Minutes as Appendix "A". 


At the conclusion of the meeting Mrs. Bowslaugh thanked all present for participating noting that student 
feedback was vital. 


5. OPERATIONS INFORMATION 


NIL 


The meeting adjourned at 1 :00 p.m. 


Respectfully submitted, 


M. Snelling, Chair 


K. Sumner 


P. Bowslaugh 


G. Kruck (Alternate) 







Appendix "A" 


Meeting with Grade 7 and 8 Students 
, 
Ecole Harrison School 
Friday, June 10, 2011 


Questions: 


1) Explain how you felt about coming to a new school. Were there challenges? What was easy? 
- "Smaller school and easier to get around." 
- "The gym is smaller." 
- "The move was scary." 
- "The library is smaller." 
- "The music room is bigger." 
- "We have to share the gym." 
- "The playground isn't as good." 
- "The computers are old." 
- "The lockers are small and hard to close." 
- "We have good teachers." 
- "We have a good sound system in the gym." 
- "There are less sub teachers that know French." 
- "There is a lot of bitterness of other students who lost this school. There is vandalism and they 


make fun of the French language." 
- "We don't have to share the school like we had to at New Era." 


"Don't like the logo for the schooL" 
"Bathrooms are not good." 
"It is a safer area than at New Era." 
"We had to leave the new playground that we fundraised for." 
"It doesn't feel safe at the bus loading area." 
"The school is too small." 


2) What are the good things about your school? 
"It's a French school and I like French." 


- "The teachers are good." 
"The sound system in the gym is good." 


- "Shop class is in the schooL" 
- "We have bells to start recess." 
- "It is a good learning environment." 


"Grades are mixed." 
"Older kids are separated from the younger kids." 
"We have an ORFF Club." 
"We get to go to Festival d'Voyager." 
"We get to speak more French." 
"We get more opportunity to speak French." 
"The school is very easy to get around." 







"We have lots of French oriented activities." 
"The staff is very good." 
"There is a waiting list for Kindergarten." 
"There is more extra-curricular activities." 


3) What is it that you need to make the school better? 
"More subs that speak French." 
"Better textbooks." 
ItNewer washrooms." 
"Better computers." 
"Better sound system for announcements." 
"A bigger gym." 
"More sock-hops." 
"New gym equipment." 
"Bigger lockers." 
"Ventilation in the gym." 


- "Wi-FL" 
"Move the snow hill away from the parking lot in winter." 
"Refinish the gym floor." 
"Improve the loading zone for buses." 
"Have more vending machines that work and serve juice." 
"Change the logo." 
"Have more celebration events." 
"Fix the bathrooms and change rooms." 
"There is no water pressure in the sinks." 
"Supervisors on the playground need to wear bright vests so we know where they are." 
"More fiction English books in library." 
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We the undersigned request to have special circumstance and previous enrolled 
Kindergarten students from the 2010/2011 school year be included in the Linden Lanes 
grade 1 class for the 2011/2012 school year. 
We understand that these special circumstances may be as follows: older sibling(s) already 
enrolled and accepted in other grades, have been attending the same daycares in the Linden 
Lanes area since they were very young and those living in the new development area west 
of 34th Street which will, in time, all be Linden Lanes catchment. 


Resident's Names Address 
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We the undersigned request to have special circumstance and previous enrolled 
Kindergarten students from the 2010/2011 school year be included in the Linden Lanes 
grade 1 class for the 201112012 school year. 
We understand that these special circumstances may be as follows: older sibling(s) already 
enrolled and accepted in other grades, have been attending the same daycares in the Linden 
Lanes area since they were very young and those living in the new development area west 
of 34th Street which will, in time, all be Linden Lanes catchment. 
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We the undersigned request to have special circumstance and previous enrolled 
Kindergarten students from the 201012011 school year be included in the Linden Lanes 
grade 1 class for the 201112012 school year. 
We understand that these special circumstances may be as follows: older sibling(s) already 
enrolled and accepted in other grades, have been attending the same daycares in the Linden 
Lanes area since they were very young and those living in the new development area west 
of 34th Street whicli will, in time, all be Linden Lanes catchment. 
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We the undersigned request to have special circumstance and previous enrolled 
Kindergarten students from the 2010/2011 school year be included in the Linden Lanes 
grade 1 class for the 201112012 school year. 
We understand that these special circumstances may be as follows: older sibling(s) already 
enrolled and accepted in other grades, have been attending the same daycares in the Linden 
Lanes area since they were very young and those living in the new development area west 
of34th Street which will, in time, all be Linden Lanes catchment. 
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We the undersigned request to have special circumstance and previous enrolled 
Kindergarten students from the 201012011 school year be included in the Linden Lanes 
grade 1 class for the 2011/2012 school year. 
We understand that these special circumstances may be as follows: older sibling(s) already 
enrolled and accepted in other grades, have been attending the same daycares in the Linden 
Lanes area since they were very young and those living in the new development area west 
of34th Street which will, in time, all be Linden Lanes catchment. 
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We the undersigned request to have special circumstance and previous enrolled 
Kindergarten students from the 2010/2011 school year be included in the Linden Lanes 
grade 1 class for the 201112012 school year. 
We understand that these special circumstances may be as follows: older sibling(s) already 
enrolled and accepted in other grades, have been attending the same daycares in the Linden 
Lanes area since they were very young and those living in the new development area west 
of 34th Street which will, in time, all be Linden Lanes catchment. 
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We the undersigned request to have special circumstance and previous enrolled 
Kindergarten students from the 2010/2011 school year be included in the Linden Lanes 
grade 1 class for the 201112012 school year. 
We understand that these special circumstances may be as follows: older sibling(s) already 
enrolled and accepted in other grades, have been attending the same daycares in the Linden 
Lanes area since they were very young and those living in the new development area west 
of 34th Street 7Ch will, in time, all be Linden Lanes catchment. 
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We the undersigned request to have special circumstance and previous enrolled 
Kindergarten students from the 2010/2011 school year be included in the Linden Lanes 
grade 1 class for the 2011/2012 school year. 
We understand that these special circumstances may be as follows: older sibling(s) already 
enrolled and accepted in other grades, have been attending the same daycares in the Linden 
Lanes area since they were very young and those living in the new development area west 
of 34th Street which will, in time, all be Linden Lanes catchment. 
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We the undersigned request to have special circumstance and previous enrolled 
Kindergarten students from the 2010/2011 school year be included in the Linden Lanes 
grade 1 class for the 2011/2012 school year. 
We understand that these special circumstances may be as follows: older sibling(s) already 
enrolled and accepted in other grades, have been attending the same daycares in the Linden 
Lanes area since they were very young and those living in the new development area west 
of 34th sr\et which ~ in time:
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all be Linden Lanes catchment. 
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We the undersigned request to have special circumstance and previous enrolled 
Kindergarten students from the 20 I 0120 II school year be included in the Linden Lanes 
grade I class for the 201112012 school year. 
We understand that these special circumstances may be as follows: older sibling(s) already 
enrolled and accepted in other grades, have been attending the same daycares in the Linden 
Lanes area since they were very young and those living in the new development area west 
of 34th Street in time, all be Linden Lanes catJ~hple»Jt~ 
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We the undersigned request to have special circumstance and previous enrolled 
Kindergarten students from the 2010/2011 school year be included in the Linden Lanes 
grade 1 class for the 201112012 school year. 
We understand that these special circumstances may be as follows: older sibling(s) already 
enrolled and accepted in other grades, have been attending the same daycares in the Linden 
Lanes area since they were very young and those living in the new development area west 
of 34th Street which will, in time, all be Linden Lanes catchment. 
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We the undersigned request to have special circumstance and previous enrolled 
Kindergarten students from the 2010/2011 school year be included in the Linden Lanes 
grade 1 class for the 201112012 school year. 
We understand that these special circumstances may be as follows: older sibling(s) already 
enrolled and accepted in other grades, have been attending the same daycares in the Linden 
Lanes area since they were very young and those living in the new development area west 
of34th Street which will, in time, all be Linden Lanes catchment. 
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We the undersigned request to have special circumstance and previous enrolled 
Kindergarten students from the 2010/2011 school year be included in the Linden Lanes 
grade 1 class for the 201112012 school year. 
We understand that these special circumstances may be as follows: older sibling(s) already 
enrolled and accepted in other grades, have been attending the same daycares in the Linden 
Lanes area since they were very young and those living in the new development area west 
of 34th Street which will, in time, all be Linden Lanes catchment. 
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Tuesday, June 14, 2011 – 11:30 a.m. 
Board  Room, Administration Office 
 
Present:   D. Karnes, Chairperson, J. Murray (exited at 1:15 p.m.), G. Kruck 


(exited at 12:50 p.m.) P. Bowslaugh, M. Clark, R. Harkness.  
G. Barnes, Dr. D. Michaels, G. Malazdrewicz 


 


 
1. CALL TO ORDER: 
 
The Facilities/Transportation Committee Meeting was called to order at 11:45 a.m.  by the Chairperson, 
Trustee Karnes. 
 
2. APPROVAL OF AGENDA 
 
The following items were to be added to the agenda: 


- Trustee Karnes requested the addition of discussions regarding École Harrison School play 
structure and information regarding the funding announcement for the new gym at George Fitton 
School; 


- Trustee Kruck request the addition of discussions regarding the recycling of computers and 
further discussions regarding playgrounds. 


 
POINT OF PRIVILEGE:  Trustee Kruck requested further clarification regarding the disposal of computers 
and whether or not the school was involved in the “Computers for School” program.  Associate 
Superintendent, Mr. Malazdrewicz confirmed that the Division was involved in the “Computers for School” 
program as part of the Division’s replacement program.  Trustee Kruck asked if the “Computers for 
School” program would take the Division’s old computers.  Mr. Malazdrewicz confirmed that the Division’s 
computers are too old for the program.  Trustee Kruck asked if the school computers were recycled or 
went to the landfill.  Mr. Malazdrewicz noted both, some were recycled and others went to the landfill. 
 
The Facilities/Transportation Committee Agenda was approved as amended. 
 
 
3. REVIEW OF COMMITTEE MINUTES 
 
The Committee reviewed the Minutes of May 10, 2011. 
    
4.  COMMITTEE GOVERNANCE GOAL ITEMS 
 


a) Public Consultations – Use of Facilities 
 
Secretary-Treasurer, Mr. Gerald Barnes reviewed the consultations which had taken place regarding use 
of facilities.  He noted there would need to be discussions regarding the continued use of custodians 
versus use of other division staff such as custodial assistants.  He confirmed the community, through the 
consultations, was asking the Division to look at differentiating costs.  He also confirmed that school 
principals wanted division staff at the facility during use of their schools by the public.   
 
Trustee Bowslaugh inquired about the Union’s position regarding the use of custodial assistants. It was 
noted there was nothing in the contract which would be of concern in this area. She felt that some things 
appeared to need to be tightened up in the process as to what the custodian is to be doing while at the 
school during use by the public.  She also felt that the communication process for the cancellation of an 
activity in the school needed to be clarified. 
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Trustee Murray felt he did not hear as much concern from the public as he thought there would be.  He 
did note that the upkeep of the school grounds and fields was a concern and needed to be addressed.  
He had hoped the public would want to use more of school facilities than just the gym.  He thought the 
Division and City were already doing a very good job of renting school facilities. 
 
Trustee Kruck supported using custodial assistants in the hopes of bringing the price tag down for various 
user groups. 
 
Trustee Karnes agreed the cost needed to be kept down.  He felt the booking system could be improved.  
Mr. Karnes expressed concern regarding the wear and tear of school equipment, both fixed and 
consumable. He felt the Division may need to put more funds into the upkeep of school grounds.  He also 
noted the 30 year old contract needed to be updated. 
 
Secretary-Treasurer, Mr. Barnes confirmed that the Division did not charge for the use of school grounds 
except for the field hockey ground at Crocus Plains which was built for the 1997 Summer Olympics.  He 
noted he will be approaching the City regarding contribution to playgrounds and school fields.  He felt 
rental rates may need to be adjusted to include use of material. 
 
Director of Facilities and Transportation, Mr. Mel Clark agreed the message received from the public was 
that we charged too much for facility rental.  He confirmed grounds maintenance was difficult to maintain 
as the Division had two months to upgrade the fields. He did not feel more money would solve the 
problem, noting it was the physical timeline of the school year which hindered grounds upkeep.   
 
Further discussions were held regarding the hourly wage for a custodial assistant versus a custodian.  
Timelines were established with a report to be completed by the Secretary-Treasurer and the Director of 
Facilities and Transportation for the end of August. 
 
5. OTHER COMMITTEE GOVERNANCE MATTERS 
 
 


a) Neelin High School Off-Campus 
 
Superintendent, Dr. Michaels, inquired about the possibility of the Division exploring the rental of the top 
floor of the building where the Off-Campus program is currently situated.  She noted that as a result of the 
amendments to the Public Schools Act which will mandate students stay in school until the age of 18, the 
Division may need to expand the Off-Campus program and require additional space.  Discussions were 
held regarding possible rent increases to include the top floor of the building currently being rented; the 
possibility of investigating another locale to house the program; the current lease and its pending renewal; 
the number of students currently enrolled in the program; and the need to keep students in their own 
school as much as possible.   
 
Senior Administration was directed to prepare a report on the proposed programming to be offered, 
including costs, to increase the Off-Campus program to accommodate the changes to the Public Schools 
Act related to the mandatory school age.  The report was to be prepared and brought back to the 
Committee for review in September. 
 
Director of Facilities, Mr. Mel Clark and Secretary-Treasurer, Mr. Barnes, were authorized to renegotiate 
the current lease for an additional three years and include the second floor in the renegotiated lease.  
They were directed to take the lease directly to the Board of Trustees for ratification rather than bringing 
the matter back to the Committee for further discussion and approval.   
 


b) Joint MSBA/PSFB Residential Planning Committee 
 
Secretary-Treasurer, Mr. Barnes, spoke to this item noting he had been advised by MSBA that they now 
had the number of representatives required for the Committee.  He confirmed the legislation had been 
tabled during the week and he would follow-up on the matter. 
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c) Transportation Report 
 
Supervisor of Transportation, Mr. Ron Harkness, provided a detailed review of the Transportation Report 
dated December, 2010.  He reviewed past issues which had been identified and the steps taken to 
resolve those issues.  He spoke of the implementation of the Versa Trans software and the Client-Tracker 
system and the benefits they had provided in the mapping and determination of routes allowing for the 
best times for student ridership.  Fleet Vision had provided the staff with the ability to conduct an 
inventory count in a more efficient manner. Mr. Harkness also addressed the bus routes for both rural and 
in-city.  He also spoke about the pros and cons of the tri-high shuttle which offers bussing between the 
three high schools during the lunch hour.  The report concluded with a summary and diagram for each 
bus route. Trustees asked questions for clarification purposes.  The report was received as information 
noting that the matter would be reviewed again in the fall of each school year.  
 


d) Harrison School Playground  
 
Trustee Karnes requested clarification from the Secretary-Treasurer regarding the distribution of 
budgeted funds for playgrounds, in particular confirmation that École Harrison School would in fact 
receive the promised funds for their playground.  Mr. Barnes confirmed the school would receive funds 
however; they did not receive any money until they provided invoices to his department.  Trustee Karnes 
encouraged Senior Administration to ensure that schools are aware of the protocol required to receive the 
funds. 
 


e) Playground Structure Review 
 
Senior Administration was directed to have the playground structure review ready for presentation to the 
Board of Trustees at their Regular meeting to be held in August, 2011 
 


f) Funding Announcement 
 
Committee Chair, Trustee Karnes, circulated a Media Press Release regarding the construction of a new 
gym at George Fitton School.  It was noted that the Secretary-Treasurer and the Director of Facilities and 
Transportation would be following up with Mr. Lesage at the Public Schools Finance Board regarding 
further details. 
 


g) Boiler Replacement at Betty Gibson School 
 
Secretary-Treasurer, Mr. Barnes, provided information from HSB Engineering Consultants Ltd. regarding 
the tendering bid for the boiler replacement at Betty Gibson School.  He recommended the Committee 
accept the recommendation of the engineering consultants for Brandon Heating & Plumbing Ltd.  The 
Committee agreed a motion would be brought forward accepting the recommendation of the Engineering 
Consultants. 
 
Recommendation: 
That the low tender of Brandon Heating & Plumbing Ltd. in the amount of $266,780.11, including all 
applicable taxes, for the installation of a Aerco boiler at Betty Gibson School, be accepted. 
 


h) School Bus Safety Presentation 
 
Supervisor of Transportation, Mr. Ron Harkness, noted he was pleased to present a new bike to Darrys 
Paddock at George Fitton School whose picture was chosen for School Bus Safety Week. 
 
6. OPERATIONS INFORMATION 
 


 The letter from the Brandon Transportation Department was received and filed. 
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7.         NEXT REGULAR MEETING: 11:30 a.m., Tuesday, September 8, 2011, Board Room. 
 
The meeting adjourned at 1:20 p.m. 
 
Respectfully submitted,  
 
              
D. Karnes, Chair     G. Kruck 
 
              
J. Murray      P. Bowslaugh (Alternate)  








                      


         


 
 
Tuesday, June 21, 2011, 11:00 a.m.  
Board Room, Administration Office 
 
Present:   L. Ross, Chairperson, M. Sefton, K. Zabowski 
 
Regrets:   M. Snelling, Dr. D. Michaels, G. Barnes 
 


 
 


  
1. CALL TO ORDER: 
 
The Finance Committee Meeting was called to order at 11:25 a.m.  by the Chairperson, Dr. Ross. 
 
2. APPROVAL OF AGENDA 
 
The Finance Committee Agenda was approved as circulated. 
 
 
3. COMMITTEE GOVERNANCE GOAL ITEMS 
 
NIL 
 
4. OTHER COMMITTEE GOVERNANCE GOAL ITEMS 
 
 


A) Residual Cost & Tuition Fees for Non-Resident Students. 
 
Assistant Secretary-Treasurer, Mr. Zabowski spoke to the residual cost and tuition fees for non-resident 
and foreign students, providing details as to how the fees are determined.  Trustees asked questions for 
clarification regarding the difference between residual and non-resident fees; refunds provided; 
outstanding accounts; and the difference between fees collected for Elementary students versus High 
School students.  The Committee agreed to recommend the proposed fees for Board approval. 
 
Recommendation: 
That the residual cost fees for the students from other divisions attending Vocational Programs at Crocus 
Plains Regional Secondary School, Elementary or High School Academic Programs and Special 
Education Programs in the Division during the July 2009 - June 2010 fiscal period and for the July 2010 - 
June 2011 fiscal period (subject to adjustment to reflect the audited financial statements) be set as 
follows: 


     2009/2010 2010/2011 
          Final   Estimated 


 
 Vocational Students      $  4,429    $ 4,800   
 Special Education Students     $ 17,573    $18,500 
 Academic Elementary Students     $  3,530    $ 3,800   
 Academic High School Students       $  3,139    $ 3,300  
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That the non-resident tuition fees for students from Sioux Valley Educational Authority Inc. and other First 
Nations students attending Brandon Division schools during the July 2009 - June 2010 fiscal period and 
for the July 2010 - June 2011 fiscal period (subject to adjustment to reflect the audited financial 
statements) be set as follows: 


 
      2009/2010 2010/2011 
          Final   Estimated 
 
 Academic Elementary Students    $  7,182     $   7,500    
    Academic High School Students    $  6,163     $   6,300   
 Vocational Students     $  7,769     $   8,200   
 Special Education Students    $ 21,961   $ 21,500 
     Modified Program Students    $ 14,300   $ 14,200   
 
 


That the non-resident tuition fees charged to foreign students for the 2011/2012 school year be set at 
$9,500 per student and for the 2012/2013 school year be set at $9,500 per student. 
 
 
5. OPERATIONS INFORMATION 
 
NIL  
 
6.  NEXT REGULAR MEETING:  Thursday, September 8, 2011, 2:00 p.m. Board Room. 
 
The meeting adjourned at 12:00 p.m.  
 
Respectfully submitted,  
 
              
L. Ross (Chairperson)     M. Sefton 
 
       ______________________________________ 
M. Snelling      P. Bartlette (Alternate) 
 








BRANDO~ 
''Accepting th. Chall~" SCHOOL DIVISION 


June 22, 2011 


NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN OF THE REGULAR MEETING 
OF THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES 


TO BE HELD MONDAY, JUNE 27,2011 AT 7:00 P.M. 


J. L. MILNE BOARDROOM, ADMINISTRATION OFFICE 


1031 -6TH STREET, BRANDON, MANITOBA 


1.00 AGENDA/MINUTES: 


G.F. Barnes 
Secretary-Treasurer 


AGENDA 


1.01 Reference to Statement of Board Operations 


1.02 Approval of Agenda 


1.03 Adoption of Minutes of Previous Meetings 


a) Special Board Meeting, June 13, 2011 
Adopt. 


b) Regular Board Meeting, June 13, 2011. 
Adopt. 


2.00 GOVERNANCE MATTERS: 
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2.01 Presentations For Information 


a) Teresa Timmerman, Numeracy Specialist and Division Research Co-ordinator, providing 
information on the Student Achievement Results - 2010-2011. 


2.02 Reports of Committees 


a) Workplace Safety and Health Committee Minutes 


b) Divisional Futures & Community Relations Committee Minutes 
June 7, 2011 


- June 10, 2011 
- June 17,2011 


c) Finance Committee Minutes 
- June 9, 2011 
- June 21, 2011 


d) Facilities & Transportation Committee Minutes 


e) Other 


2.03 Delegations and Petitions 


P. Bowslaugh 


P. Bowslaugh 


L. Ross 


D. Karnes 


a) Kari Baraniuk, presenting a petition with 287 signatures requesting an adjustment to the 
Linden lanes Catchment area. 


b) lori McComb, presenting a petition with 355 signatures requesting school of choice 
entry to Linden lanes for the 10 Kindergarten students and 1 Grade 1 student who had 
been attending at Linden lanes under Special Request for Enrollment, together with 
four Special Request for Enrollment forms which have been marked as Confidential. 


2.04 Communications for Action 


a) Author's name illegible, received June 6, 2011, noting they have always appreciated the 
hard work and dedication of the Board members and teachers in Brandon. They recently 
were able to attend an Open House/Family Fun day at their nieces and nephews school 
in Quebec where they learned about a great volunteer program they have in their 
schools. The school district works with the local retired teachers association to promote 
the program where the retired teachers are encouraged to volunteer to work with the 
students in the classroom and help students who might be having trouble with Math or 
Reading or other subjects the students might be experiencing difficulties with. Everyone 
had high praise for the Superintendent and Principal who implemented the program. I 
think everyone realizes even the most dedicated teachers don't always have enough 
time during the school day to spend as much one on one time with as they would like 
with every student in the classroom, especially with the ones who need so much extra 
help. A volunteer program such as this not only helps students who are having difficulty 
but also frees up more time and provides teachers with more time to interact with 
students who might need more one on one instruction from the teacher. They thought 
this might be a great progressive program that could be considered in the Brandon 
School Division to supplement the work being done by the Division's great teachers. 


Refer Business Arising. 
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b) Lorie Stutsky and Amy Grift, Meadows School - A "Playground for Everyone" 
Committee parents, both dated June 16, 2011, noting the playground committee has 
begun researching grants and the one thing that keeps coming up is how much is the 
school division contributing? They ask the Board to consider the playground projects as 
a must in the decision to spend some of the operating surplus. They ask how the 
playground committee can become involved in the consultative process? 


Refer Business Arising. 


c) Mr. T. Osiowy, Principal, Crocus Plains Regional Secondary School, June 20, 2011, 
noting two of the school's technical-vocational students: Kurtis Gibson - Gold Medal 
winner in Electronics and Tyler Enns - Gold Medal winner in Mechanical CAD, at the 
Skills Canada - Manitoba 2011 Provincial Competition have also won bronze medals at 
the Canadian Skills Competition in Quebec City, Quebec, earlier this month. He notes 
three students represented Team Manitoba at the Canadian Skills Competition 
accompanied by three supervisors. He asks for financial assistance from the Board of 
Trustees for the three students and supervisors who represented Team Manitoba at the 
Canadian Skills Competition. 


Refer Motions. 


d) Kerri Phillips, and Melissa Stoesz, Student Council Teacher Advisors, IOcole Neelin High 
School, June 10, 2011, noting the Neelin High School student Representative Council 
has recently registered for the Canadian Student Leadership Conference which is being 
held from September 27 to October 1, 2011 in St. John's, Newfoundland. They are 
sending three student delegates along with one teacher supervisor. The School has 
committed some financial support and Neelin Student Representative Council will fund a 
portion of the delegate fees. They are requesting any financial support which can be 
made available by the Board in order to offset the cost. 


Refer Motions. 


e) Kerri Phillips and Melissa Stoesz, Student Council Teacher Advisors, IOcole Neelin High 
School, June 15, 2011, noting the interest of providing our council members with the 
tools to succeed in their positions and attain their goals for their school community in 
2011-2012, they have registered for the Manitoba Student Leadership Conference 
taking place October 13 and 14 at the International Peace Gardens. They have 10 
students who are committed to participate. Neelin High School has helped to support the 
registration financial to reserve their spot at the conference. Mr. Adamski, School 
Principal, has paid for the two teacher advisor registration from the schools Professional 
Development budget. They are requesting any financial support which can be made 
available by the Board in order to offset the cost. 


Refer Motions. 


f) Darcie Gervin, Valleyview Centennial School Parent Council, June 19, 2011 noting the 
school's play structure is nearing the end of its lifespan and will need replacing as soon 
as three to five years. Parent Council has begun to fundraise and to date has raised 
$671.00. They request the Division's assistance in securing the funds for this structure. 
They would like to be involved in any consultation done on their play structure by the 
Division to assess the viability of the current play structure. They ask if the Division will 
assist them in funding their new playground. 


Refer Business Arising. 
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g) Ramona Coey, May 16, 2011, Jill Martine, June 21, 2011, Andrea Plante, June 20, 2011 
and Karen Slawisnky, June 21, 2011, Ecole Harrison School parents expressing sincere 
thanks for supporting motion 75/2011, noting the Board will receive valuable information 
regarding playground safety, structural longevity, and a detailed school by school status 
report. They note the report will not be complete without the input of the parent groups 
involved and ask will their input be sought and included in the detailed report requested. 


Refer Business Arising. 


h) Lori Grebinski, Earl Oxford School parent, June 21, 2011, thanking the Board for 
listening to parents thoughts for play structures and their financial needs. They need to 
know if the School Board is able to help them with funding. Whether it be $1,000 or 
$5,000, any amount is a bonus to the schools trying to raise money. The school has 
gone thru many changes over the last four years and it would be nice for the school to 
have a positive outlook for once. She asks: 


"Wouldn't the Board of Trustees be proud of themselves if they helped all the 
schools that need these play structures get rolling a little faster?" 
"We need to know if we can count on the School Board for any kind of funding to 
the schools?" 
"Earl Oxford School needs to know how much is BSD able to give to help support 
our playground structure?" 


Refer Business Arising. 


i) Cynthia Brown, George Fitton Parent Council, June 21, 2011, writing to say that she 
appreciates the seriousness that the playground discussions were given and pleased to 
see how the Board deals with big decisions regarding surplus funds. She understands 
the Secretary-Treasurer's department has been asked to provide an assessment of the 
playground equipment in the division and believes this should then include people doing 
most of the fund raising to be consulted as well. These parents can provide important 
insight as to individual school fundraising capabilities. 


Refer Business Arising. 


j) Naomi Kruse, Executive Director/Advocacy Project Coordinator, Manitoba Association of 
Parent Councils (MAPC), undated, noting it is once again time to renew annual 
memberships for schools in the Division. By joining MAPC, the parents and parent 
groups in the Division have access to the valuable support, skills, and resources offered 
by their organization. The membership fees is $40.00 per school. 


Refer Business Arising. 


k) Carolyn Duhamel, Executive, Director, Manitoba School Boards Association, June 8, 
2011, noting Pathways to Education Canada is a charitable organization that helps 
youth in low-income communities graduate from high school and successfully transition 
into post-secondary education or training. Graduation Nation is that organization's plan 
to reduce dropout rates and make high school graduation a national priority. On June 1, 
Graduation Nation launched a Facebook page, reaching out to high school 
valedictorians for help in spreading the word that al/ students deserve the opportunity to 
graduate. Valedictorians are being invited to incorporate at least one of Graduation 
Nation's four messages into their graduation speeches and submit the speech for 
posting on the Graduation Nation Facebook page. A selection of these speeches will be 
receiving national exposure in The Globe and Mait. 


Refer Business Arising. 


I) Superintendent's Office, Brandon School Division Student Achievement Summary 
Report, 2010 - 11. 


Refer Business Arising. 
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2.05 BUSINESS ARISING 


- From Previous Delegation 


- From Board Agenda 


a) Correspondence from unknown author, from Communications for Action 2.04a), noting 
they recently learned about a great volunteer program where the school district works 
with the local retired teachers association to promote the program where the retired 
teachers are encouraged to volunteer to work with the students in the classroom and 
help students who might be having trouble with Math or Reading or other subjects the 
students might be experiencing difficulties with. 


b) Correspondence from Lorie Stutsky, and Amy Grift, from Communications for Action 
2.04b) "Playground for Everyone" Committee parents, noting the playground committee 
has begun researching grants and the one thing that keeps coming up is how much is 
the school division contributing? They ask the Board to consider the playground 
projects as a must in the decision to spend some of the operating surplus and how the 
playground committee can become involved in the consultative process? 


c) Correspondence from Darcie Gervin, VaUeyview Centennial School Parent Council, from 
Communications for Action 2.04f) requesting the Division's assistance in securing funds 
for their play structure and asking to be involved in any consultation process done on 
their play structure. 


d) Correspondence from Ramona Coey, Jill Martine, Andrea Plante, and Karen Slawinsky, 
from Communications for Action 2.04g), !:cole Harrison School, thanking the Board for 
requesting a report from Senior Administration regarding the status of playgrounds and 
inquiring about the inclusion of parent councils and the information they can provide in 
that report. 


e) Correspondence from Lori Grebinski, Earl Oxford School parent, from Communications 
for Action 2.04h), thanking the Board for listening to parents thoughts for play structures 
and their financial needs and asking the following: 


"Wouldn't the Board of Trustees be proud of themselves if they helped all the 
schools that need these play structures get rolling a little faster?" 
"We need to know if we can count on the School Board for any kind of funding to 
the schools?" 
"Earl Oxford School needs to know how much is BSD able to give to help support 
our playground structure?" 


f) Correspondence from Cynthia Brown, George Fitton Parent Council, from 
Communications for Action 2.04i), writing to say that she appreciates the seriousness 
that the playground discussions were given and pleased to see how the Board deals 
with big decisions regarding surplus funds. She understands the Secretary-Treasurer's 
department has been asked to provide an assessment of the playground eqUipment in 
the division and believes this should then include people doing most of the fund raising to 
be consulted as well. 


g) Correspondence from Naomi Kruse, Executive Director/Advocacy Project Coordinator, 
Manitoba Association of Parent Councils (MAPC), from Communications for Action 
2. 04j) , noting it is once again time to renew annual memberships for schools in the 
Division. The membership fees as $40.00 per school. 
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h) Correspondence from Carolyn Duhamel, Executive, Director, Manitoba School Boards 
Association, from Communications for Action 2.04k), noting Pathways to Education 
Canada is a charitable organization that helps youth in low-income communities 
graduate from high school and successfully transition into post-secondary ed ucation or 
training. Graduation Nation is that organization's plan to reduce dropout rates and make 
high school graduation a national priority. On June 1, Graduation Nation launched a 
Facebook page, reaching out to high school valedictorians for help in spreading the 
word that a/l students deserve the opportunity to graduate. Valedictorians are being 
invited to incorporate at least one of Graduation Nation's four messages into their 
graduation speeches and submit the speech for posting on the Graduation Nation 
Facebook page. A selection of these speeches will be receiving national exposure in 
The Globe and Mai/. 


i) Brandon School Division Student Achievement Summary Report, 2010 - 11 from 
Communications for Action 2.041) 


- MSBA issues (last meeting of the month) 


- From Report of Senior Administration 


a) School Reports - NIL 


b) Learning Support Services Presentation - NIL. 


c) Items from Senior Administration Report 
Giving of Notice - Policy 5010 - Refer Motions. 
Change of Meeting Date - Refer Motions. 
"'cole Secondaire Neelin High School Off-Site Activity Request
Refer Motions. 
Trustee Inquiries: 


o M. Sefton - Streaming Board Meetings. 


2.06 Public Inquiries (max. 15 minutes) 


2.07 Motions 


83/2011 That Policy and Procedures 5010 - "Posting and Assignment of Professional Teaching 
Staff' be rescinded and replaced with Policy and Procedures 5010 - "Interview, 
Selection and Assignment of Professional Teaching Staff'. 


84/2011 That the Regular Meeting of the Board scheduled for August 22, 2011 be changed to 
August 29, 2011 and the Regular Meeting of the Board scheduled for August 20, 2012 
to August 27, 2012 in order to allow the Board to meet closer to the beginning of 
school opening. 


85/2011 That the trip involving 21 high school Social Studies, Canadian History, and English 
Language Arts students from "'cole Secondaire Neelin High School to Europe from 
March 22, 2012 to March 31,2012 be approved and carried out in accordance with 
Board Policy/Procedures 4001: Off-Site Activities. 
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86/2011 That the request from Crocus Plains Regional Secondary High School for financial 
support for three students to attend the Canadian Skills Competition in Quebec City, 
Quebec, be approved in the amount of $1,200.00. 


87/2011 That the request for financial assistance for three Neelin High School students to 
attend the Canadian Student Leadership Conference to be held in St. John's, 
Newfoundland from September 27 to October 1, 2011 be approved in the amount of 
$1,200.00. 


88/2011 That the request for financial assistance for ten Neelin High School students to attend 
the Manitoba Student Leadership Conference to be held at the International Peace 
Gardens October 13 and 14,2011 be approved in the amount of $450.00. 


89/2011 That the residual cost fees for the students from other divisions attending Vocational 
Programs at Crocus Plains Regional Secondary School, Elementary or High School 
Academic Programs and Special Education Programs in the Division during the July 
2009 - June 2010 fiscal period and for the July 2010 - June 2011 fiscal period (subject 
to adjustment to reflect the audited financial statements) be set as follows: 


Vocational Students 
Special Education Students 
Academic Elementary Students 
Academic High School Students 


2009/2010 
Final 


$ 4,429 
$17,573 
$ 3,530 
$ 3,139 


2010/2011 
Estimated 


$ 4,800 
$18,500 
$ 3,800 
$ 3,300 


90/2011 That the non-resident tuition fees for students from Sioux Valley Educational Authority 
Inc. and other First Nations students attending Brandon Division schools during the 
July 2009 - June 2010 fiscal period and for the July 2010 - June 2011 fiscal period 
(subject to adjustment to reflect the audited financial statements) be set as follows: 


Academic Elementary Students 
Academic High School Students 
Vocational Students 
Special Education Students 
Modified Program Students 


2009/2010 
Final 


$ 7,182 
$ 6,163 
$ 7,769 
$21,961 
$14,300 


2010/2011 
Estimated 


$ 7,500 
$ 6,300 
$ 8,200 
$21,500 
$14,200 


91/2011 That the non-resident tuition fees charged to foreign students for the 2011/2012 school 
year be set at $9,500 per student and for the 2012/2013 school year be set at $9,500 
per student. 


92/2011 That the Brandon School Division Board of Trustees collaborate with the Brandon 
Teachers Association to host a Provincial all candidates forum on educational matters; 
including providing financial support to host the forum. 


93/2011 That the low tender of Brandon Heating & Plumbing Ltd. in the amount of $266,780.11, 
including all applicable taxes, for the installation of a Aerco boiler at Betty Gibson 
School, be accepted, subject to approval by the Public School Finance Board. 
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2.08 Bylaws 


Thai By-Law 5/2011 being a by-law authorizing the borrowing of moneys upon the credit of the 
Brandon School Division to meet current expenses for the fiscal year, July 1, 2011 to June 30, 
2012 in the amount of $10,000,000 be now read for a third and final time, taken as read and 
finally passed. 


2.09 Giving of Notice 


2.10 Inquiries 


- Trustee Inquiries 


3.00 ADMINISTRATIVE INFORMATION: 


3.01 Report of Senior Administration 


Receive and File. 


3.02 Communications for Infonnation 


a) Donna Turner, PhD, Chair, Partners in Planning for Healthy Living, undated, noting the 
next Youth Healthy Survey (YHS) is being planned for the fall of 2012 when schools 
across Manitoba will be invited to participate in an anonymous and confidential survey. 
The 2012 YHS will contain new questions and topics to better align with current 
research and practices and will likely be accompanied by a survey for administrators so 
that data on school characteristics can be collected to explore their relationship with the 
health behavior of our youth. 


Receive and File. 


b) Nancy Allan, Minister of Education, undated, noting Manitoba Education is pleased to 
launch the sixth annual Minister's Awards to recognize and to celebrate outstanding 
Manitoba teachers and school administrators. Complete information on the nomination 
process sand all necessary forms are available online: 
www.edu.gov.mb.ca/K12/excelience/. The submission deadline for nominations is 
December 14, 2011. 


Receive and File. 


c) Darryl Gervais, Director, Instruction, Curriculum Assessment Branch, Manitoba 
Education, undated, noting Manitoba Education is pleased to present Grade 12 Biology: 
A Foundation for Implementation. This document supports the implementation of 
general and specific learning outcomes of the Grade 12 Biology curriculum in the 
2011/2012 school year. At the end of June 2011, Grade 12 Biology: A Foundation for 
Implementation will be available on the Manitoba Education website at 
www.edu.gov.mb.ca/k12/curlscience/scicurr.html. Comments are invited and the 
feedback form will be available on the Manitoba Education website. 


Refer to the Education Committee. 
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d) Darryl Gervais, Director, Instruction, Curriculum and Assessment Branch, Manitoba 
Education, undated, noting Manitoba Education is pleased to present the Grade 11 
History of Canada poster. This poster supports the implementation of the new Grade 
11 social studies curriculum. Voluntary implementation for Grade 11 social studies 
began in the 2009/2010 school year and continued in the 2010/2011 school year. 
Grade 11 implementation has been extended for an additional year, with system-wide 
implementation beginning in the 2012/2013 school year. The Grade 11 curriculum 
document is currently under development, with timelines to be announced at a later 
date. The poster is also available on the Manitoba Education website at 
www.edu.gov.mb.ca/k12/curlsocstud/historv gr11/index.html. 


Receive and File. 


e) Nancy Allan, Minister of Education, June 9, 2011, advising that Crocus Plains Regional 
Secondary School will be receiving "Technical Vocational Equipment Upgrade" funding 
and Professional Development Support" funding for 2011-2012 in the amount of 
$23,342.00 as follows: 
Equipment 
Equipment 
Professional Development 


Food Services 
Automotive 
Cosmetology (hairstyling) 
Receive and File. 


$10,684.00 
$ 8,758.00 
$ 3,900.00 


f) Gary Draper, Chairman of the Board of Trustees, Fort La Bosse School Division, June 
13, 2011, addressed to the Manitoba Minister of Justice expressing concem about the 
outcome of a court hearing involving one of their school bus drivers and a resident who 
drove through the flashing overhead lights while loading school children. The driver of 
the vehicle was found guilty of the offence but did not receive a fine, or any demerits for 
the offence. Every year they participate in an awareness campaign involving safety in 
and around school buses and we impress upon the drivers that it is important to report 
any drive-bys. "But they are at the point where they are now asking the question, why 
bother?" The Division will always strive to provide a safe environment for their 
transported students regardless of the apparent lack of support from the Judicial 
System. 


Refer to MSBA Resolutions Committee. 


3.03 Announcements 


a) Thank-you BBQ in honour of those who helped in the temporary relocation of Kirkcaldy 
Heights School to Brandon University - 12:00 noon, Thursday, June 30,2011, Admin 
Office Parking Lot. 


b) NEXT REGULAR BOARD MEETING - 7:00 p.m., Monday, July 11, 2011, Board Room. 


4.00 IN CAMERA DISCUSSION: 


4.01 Student Issues 


- Reports 


- Trustee Inquiries 
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4.02 Personnel Matters 


• Reports 


a) Confidential #1 - Personnel Report. 
b) Verbal Report - Personnel Matter - Superintendent, Dr. Michaels. 


· Trustee Inquiries 


4.03 Property MatterslTenders 


· Reports 


• Trustee Inquiries 


4.04 Board Operations 


· Reports 


· Trustee Inquiries 


5.00 ADJOURNMENT 
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.. ~ ~' Appendix A 
Dear Brandon School Board, 


~[EC[E~V[E!D 


JUN 0 6 2011 


---------------
We have always appreciated the hard work and dedication of the Board members 


and teachers in Brandon, quality teachers that provide a top quality education. 


After learning about a great school program in Quebec during a recent visit to the 
Montreal area for a family wedding and holiday we would like to make a suggestion 
to the Board that the Superintendent and Principals might want to implement in 
Brandon schools. During a visit to our nieces and nephews schools during an Open 
House/Family Fun day we learned about a great volunteer program they have in the 
schools, an innovative program they learned about from an administrator who had 
worked in the United States where the program runs very successfully. Our 
relatives and their friends were telling us about this program the district runs 
where the School Board encourages retired teachers and other skilled retirees to 
volunteer in the schools (after all the proper security screening of course) The 
school district works with the local retired teachers association to promote the 
program where the retired teachers are encouraged to volunteer to work with the 
students in the classroom and help students who might be having trouble with Math 
or Reading or other subjects the students might be experiencing difficulties with. 
Our own niece always had trouble with Math until working with a couple of these 
volunteers who brought her Math skills right back up to grade level with the ret of 
the class. Other people we talked to thought it was a great program, as one person 
said a great FREE resource of well educated dedicated people. Everyone had high 
praise for the Superintendent and Principal who implemented the program. I think 
everyone realizes even the most dedicated teachers don't always have enough time 
during the school day to spend as much one on one time with as they would like 
with every student in the classroom, especially with the ones who need so much 
extra help. A volunteer program such as this not only helps students who are having 
difficulty but also frees up more time and provides teachers with more time to 
interact with students who might need more one on one instruction from the 
teacher-of course the people who benefit the most are the students in the classroom 
and isn't that why teachers teach and why people work as Administrators and Board 
Members-ALL FOR OUR KIDS. 


We just thought this might be a great progressive program that could be 
considered in our Brandon Division to supplement the work being done by our great 
teachers. 







June 16, 2011 
Appendix B 


Dear Brandon School Division Board of Trustees 


I am a parent of two young girls', one who presently attends Meadows school and my 
other daughter will be attending in the fall. I also am a member of our Parent Council and 
a co-chair of our playground committee. My child was injured on the Meadows play 
structure this spring and it has inspired me even more to put many of my efforts towards 
helping raise funds to replace our play structure. A safe playground is of great 
importance to our family and to the school. We view the Meadows playground as not 
only a place for our children during school hours but also a place for the community on 
weekends and holidays. During the summer we would bike to the playground at 
Meadows but since it is slowly becoming unsafe, my husband and I would choose other 
playgrounds to have our children play at. We have seen boards coming off, nails popping 
up, slivers in hands and people falling due to the wood surface being slippery when it's 
wet. 


It is our understanding that the structure was built 13 years ago and has a life span of 
about 15 years, depending on usage, wear and even soil conditions. This structure is used 
by grades K - 6 roughly 300 students, five days a week. This type of wood structure no 
longer meets health and safety standards. 


The maintenance department has been repairing things when they are broken, however 
the Meadows Parent Council and the Playground Committee has recognized the need to 
begin the very long and difficult process of fundraising to replace the existing structure. 
Our Playground Committee at Meadows is planning to build a fully inclusive community 
playground, including surfacing, something that does not exist in the city of Brandon. 


We have a very dedicated playground committee which is willing to go the extra mile to 
ensure that our children are safe and get to enjoy the physical aspects of climbing, 
swinging, sliding and the social interaction that occurs on a playground. All of which are 
learning components for our children. 


Our playground committee has begun researching grants and the one thing that keeps 
coming up is how much is your school division contributing? We need your support. 
Please consider these playground projects as a must in your decision to spend some of the 
operating surplus. We are only asking for a little help in reaching our goal. We are all in 
this for one reason and one reason only - The Children! Who determines what is safe and 
what is not?? 


How can our Parent Playground Committee become involved with this 
consultative process? 


Sincerely, 


Lorie Stutsky 
A"Playground for Everyone" Committee 
Meadows School 







June 16,2011 


Dear Brllndoll School Divisioll Board ot'Trustees: 


Thank you for takillg positive action regarding the playground situation occurring at 
numerous schools within the Bl'8IIdon School Division. I am a plICcnt of a child who 
attends Meadows School, as. well asa member or our !'arelll CounciL 


A safe playground is of utmost importance to us. We viewtheMeadows playgJ:Oulld as 
1\0t only a place for our children during school hours but also a place for the commUllity 
on evenings, weekends and holidays. It is on rare OeeaSiOlI that we drive by the Meadows 
playground and see no children playing there. 


It is oUl' understanding that the structure was built 13 years agQ and biL~· a life span qf 
about 15 years depending 011 usage,wellC and tear and even soil conditions. This i~a 
structure that is u~ by over 300 students 5 days a week. The wood structure is slIppery 
ani! ~COnleS dangerolls when W¢t or snow Goveted. This type(j! Wood strucfU(el)ll 
longer meets health lind safety standards. As a f(l!llily we hl\ve been llttl~e. pillygropnd (jn 
weekends and have seen el(posed nails, have had to remove slivefl! from 'smllllhllnds an4 
have even notie.ed some boards that lire on the verge of breaking; The. schOol division has 
been expeditious when repairing things when they are broICell,how¢vet the MeadOWS. 
Parent Couuc.il and the l'larttound Conunjttee hl\veJecogni~ed the jJ(le« to begin the 
very· long and difficult process offlln~raisingtoreplace the existing sh~lcture; 


The, intent of the Playground Comlllittee'st Meadows is to build a fully llicluslve 
comlllunity playground, including surfacing, something that dOM not el(ist in the dtyof 
Brandon. At a recent bOllrd meeting mernbers of uumerous parent committees were.made 
aware ofthe Friends o.fEduc.ation Charitable Dqnationg tax incentive,and i.ndeedit 
makes donating to playgrounds 1D0teappealing fordollors, but it just doesn't allow lido 
raise on aVerage of$80,000 to $100,000 (and this is notfot a fancysUllctuFe) in a 
reasonable amollllt of time. 


Our Playground. Committee has begllll researching grants and t~ one thing thlll keeps 
coming III' is howrnuch isyolltschool division contributing? We jJeedthe divisions 
support with these projects. We look £Qlward to the div[sion tak)ng the time, and 
appreci~te the resources necessary to aS~t:Ss Ollf structures, but fe~rth!ltjtis vert 
important to include us in that process; lIowc.an ourParenl Playgrouud COm,mittee 
become iuvolved with this consul.tutive process? 


Sincerely, 


arrur~ 
Amy olft 
"A Playground for Everyone" Committee 
M~.adows School 







June 20, 2011 


Mr. Gerald Barnes 
Secretary Treasurer 
Brandon School Division 
1031- 6th Street 
Brandon, Manitoba 
R7A 4KS 


Dear Mr. Barnes: 


Appendix C 


IRlIEClEijVIED 
JUN 20 2011 


-------------


Request for Financial Assistance: Canadian Skills Competition 


Crocus Plains Regional Secondary School is proud to announce that two of our technical-vocational 
students, Kurtis Gibson - Gold Medal winner in Electronics and Tyler Enns - Gold Medal winner in 
Mechanical CAD, at the Skills Canada - Manitoba 2011 Provincial Competition at the Red River 
Community College, have also won bronze medals at the Canadian Skills Competition in Quebec City, 
Quebec, earlier this month. 


Three Crocus Plains Regional Secondary School students represented Team Manitoba at the Canadian 
Skills Competition. The three students were: 


• Alexandra Lafontaine - Gold Medal- Architectural Technology and Design 
• Kurtis Gibson - Gold Medal- Electronics 


• Tyler Enns - Gold Medal - Mechanical CAD 


Program coaches and supervisors, Mr. Miro Gawlnskl, Mr. Lionel Ogg, and Ms. Heather Bruederlin, had 


attended the Canadian Skills Competition with the students. 


On behalf of Crocus Plains, I am writing to request financial assistance from the Board of Trustees for our 
three students and our three supervisors with the costs of attending this competition and showcasing the 
exceptional programming at Crocus Plains Regional Secondary School and the Brandon School Division. 


Brandon School Division's support of this request would be greatly appreciated by our students and 
participating staff members. 


Respectfully yours, 


Terry M.J. Osiowy 
Principal 
Crocus Plains Regional Secondary School 







BRANDON SCHOOL DIVISIO 


'icofe Secondaire 'JI&e[in :J{ 
Appendix D 


1020 Brandon Avenue, Brandon, Manitoba R7A lK6 • Phone: (204) 1:::!!:I~~'80 • Fax: (204) 726·5813 


June 10, 2011 


Dear Board Members, 


h9l!EClE~V[ED 


JUN 20 2011 
---------------


The Neelin High School Student Representative Council (SRC) has recently registered for the 
Canadian Student Leadership Conference (CSLC) which is to be held from September 27-
October 1, 2011 in St. John's, Newfoundland. The student council is quite excited to be 
participating in such an amazing conference, and many who attended the Manitoba Student 
Leadership Conference last year are very excited to see what this conference can teach them. 


The delegate fee for this conference is $350 per attendee plus the cost of airfare 
(approximately $800 per attendee). We are sending three student delegates along with one 
teacher supervisor which will incur a cost of approximately $4,600. 


Mr. Adamski has committed some financial support from Neelin High School (amount unknown 
at this time); as well, some Neelin Student Representative Council funds will be used to cover a 
portion of the delegate fees. As the cost of this trip is quite high, we are hoping to further 
decrease the amount required so that this amazing opportunity is accessible to and affordable 
for each ofthe students and their families. 


The students hoping to attend the conference are very dedicated to their council and their 
school. We would love for them to have the opportunity to participate in such an incredible 
event at a national level. The people they will connect with, the ideas and passion they will 
experience, and the skills they will develop will be brought back and shared with our Council 
and help build student leadership in our school. We are requesting any financial support which 
can be made available by the Board in order to offset this cost. 


Thank you in advance for your time and consideration, 


On behalf of the Ecole Neelin High School Student Representative Council, 


Kerri Phillips 
Student Council Teacher Advisor 
Ecole Neelin High School 


~ 
Melissa Stoesz r 
Student Council Teacher Advisor 
Ecole Neelin High School 







BRANDON SCHOOL DIVISION Appendix E 


teok Seconaaire 'lI&efin J{~ 
1020 Brandon Avenue, Brandon, Mani10ba R7A 1K6 • Phone: (204) 729-3180 • Fax: (204) 726-5813 


June 15, 2011 


Dear Board Members, 


IR!IECIE~VlED 


JUN 2 0 2011 


---------------


The2011-2012 Student Representative Council at Ecole Neelin High School has become 
increasingly inclusive. We have worked hard to have representation of all aspects of school 
participation. For example, last year we created Representative positions for students from all 
clubs/groups at Neelin as well as for sports teams, French Immersion, IB, choir groups, and 
EAL and Lifeskills students and have worked hard to continue this venture. 


In the-interest of providing ou(council membernvith the tools to succeed in their positions and 
attain their goals for their school community in 2011-2012, we have registered for the Manitoba 
Student Leadership Oonference taking plaGethis October 13and 14 at the International Peace 
Gardens. The registration fee for the conference is $100 per student and we have 10 students 
who are committed to participate. 


Neelin High School has helped to support our registration financially to reserve our spot at the 
conference in the amount of $300. Mr. Adamski has provided for two teacher advisor 
registrations to be paid for from our Professional Development budget. We currently owe in the 
amount of $725 for the conference ($25 conference entrance fee for school). Transportation to 
and from the Peace Gardens will add to our total costs in the estimated amount of $200. 


These students are committing themselves to the service of their school and their classmates in 
addition to the other groups/activities in which they already participate.· We would very much like 
to lessen the cost of this wonderful opportunity for our council members who have committed'to 
attending this conference. We are requesting any financial support which can be made available 
by the Board in order to offset this cost. 


Thank you for your time and consideration, 


On behalf of Ecole Neelin High School Student Representative Council, 


Kerri Phillips 
Student Council Teacher Advisor 
Ecole Neelin High School 


Melissa Stoesz 
Student Council Teacher Advisor 
Ecole Neelin High School 







AppendixF 
June 19, 2011 


Chairperson on the Board and Members of the Brandon School Board, 


On behalf of Valleyview Parent Council, I am writing this letter in regards to the current playstructure at 


Valleyview Centennial School. 


Our playstructure is nearing the end of its lifespan, and will need replacing as soon as 3-5 years as 


advised by Mel Clark. Parent Council has begun to fundraise for this ambitious project, and to date have 


$671. We request the division's assistance in securing the funds for this structure. 


We would like to be involved in any consultations done on our playstructure by the division to assess 


the viability of our current playstructure so we can develop a plan for moving forward. 


The Valleyview Parent Council will be looking into what is available for replacements, but on average a 


playstructure costs lOOK. Fundraising this amount of money in a reasonable time frame is daunting, but 


with the help of the division, we believe it can be done. 


We would like to thank the School Board for keeping the playstructures in mind. Will the Brandon 


School Division assist us in the funding of our new playstructure? 


Sincerely, 


Darcie Gervin 


ValleyView Centennial School Parent Council 


darcie.r@hotmail.com 


7287133 







Appendix ~ 


Ramona Coey 


May 16, 2011 


Dear Brandon School Division Board of Trustees, 


RE: 7512011 That the Secretary-Treasurer's Department review the status of playground 
equipment replacement and provide the Board with a detailed report at a future date. 


I am writing to you to express my sincerest thanks in supporting motion 72/2011 and ask for further 
clarification. As a parent of students at a school currently without a play structure, I appreciate your 
request of the Secretary-Treasurers Department to review the status of playground equipment in our 
Division. The report will include valuable information that we as parent councils could not provide with 
regards to structural integrity. 


I believe your intent was to have a full understanding of the "status of playground equipment 
replacement", which would imply inclusion of a better understanding of our ability to leverage the 
necessary funds. I would assume that you will be including all parent councils in a consultation process. 
Parent Councils best understand their community and their ability to raise funds. Without this 
information you will not have a clear picture of the situation. 


Question: Will our input be sought and included in the detailed report you have requested? 


Respectfully, 


Ramona Coey 
Ecole Harrison Community Playground Committee Chair 







Jill Martine 


June 21, 2011 


Brandon School Division Board of Trustees 
Brandon School Division 
1031 6th Street 
Brandon, Manitoba R7A 4K5 


Dear Trustees, 


I am a parent of a kindergarten student at Ecole Harrison. I would like to begin by 
thanking the Board for taking the time to consider and re-evaluate the playground 
situation at our school and the other schools. As a parent committee, we have been 
working diligently to raise the funds necessary to build a play structure for our students 
and I appreciate (whether you agreed with us or not) the time you took to discuss our 
request for support. I would also like to thank you for giving divisional resources to 
evaluate the situation and setting a timeline to gather this information to further discuss 
and make a decision about the playground situation. 


As parents we certainly see how beneficial play structures are for our children's 
development as well as for enhancing the community. How do your plan to involve the 
parent councils when you are gathering your information? 


Yours truly, 


Jill Martine 
Parent of a student at Ecole Harrison 
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Dear Brandon School Division Board of Trustees, 


RE: Inquiry regarding motion 75/2011 
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Thank you for supporting the above mentioned motion. It was comforting to listen 
to the debate regarding the status of the division playgrounds at the last Board 
Meeting. I agree that it is important to make these large financial decisions 
when they are intrusted to you by the public with the all necessary information. 


The report you have requested from your Senior Administration will undoubtedly 
include valuable information regarding playground safety, structural longevity, and 
a detailed school by school status report. You will find out that many of the 
existing structure have recently been upgraded. You will also learn that many of 
the schools have been given less than five years to design, raise funds and install 
new structures. 


Unfortunately this detailed report as outlined above will be not be complete 
without the input of the parent groups involved. The realistic timeline for the 
monumental task of raising the necessary funds (complicated by the number of 
projects currently underway) could ONLY be understood by the parent groups 
assigned with this undertaking. 
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How will this valuable information be gathered and included in your report? 


Sincerely, 
Andrea Plante 
Ecole Harrison 
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Dear Brandon School Division Board of Trustees, 


RE: Inquiry regarding motion 75/2011 


Thank you very much for supporting motion 7512011. I really 
appreciate the thoughtful discussions regarding this motion and 
definitely believe that only after such discussions, carefully 
considering the many worthwhile projects, can you allocate such 
significant funds. 


You have requested that Senior Administration prepare a detailed 
report outlining the current status of all of the school division's 
playground structures. I really think this report will provide you 
with much needed clarity regarding the schools' equipment quality, 
life span, and replacement date (if applicable) among other things. 
However, I feel that the report will be incomplete unless the schools' 
Parent Councils, who are entrusted with fundraising for the structures 
that are ultimately maintained by the school division, are consulted 
as well. 


My question is will you solicit input from the Parent Councils in the 
district regarding the current status of the play structures? 


Sincerely, 


Karen Slawinsky 


Ecole Harrison 


Tuesday, June 21, 2011 8:29:02 A 
Page 1 of 
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Dear Board of Trustees, 


Thank you for listening to our thoughts for the play structures and financial needs. Our 
playground committee has meet with Ryan about grant writing for our school. We just need 
to know if the School Board is able to help us with the funding? Whether it be $1000.00 or 
$5000.00 any amount is a bonus to the schools that are trying to raise money. 
Our School is hoping to have everything in place by 2015, not sure if this is realistic time line. 
We have been told our structure is on its way out so we need to get all our ducks in a row. 
We have a population of over 300 in our school and growing! Our school has gone thru many 
changes over the last 4 years, wouldn't it be nice for Earl Oxford to have a positive outlook for 
once? Wouldn't the Board of Trustees be proud of themselves if they helped all the schools 
that need these play structures get rolling a little faster? We just need to know if we can 
count on the School Board for any kind of funding to the schools? Earl Oxford School needs 
to know how much is BSD able to give to help support our playground structure? 
thank you for your time in this matter. 


Lori Grebinski 
Brandon, Manitoba 
Earl Oxford School 
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I am writing to say that I appreciate the seriousness that the playground discussions were given and 
that I was pleased to see how the board deals with big decisions regarding surplus funds. As a 
parent of a child in this school division it is reassuring to know that alot of thought goes into the 
decisions made. 


I understand that the Secretary-Treasurer's department has asked for an assessment to be done of 
the playground equipment in the division with the intent to have full understanding of ' status of 
playground equipment replacement'. 


This implies that ail areas of playground replacement wiil be examined. Would this not indicate that 
as part of the whole picture that the people doing most of the fundraising should be consulted? 
These parents are in the immediate situation of fundraising and can provide important insight as to 
individual school fundraising capabilities. 


Will you include parent groups in your assessment of playgrounds? 


Sincerely 


Cynthia Brown 
George Fitton Parent Council 







Appendix :r 
MANITOBA ASSOCIATION OF PARENT COUNCILS (MAPC) 


DIVISIONAL MEMBERSHIP 
2011- 2012 


Dr. Donna Michaels, Superintendent 
Brandon School Division 
1031 - 6th Street 
Brandon, MB R7A 4K5 


Dear Dr. Michaels, 


~[ECrE~V[ED 


JUN 1 0 2011 


------ ---------


It's time once again to renew annual memberships for schools in your division. Your support 
demonstrates your commitment to promoting parental involvement within Manitoba schools. 
The Manitoba Association of Parent Councils (MAPC) is frequently approached during the school 
year to help resolve challenges with parent groups. These may include: 


• requests for assistance with constitution and policy development and implementation 
within a parent council 


• developing communication skills between parents, administrators, and divisions to 
resolve school based issues 


• implementing the skills required to run effective meetings and build awareness of the 
roles of volunteers participating in a parent council 


These items can take valuable time away from a school administrator or superintendent's day. 
As a partner in education, please join us as we help Manitoba parents understand their role 
within the provincial education system! 


By joining MAPC, the parents and parent groups in your division will have access to the valuable 
support, skills, and resources offered by our organization. The $40 (per school in a division) 
membership fee is a great value in these situations and a visible way of shOWing your support of 
meaningful parental involvement within your division. Thank you for supporting parental 
involvement and your parent groups! 


Sincerely, 


ct. o.aniK"-f. 


Naomi Kruse 
Executive Director / Advocacy Project Coordinator 


cc: Brandon School Division Board Chair 


Please turn over to complete your registration. OOL-I ____ ~ 







If you are supporting the parent groups in your Division by joining MAPC, please: 


;;. Complete the following information and return it with payment to the MAPC office 


;;. Include a completed School Membership form for each parent group (attached) 


DIVISION: Brandon School Division 


SUPERINTENDENT: Donna Michaels 


NO. OF SCHOOLS WITH AN ACTIVE PARENT GROUP: __ x $40.00/schoo/ = $, ___ _ 


We will notify each group about their membership once this informotion is received, but recommend 
that your Division 0150 notify them to ensure ongoing communicatian and understanding between 
all parties involved. 


Please make cheque payable to: 


Manitoba Association of Parent Councils 
1005 - 401 York Avenue, Winnipeg, MB R3C OPS 
Ph: 204-956-1770 
Toll Free: 1-S77-290-4702 
Fax: 204-956-77S0 
Email: info@mapc.mb.ca Web: www.mapc.mb.ca 


Office use: 
Date Membership Rec'd 
Entered (initial) 


Cheque No. Amount Date Receipt Issued 


s 
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LEADERSHIP, ADVOCACY AND SERVICE FOR MANITOBA'S PUBllC salOOL BOARDS 


June 8, 2011 


TO: All Superintendents 


FROM: Carolyn Duhamel, Executive Director 


RE: Graduation Natiorr-An Invitation to High School Valedictorians 


Pathways to Education Canada is a charitable organization that helps youth in low-income commW1ities 
graduate Ii"om high school and successfully transition into post-secondary education or ulIining. Graduation 
Nation is that organization's plan to reduce dropout mtes and make high school graduation a national priority. 
On JW1e 1, Graduation Nation launched a Facebook page, reaching out to high school valedictorians for help 
in spreading the word that all students deserve the opportunity to graduate. 


Valedictorians are being invited to incorporate at least one of Graduation Nation's four messages (see 
attached) into their gmduation speeches, and submit those speeches for posting on the Graduation Nation 
Facebook page. A selection of these speeches will also be published in The Globe and Mail, where they will 
receive national exposure. 


At its June 6 meeting, the Manitoba School Boards Association provincial executive asked that I share this 
information with all school divisions, and invite them to share it further with high schools within their 
jurisdictions. 


You can find out more about Pathways to Education Canada at www.pathwaystoeducation.calhome.htmI. 
The Graduation Nation page is located at facebook.comlpathwaystoeducationcanada. 


CDlhd 


cc School Board Chairs . 
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To be a champion for Graduation Nation (and have your speech eligible to be featured in the Globe 
and Mail), include at least 1 of the key messages below in your Valedictorian speech. Please use 
your own words and communicate the message in a way that you think will be compelling to your 
audience. 


Key Messages 


Many Canadians don't realize that the high school dropout rate in some communities in Canada 
can be higher than 70 per cent: 


• In some of Canada's lowest income communities the high school dropout rate soars as high as 
50, 60 and even 70 per cent. 


• This is significantly higher than Canada's average provincial high sChool dropout rates, which 
are lower than 30 per cent, and as low as 6 per cent in our most affluent ,communities. 


Most people don't think about high school as unaffordable, but for many kids there are barriers 
that stand in the way of high school completion, including: 


• The cost of public transit and school eXpenses 


• Lack of role models and academic 5upp()rt at home orin their community 


• The challenges of integrating into a new culture and learning a new language while trying to 
succeed in school 


The decision to drop out of high SChool leads to a ripple of negative consequences for youth: 


• Research confirms that high school dropouts are more likelY to be unemployed, tend to com
mit. more crime, have higher incidence of illness and drug Use, and tend to rely more on social 
assistance. 


• conversely, high school graduation plays an important role in breaking the cycie of poverty 
- providing the skills and experience needed to move on to college or university and bUild a 
rewarding career. 


Graduation Nation is a movement to make high school graduation a priority for all Canadians: 


• All youth should have an equal opportunity to graduate and realize their full potential. 


• Pathways to Education is working in low-income communities across Canada to close the 
achievement gap and support high school success for all of the community's youth. 


Together, we can transform an entire nation through the poWer of education: 


• All Canadians have a shared responslblilty to help Canadian youth gain the education needed 
to build successful lives and communities. 


• As youth leaders we have an opportunity to use our voice to share our belief that all students 
deserve equal opportunities to succeed in sch,ool. 
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MINUTES OF THE SPECIAL MEETING OF THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES, THE BRANDON 
SCHOOL DIVISION, HELD IN THE J. L. MILNE BOARDROOM, ADMINISTRATION OFFICE, 
1031 - 6TH STREET, BRANDON, MANITOBA, AT 6:30 P.M., MONDAY, JUNE 13, 2011. 
 
PRESENT: 
Mr. M. Snelling, Chairperson, Dr. L. Ross, Vice-Chairperson, Mr. P. Bartlette, Mrs. P. Bowslaugh 
(entered at 6:32 p.m.), Mr. D. Karnes, Mr. G. Kruck, Mr. J. Murray, Mr. M. Sefton, Mr. K. Sumner. 
 
Senior Administration:  Dr. D. M. Michaels, Superintendent, Mr. G. Malazdrewicz, Associate 
Superintendent. 
 
 
CALL: 
 
The Chairperson called the meeting to order at 6:30 p.m. and referred to the Call. 
 
The meeting had been called for the purpose of considering the following: 
 


a) Report of the Secretary-Treasurer Search Committee. 
 
Mr. Murray – Mr. Kruck 
That the Board do now resolve into Committee of the Whole In Camera. 
    Carried. 
 
 
IN COMMITTEE OF THE WHOLE IN CAMERA 
 
Trustee Ross gave the report of the Selection Committee for the Position of Secretary-Treasurer.  
The Board unanimously agreed with the recommendation of the Selection Committee and 
requested the matter be brought forward to open Board at the Regular Meeting to take place at 
7:00 p.m. 
 
Mr. Karnes – Mrs. Bowslaugh 
That the Committee of the Whole In Camera do now resolve into Board. 
    Carried. 
 
IN BOARD 
 
 


 
Mr. Kruck – Mr. Murray 
That the meeting do now adjourn (6:44 p.m.) 
 
 
______________________________ ____________________________ 
Chairperson     Secretary-Treasurer 
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Report of 
Senior Administration to the  


Board of Trustees 
 


June 27, 2011 
 


 


A. Business Arising for Board Action 
 


I. Presentations 
II. Human Resources 
III. Secretary-Treasurer 


1. Change of Meeting Date ......................................................................................... 1 
2. Giving of Notice – Policy and Procedures 5010 ........................................................ 1 


IV. Superintendent of Schools 
1. École Secondaire Neelin High School Off-Site Activity Request ................................ 1 


V. Senior Administration Response to Trustee Inquiries  
1. Inquiry from Trustee Sefton – Streaming Board Meetings ....................................... 2 


 
B. Administrative Information 
 


I. Human Resources 
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II. Secretary-Treasurer 
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III. Superintendent of Schools 
1. School Information 


School Visits (June 7 to June 20, 2011) .................................................................... 3 
A. Quality Learning 


• Quality Learning at St. Augustine School ..................................................... 3 
• University of Toronto National Biology Competition Results ....................... 5 


B. Quality Teaching 
• Quality Teaching at Crocus Plains Regional Secondary School ...................... 5 


C. Quality Support Services 
• Quality Support Services at Linden Lanes School ......................................... 7 


D. Administrative and Statistical Information 
• Suspensions ............................................................................................... 7 
• English as an Additional Language (EAL) Enrolment Update / May 31, 2011 . 8 


2. Divisional Initiatives 
Year End Report – June 2011 
Implementation of the Brandon School Division’s Strategic Plan (2010-2012) .......... 9 
2010/2011 Student Assessment Results .................................................................. 9 







A. Quality Learning 
• Full Day/Every Day Kindergarten Steering Committee Meeting /  


June 1, 2011 ............................................................................................... 30 
• High Ability Learner Enrichment Program (HALEP) Steering Committee 


Meeting / June 16, 2011 ............................................................................. 31 
• Senior High Access Committee Meetings / May 27 and June 20, 2011 .......... 31 


3. Community Connections 
• Participation in Brandon University’s 100th Annual Spring Convocation / Friday, 


June 3 and Saturday, June 4, 2011 .................................................................... 32 
4. Correspondence 


• Correspondence Received from Barbara Riou, Assessment Consultant,  
Manitoba Education ......................................................................................... 33 


• Correspondence Received from Carole Bilyk, Coordinator, Development Unit, 
Manitoba Instruction, Curriculum and Assessment Branch ................................ 33 


• Correspondence Received from Nancy Allan, Minister of Education, Manitoba 
Education ........................................................................................................ 34 


 
This report from members of the Brandon School Division Senior Administration is submitted 
respectfully for your consideration, action, and information. 
 
 
 
 
Dr. Donna M. Michaels 
Superintendent of Schools/ 
Chief Executive Officer 
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A. Business Arising for Board Action 


 
I. PRESENTATIONS 


 


II. HUMAN RESOURCES 
 


III. SECRETARY-TREASURER 
 


1. CHANGE OF MEETING DATE 
For Action ........................................................................................................................ K. Zabowski 
 


At the June 13, 2011 Regular Board Meeting, Trustee Sefton recommended that the 
Board change the August 22, 2011 Regular Board Meeting to August 29, 2011  as well as 
changing the August 20, 2012 Regular Board Meeting to August 27, 2012.  He noted the 
purpose of this rescheduling would allow the Board to meet closer to the beginning of 
school opening.  The Board considered this and directed Senior Administration to bring 
forth a motion recommending the proposed change of dates.  A motion has been 
included in the agenda for the Board’s consideration. 
 


2. GIVING OF NOTICE – POLICY AND PROCEDURES 5010 
For Action ............................................................................................................................ G. Barnes 
 


At the Regular Board Meeting on June 13, 2011 a Giving of Notice was presented for the 
purpose of rescinding Policy and Procedures 5010 – “Posting and Assignment of 
Professional Teaching Staff” and replacing it with Policy and Procedures 5010 – 
“Interview, Selection and Assignment of Professional Teaching Staff”.  The noted Policies 
and Procedures are attached as Appendix A.  A motion to approve the revised Policy and 
Procedures is included in the agenda for Board consideration. 
 


IV. SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS 
 


1. ÉCOLE SECONDAIRE NEELIN HIGH SCHOOL OFF-SITE ACTIVITY REQUEST 
For Action ........................................................................................................................ D. Michaels 
 


École Secondaire Neelin High School has submitted an off-site activity request (attached 
as Appendix B for Trustee consideration) for twenty one (21) high school Social Studies, 
Canadian History, and English Language Arts students, Grades 10, 11 and 12, from École 
Secondaire Neelin High School to make a trip to Europe from March 22, 2012 to March 
31, 2012.   
 
Mr. Michael Adamski, Principal, École Secondaire Neelin High School, and Dr. Donna M. 
Michaels, Superintendent of Schools / Chief Executive Officer have approved this trip.  
Approval from the Board of Trustees is respectfully requested. 
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RECOMMENDATION: 


That the trip involving 21 high school Social Studies, Canadian History, and 
English Language Arts students from École Secondaire Neelin High School 
to Europe from March 22, 2012 to March 31, 2012 be approved and 
carried out in accordance with Board Policy/Procedures 4001: Off-Site 
Activities. 


 


V. SENIOR ADMINISTRATION RESPONSE TO TRUSTEE INQUIRIES  
 


1. INQUIRY FROM TRUSTEE SEFTON – STREAMING BOARD MEETINGS 
For Information ............................................................................................................... K. Zabowski 
 


At the March 28, 2011 Regular Board Meeting, Trustee Sefton made an inquiry 
requesting Senior Administration investigate the possibility of webcasting Board 
Meetings and storing the webcasts so that  they can be retrieved online at any time.  
Mr. Brent Ewasiuk, Director of Management & Information Systems Technology (MIST) 
has investigated the matter and provided a report on the possibility of streaming Board 
Meetings. A copy of this report has been included as Appendix C.  This is provided as 
information.  Should you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact Mr. 
Ewasiuk directly.  
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B. Administrative Information 


 
I. HUMAN RESOURCES 
 


1. PERSONNEL REPORT 
For Information .................................................................................................................. B. Switzer 
 


Included in the agenda package as Confidential #1 is the Personnel Report, a listing of 
resignations and employment approved by the Superintendent of Schools and 
Secretary-Treasurer since the last meeting. 


 


II. SECRETARY-TREASURER 
 


1. BUS ACCIDENT 
For Information ................................................................................................................... G. Barnes 
 


Correspondence has been received from the Supervisor of Transportation advising of an 
accident at approximately 3:30 p.m., Monday, April 25, 2011, involving bus 40-10, while 
being driven on regular route assignment Red 2.  The accident occurred while the bus 
was travelling southbound on 1st Street at Lorne Avenue and was struck by another 
vehicle from the side.  The driver of the other vehicle would be at fault.  No apparent 
injuries were initially sustained by the driver of the bus or its passengers.  There were 
five students on the bus at the time of the accident.  Damage to the bus was minimal 
and damage to both vehicles was in excess of $1,000.  The accident was reported to 
Manitoba Public Insurance and Brandon Police Services.  This is provided as information. 


 


III. SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS 
 


1. SCHOOL INFORMATION 
For Information ............................................................................................................... D. Michaels 


 


SCHOOL VISITS (JUNE 7 TO JUNE 20, 2011) 
• Wednesday, June 8, 2011 – Meadows School 


• Tuesday, June 14, 2011 – École O’Kelly School 
 


A. QUALITY LEARNING 
 


QUALITY LEARNING AT ST. AUGUSTINE SCHOOL 
Report prepared by Ms. Betty Howell, Principal, St. Augustine School 
 


The focus of this report will be the High Ability Learner Enrichment Programming 
(HALEP) at St. Augustine School. We have a one-quarter time teacher, Eileen Agar, 
and we have tried to work with each class each year, covering a variety of curriculum 
topics. At the beginning of the year, the assessment profiles are completed – using 
the Strengths and Preferences surveys and the Multiple Intelligences profiles. These 
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assessments then form a class profile that is utilized during the unit planning, as well 
as helping the students to be more self aware of their learning strengths. The model 
involves co-planning and co-teaching of the selected unit, and this provides an 
instructional focus on differentiation, which is subsequently utilized by teachers in 
planning other units.  
 
In reviewing the program with the HALEP teacher, it is interesting to see the diverse 
units around which the planning centered. The grade 6 class focused on the Science 
unit around the Solar system – with the focus being on independent research 
methods – incorporating research from web sites as well as text sources. The 
process incorporated modeling on a whole class project, followed by independent 
application on individual projects. In grade 5, an English Language Arts (ELA) unit 
focused on Poetry, and incorporated technology. Part of the professional teaming 
during this project involved incorporating the Regie Routman writing model, with 
scaffolded instruction to lead to increased independence. In Grade One, the focus 
was on Math – developing algebraic thinking. The constructivist approach utilized a 
number of hands-on center activities to develop understanding. In Grade Two the 
focus was on ELA – developing descriptive language in writing. The theme centered 
around an author study of Jan Brett stories, and incorporated technology through 
utilization of the website. Grade Four incorporated Math and ELA. The multiple 
intelligences were used to choose the type of product they wanted to create, as well 
as how the children worked in groups. Grade 8 focused on Social Studies with the 
unit topic being the Romans. The inquiry question centered around the impact of 
events and discoveries during Roman time on modern day life. As with the grade 6 
class, the focus was on building research practices and the focusing the inquiry 
around an essential question. The final group is the Kindergarten class – where the 
focus has been on Math – working on the skills of patterning, predicting and 
measurement. The benefits to the students have included increased engagement 
with learning tasks, increased differentiation in activities based on learner profile, 
and the opportunity to challenge themselves in higher order thinking tasks. We have 
been very pleased with the opportunities offered to enrich the work of each class, 
and are looking forward to the future development of the program.  
 
The co-planning, co-teaching model is very beneficial and staff comment often on 
the value of this model in differentiating around the learner profiles and providing 
opportunities to work based on the multiple intelligences identified. This is job-
embedded professional development as the application is immediate. In terms of 
professional learning, Mrs. Agar has participated in a book study, worked on a 
planning committee for the HALEP teachers group, with reformatting of the 
assessments, development of a handbook for the HALEP program, and planning for 
further development of the program.  
 
In our school next year, we will be implementing the new assessments, which will 
result in a Total Talent Portfolio for each child in grades 5 to 8. We are also planning 
to implement enrichment clusters, which takes the enrichment model one step 
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further, by involving the students in defining what it is they want to learn, and by 
working in cross grade clusters, based upon the students selecting their interest 
cluster. We have plans to implement a four week cluster in the fall term with grades 
5 to 8, a four week grades 1 to 4 cluster in the winter term, and a six week cluster for 
grades 5 - 8 in the spring term. This will move our school toward the whole school 
enrichment model, based on the work of Renzuli.  


 
UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO NATIONAL BIOLOGY COMPETITION RESULTS 
 


The 17th annual University of Toronto Biology competition was written by 4548 
eligible contestants at 317 schools on April 28, 2011.  Two hundred and ninety four 
(294) schools from across Canada, and schools in Brunei Darussalam, Malaysia, 
Germany, Singapore, Slovakia, Switzerland and the United States.  Top students 
receive cash prizes and/or certificates. 
 
Gideon Bookatz, Student, Vincent Massey High School, ranked in the 99th percentile 
and will be awarded National Biology Scholar with Distinction certificate.  Jillian 
Perreaux ranked in the 97th percentile and will be awarded National Biology Scholar 
Certificate.  Vincent Massey High School ranked 31st out of 272 teams in the 
competition.  Biology teacher, Lindsay Metruk, is proud of her students for 
accomplishing such impressive scores in this prestigious contest and credits this rigor 
of the Advanced Placement Program at Massey for such a strong foundation in 
Biology.  The top 50 students receive a cash prize. 
 
Congratulations to Gideon and Jillian on your accomplishments. 
 


B. QUALITY TEACHING 
 


QUALITY TEACHING AT CROCUS PLAINS REGIONAL SECONDARY SCHOOL 
Report prepared by Mr. Terry Osiowy, Principal, Crocus Plains Regional Secondary School 
 


Crocus Plains Regional Secondary School (CPRSS) has taken several steps down our 
long journey in the area of student assessment, evaluation, and reporting.  The 
2010/2011 year was an important year as it was the foundational year in our 
school’s future development in the area of assessment and evaluation. 
 
The CPRSS Assessment Committee has concentrated its efforts on its own 
professional growth this past year and has used this opportunity to attend valuable 
assessment and evaluation presentations/workshops by Warren Nickerson, 
December 2010, and Damian Cooper, February 2011.  Both sessions provided the 
committee with valuable insight into the area of assessment and evaluation; 
particularly formative assessment.   
 
Under the leadership of Brent Richards, CPRSS School and Staff Development 
Specialist, and Karen Klassen, CPRSS Career Education Counsellor, a Year II 
development plan has been created and approved by CPRSS administration for the 
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2011/2012 school year.  The implementation plan for CPRSS was well researched 
and includes some of the best practices for systemic change that have been 
implemented in several school divisions and high schools in our province. 
 
The key components of the 2011/2012 CPRSS Student Assessment and Evaluation 
plan are as follows: 


• Expansion of the School Assessment Team – Additional participants were 
approved to the current team to ensure that all departments are represented 
and that key staff members are connected to the process to improve the 
committee’s impact and sustainability across the system.  Committee will expand 
from its current eight members to eighteen members. (June 2011) 


• School Assessment Team – Book Study – The School Assessment Team has 
identified “Ahead of the Curve:  The Power of Assessment to Transform Teaching 
and Learning” for study by the CPRSS Assessment Committee.  A study/reporting 
out/discussion of the book’s content will form the focus of the committee’s first 
tasks.  This will help committee members become more familiar with the use of 
formative assessment as a teaching tool and rationale for giving it a more 
prominent role in our school. (September and October 2011) 


• Damian Cooper Professional Development – CPRSS staff will attend the Damian 
Cooper session on October 14, 2011, as its official launch to this initiative with 
our staff.  CPRSS staff was provided an introduction to our work and to Damian 
Cooper at our May 2011 School Planning Day. 


• CPRSS “Grading Guidelines” – CPRSS Assessment Committee will spend several 
months discussing and developing a one/two page summary of “Grading 
Guidelines” for use by departments and teachers as they plan their 
programming.  When the committee has finalized its recommended “Grading 
Guidelines”, the CPRSS Assessment Committee will meet with each academic 
and vocational department to present the guidelines, provide rationale for the 
guidelines, and begin the important conversations between the committee and 
our departments in the area of assessment development. 


 
Crocus Plains Regional Secondary School’s size and complexity as an 
academic/vocational learning center creates many challenges when it comes to 
advancing teaching and learning practices for our students.  The CPRSS Assessment 
Committee and Administration recognize the challenges and have committed to a 
systemic development process that creates a large professional learning community 
that will be focused on continuous learning and growth as a school.  
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C. QUALITY SUPPORT SERVICES 
 


QUALITY SUPPORT SERVICES AT LINDEN LANES SCHOOL 
Report prepared by Ms. Kathy Brigden, Principal, Linden Lanes School 
 


Learning Support Services plays a critical role in all school based initiatives and 
program planning for students at Linden Lanes School.  We rely on the expertise, 
collaboration and support from all areas of Learning Support Services as well as the 
Superintendent and Associate Superintendent to provide Quality Learning 
experiences and Quality Teaching in our school.  


 
Examples that occurred during the 2010/2011 school year include: 


• Learning Support Services team (program facilitator, psychologist, 
speech/language pathologist, social worker) in collaboration with the school 
team (classroom teacher, guidance, resource, principal) plan to meet the diverse 
learning needs of students and provide appropriate educational programming. 
This includes the development of Individual Education Plans (IEP), Behaviour 
Intervention Plans (BIP) and Functional Behaviour Assessment (FBA); 


• workshop for Educational Assistants; Working with Challenging Student 
Behaviour; 


• Non-violent Crisis Intervention training; 


• Appropriate Educational Programming (AEP) support for specific student 
programming needs including Autism Spectrum Disorder; 


• Learning Assistance Program (LAC); program development, planning and 
assessment; 


• ICT; Assistive Technology Project, professional development for teachers, 
classroom supports; 


• Early Years Literacy Support; leveled literacy project; 


• Reading Recovery; 


• High Ability Learner Enrichment Programming (HALEP); 


• Physical Education teacher, Music teacher, Teacher Librarian; 


• Effective Behaviour Support (EBS); 


• Literacy and Numeracy Specialist; professional development; 


• Aboriginal Education Counsellor, Attendance Counsellor, Medication Follow-up 
Program, Hard of Hearing specialist, Unified Referral Intake System (URIS); and 


• Speech/language intervention for students. 


 
D. ADMINISTRATIVE AND STATISTICAL INFORMATION 


 


SUSPENSIONS  
 


SCHOOL NO./STUDENTS NO./DAYS REASON 


Crocus Plains 7 4, 5, 6, 30 
Assaultive, Drug and Alcohol, 
Unacceptable 


New Era 1 3 Drug and Alcohol 
Vincent Massey  4 5, 13 Assaultive, Unacceptable 
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ENGLISH AS AN ADDITIONAL LANGUAGE (EAL) ENROLMENT UPDATE / MAY 31, 2011 
 


The Brandon School Division Currently has 1026 English as an Additional Language 
(EAL) Students. 
 


• 21 new registrations for the current school year were received in May 2011; 


• 2 students have left school. 
 
The number of new EAL registrations received since June 2010, by month, is as 
follows: 
 


Month of Registration Number of New EAL 
Registrations Received 


June 2010 24 


July 2010 2 


August 2010 69 


September 2010 112 


October 2010 35 


November 2010 21 


December 2010 7 


January 2011 15 


February 2011 9 


March 2011 6 


April 2011 20 


May 2011 21 


Total 341 


 
The current school totals are as follows: 
 


 Current 
Total 


EAL 
Discontinued 


(Stage 5+) 


Alexander 0  


Betty Gibson 102 2 


Crocus Plains 109 9 


Earl Oxford 50  


George Fitton 52 1 


Green Acres 21  


Harrison 1 1 


J.R. Reid 21 1 


King George 79  


Kirkcaldy Heights 24  


Linden Lanes 12  


Meadows 96 1 
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Neelin 27 3 


New Era 122 4 


O’Kelly 2 2 


Riverheights 43  


Riverview 41  


St. Augustine 34  


Spring Valley 18  


Valleyview Centennial 10  


Vincent Massey 127 9 


Waverly Park 35 1 


Total 1026 34 


 
The number of students who left Brandon School Division from the beginning of May 
to the end of May is two (2). 
 
Of the two (2) students that left the Brandon School Division: 


• two (2) students moved back to their home country. 
 
Six (6) students changed catchment areas within the Brandon School Division. 


 


2. DIVISIONAL INITIATIVES 
For Information ............................................................................................................... D. Michaels 
 


YEAR END REPORT – JUNE 2011 
IMPLEMENTATION OF THE BRANDON SCHOOL DIVISION’S STRATEGIC PLAN (2010-2012) 
 


Please see Section IV – Our Students’ Progress – Appendix D. 
 
2010/2011 STUDENT ASSESSMENT RESULTS 


2010-11 Student Assessment Results


Teresa Timmerman


June 27, 2011
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Number of 
Students Reflection


Skills & 
Strategies Comprehension Reading Total


AL 10 64.7 64.0 64.8 64.5


BG 35 41.9 42.7 44.5 43.0


EO 20 46.4 44.8 46.5 45.9


GA 17 55.9 53.9 53.4 54.4


GF 43 46.2 46.6 45.7 46.2


HA 25 62.2 60.6 61.4 61.4


JR 20 51.8 55.5 54.0 53.8


KG 18 58.7 54.5 51.6 55.0


KH 45 51.3 50.7 47.6 49.9


LL 32 60.7 54.0 54.0 56.2


ME 47 42.2 44.9 45.5 44.2


NE_E 29 34.2 39.7 40.2 38.1


NE_FI 24 57.5 56.0 57.6 57.1


OK_E 19 56.8 56.1 58.0 57.0


OK_FI 6 61.1 42.7 57.6 53.8


RH 38 49.4 51.1 51.2 50.6


RV 21 39.1 44.7 42.2 42.0


SA 25 49.2 47.8 49.3 48.8


SV 3 50.4 64.0 64.8 59.7


VV 26 47.3 50.9 47.4 48.5


WP 43 53.7 51.6 52.3 52.5


Grand Total 546 50.0 50.0 50.0 50.0


Grade 3 Reading


•Minimum: 42.0 (RV)


•Maximum: 64.5 (AL)


•Range: 22.5


•# of schools above the 
mean: 12


•Range above the 
mean: 14.5


•# of schools below the 
mean: 9


•Range below  the 
mean: 8
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Grade 3 Writing


•Minimum: 33.1 (NE-E)


•Maximum: 66.8 (HA)


•Range: 33.7


•# of schools above the 
mean: 11


•Range above the 
mean: 16.8


•# of schools below the 
mean: 10


•Range below  the 
mean: 16.9


Number of 
Students Ideas Organization


Word 
Choice


Sentence 
Fluency Conventions


Writing 
Total


AL 10 71.6 64.1 74.8 60.0 62.6 66.4


BG 35 38.1 38.7 37.2 36.4 41.7 38.4


EO 20 46.9 46.8 48.5 42.0 43.0 45.4


GA 17 50.9 56.5 57.1 52.3 53.7 54.0


GF 43 45.4 48.1 45.8 48.0 48.5 47.2


HA 25 65.2 67.0 69.8 67.2 64.7 66.8


JR 20 58.1 62.8 61.0 57.6 60.0 59.9


KG 18 63.1 64.3 70.8 60.0 60.8 63.7


KH 45 42.3 43.3 41.9 49.1 52.7 45.9


LL 32 57.9 52.4 58.9 58.5 56.2 56.7


ME 47 45.7 43.5 37.2 42.9 40.5 42.1


NE_E 29 33.2 32.3 28.7 42.2 27.9 33.1


NE_FI 24 53.5 49.3 60.1 52.0 47.8 52.4


OK_E 19 58.5 57.1 64.2 56.9 59.0 59.0


OK_FI 6 53.5 49.3 41.6 60.0 47.8 50.7


RH 38 49.4 50.6 43.8 48.7 50.8 48.7


RV 21 43.5 42.2 40.9 38.9 45.9 42.3


SA 25 56.3 55.2 58.8 55.7 53.2 55.8


SV 3 41.2 41.1 55.4 40.0 43.5 44.0


VV 26 50.4 53.1 48.0 46.2 48.1 49.2


WP 43 54.6 55.6 56.7 54.2 55.8 55.3


Grand 
Total 546 50.0 50.0 50.0 50.0 50.0 50.0


 
 


Grade 3 Writing


•Minimum: 33.1 (NE-E)


•Maximum: 66.8 (HA)


•Range: 33.7


•# of schools above the 
mean: 11


•Range above the 
mean: 16.8


•# of schools below the 
mean: 10


•Range below  the 
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Grade 3 Literacy
Three Year Trends


•Increasing scores
•None


•Decreasing scores
•George Fitton
•J.R. Reid
•Meadows
•New Era - E


 
 
 


Grade 3 Numeracy


•Minimum: 44.1 (RV)


•Maximum: 59.2 (HA)


•Range: 22.5


•# of schools above the 
mean: 10


•Range above the 
mean: 9.2


•# of schools below the 
mean: 11


•Range below  the 
mean: 6.9


Number of 
Students


Algebraic 
Reasoning A


Algebraic 
Reasoning B


Number 
Sense A


Number 
Sense B


Numeracy 
Total


AL 10 51.8 57.1 53.7 60.7 55.7


BG 35 52.1 50.9 53.7 53.2 52.5


EO 20 49.7 48.4 45.1 42.3 46.4


GA 17 48.8 51.7 47.4 47.2 48.7


GF 43 48.2 47.5 46.0 49.4 47.7


HA 25 58.0 60.7 56.8 61.5 59.2


JR 20 61.2 60.4 54.7 58.5 58.6


KG 18 56.4 52.5 53.3 55.4 54.4


KH 45 41.9 51.3 42.2 47.2 45.5


LL 32 50.5 39.8 52.2 48.8 48.0


ME 47 54.7 43.0 45.3 44.7 47.0


NE_E 29 45.0 56.8 54.9 43.3 50.1


NE_FI 24 48.4 44.9 55.2 61.4 52.5


OK_E 19 61.1 47.4 51.5 58.2 54.5


OK_FI 6 41.5 65.9 44.8 46.9 49.5


RH 38 47.5 47.4 50.0 38.8 46.0


RV 21 43.4 44.0 46.6 42.3 44.1


SA 25 44.8 50.1 49.1 51.1 48.7


SV 3 34.5 36.6 44.8 50.6 41.7


VV 26 47.0 49.9 56.8 47.5 50.5


WP 43 52.5 55.2 50.0 56.4 53.4


Grand Total 546 50.0 50.0 50.0 50.0 50.0
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Grade 3 Numeracy


•Minimum: 44.1 (RV)


•Maximum: 59.2 (HA)


•Range: 22.5


•# of schools above the 
mean: 10


•Range above the 
mean: 9.2


•# of schools below the 
mean: 11


•Range below  the 
mean: 6.9
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Three Year Trends


•Increasing scores
•Green Acres
•New Era – FI
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•Decreasing scores
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 Number of 
Students Comprehension 


Responds 
Personally 


Fluency & 
Expression Total Score 


BG 27 45.7 41.3 46.6 44.7 
EO 25 51.0 51.4 48.7 50.5 
GA 16 51.0 48.7 49.9 50.0 
GF 52 55.1 53.9 47.2 52.3 
HA 36 58.1 57.9 58.9 58.5 
JR 33 50.7 49.1 50.9 50.4 
KG 23 49.3 50.4 53.8 51.3 
KH 35 51.2 49.3 52.8 51.3 
LL 30 50.4 53.3 54.6 52.9 
ME 44 45.7 44.0 47.2 45.8 
NE_E 20 44.8 44.2 44.1 44.5 
NE_FI 11 48.9 51.7 43.9 48.3 
OK 18 54.2 50.3 44.3 49.8 
RH 33 48.3 46.6 43.3 46.2 
RV 24 47.3 49.1 43.7 46.9 
SA 25 54.9 55.6 58.8 56.6 
SV 2 49.8 52.6 52.5 51.8 
VV 16 51.0 56.6 52.5 53.5 
WP 48 43.1 48.3 47.2 46.3 


Grand Total 518 50 50 50 50 
 


Grade 5 Reading


•Minimum: 44.5 (NE-E)


•Maximum: 58.5 (HA)


•Range: 14


•# of schools above the 
mean: 11


•Range above the 
mean: 8.5


•# of schools below the 
mean: 8


•Range below  the 
mean: 5.5
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Number of 
Students 


Achieves 
Reader 


Understanding 


Word 
Choice & 
Sentence 
Patterns 


Spelling, 
Grammar & 
Resource 


Use Total Score 
BG 27 49.2 40.5 45.7 45.2 
EO 25 45.1 49.4 41.5 45.3 
GA 16 52.6 56.8 53.8 54.3 
GF 51 53.8 52.1 53.2 53.0 
HA 36 55.3 61.5 58.8 58.5 
JR 33 44.9 48.0 43.4 45.4 
KG 23 52.9 49.6 51.8 51.5 
KH 35 51.2 51.2 52.9 51.8 
LL 30 56.8 59.0 55.1 56.9 
ME 44 45.3 45.5 47.6 46.1 
NE_E 20 47.6 46.6 47.4 47.2 
NE_FI 11 52.3 44.5 48.1 48.4 
OK 18 48.0 55.6 53.9 52.4 
RH 33 46.3 46.6 46.1 46.3 
RV 24 39.7 42.7 46.9 43.1 
SA 25 57.5 59.6 52.9 56.6 
SV 2 55.3 46.6 55.1 52.4 
VV 16 60.9 58.2 56.5 58.5 
WP 48 46.6 40.8 46.4 44.6 


Grand Total 517 50 50 50 50 
 


Grade 5 Writing


•Minimum: 43.1 (RV)


•Maximum: 58.5 (HA & 
VV)


•Range: 15.4


•# of schools above the 
mean: 10


•Range above the 
mean: 8.5


•# of schools below the 
mean: 9


•Range below  the 
mean: 6.9
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Grade 5 Literacy
Three Year Trends


•Increasing scores
•George Fitton
•King George
•O’Kelly


•Decreasing scores
•J.R. Reid
•Waverly Park


 
 


Number of 
Students Number 


Shape & 
Space 


Patterns & 
Relations 


Statistics & 
Probability Total Score 


BG 24 55.9 50.1 65.5 56.8 56.5 
EO 25 49.3 50.4 49.9 55.5 50.8 
GA 17 41.6 51.5 37.6 47.1 43.7 
GF 52 40.6 39.4 44.9 45.7 42.0 
HA 35 50.5 42.0 47.4 52.5 49.0 
JR 33 62.3 61.0 59.6 56.9 60.6 
KG 22 56.5 62.9 56.0 50.6 56.4 
KH 35 50.0 49.4 45.1 49.5 49.1 
LL 30 56.8 50.2 65.1 48.8 55.4 
ME 39 47.3 44.4 46.7 48.6 47.0 
NE_E 23 48.5 56.0 45.1 36.7 47.0 
NE_FI 11 47.7 52.0 44.9 48.9 48.2 
OK 15 53.2 46.8 57.8 59.6 54.1 
RH 31 44.3 46.2 48.3 42.0 44.8 
RV 24 42.2 49.2 43.2 47.4 44.6 
SA 24 47.1 53.4 44.2 61.0 50.5 
SV 2 49.9 57.9 64.8 56.3 54.8 
VV 14 58.5 59.0 53.8 41.1 54.4 
WP 45 53.7 54.1 48.2 51.8 52.6 


Grand Total 501 50 50 50 50 50 
 


Grade 5 Numeracy


•Minimum: 42 (GF)


•Maximum: 60.6 (JR)


•Range: 18.6


•# of schools above the 
mean: 10


•Range above the 
mean: 10.6


•# of schools below the 
mean: 9


•Range below  the 
mean: 8
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Grade 5 Numeracy
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Grade 5 Numeracy
Three Year Trends


•Increasing scores
•J.R. Reid
•King George


•Decreasing scores
•New Era – FI
•St. Augustine
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Number of 
Students Comprehension 


Responds 
Personally Fluency 


Total 
Reading 


AL 14 59.0 61.2 56.1 58.9 
EO 66 48.5 49.4 44.1 47.5 
GA 9 47.0 48.7 48.2 48.1 
GF 54 51.1 46.8 48.6 49.0 
HA 34 53.3 54.7 51.0 53.2 
JR 21 54.7 57.7 55.1 56.0 
KG 43 41.2 43.7 48.5 44.6 
KH 37 49.5 42.9 51.9 48.3 
LL 36 53.7 55.1 58.0 55.8 
ME 59 52.2 49.9 49.4 50.7 
NE_E 26 35.6 36.2 33.4 35.2 
NE_FI 8 55.4 62.7 59.4 59.3 
OK 8 40.3 33.9 36.2 36.9 
RH 46 48.6 50.9 46.7 48.9 
SA 24 52.9 54.8 55.9 54.7 
WP 41 56.5 58.1 55.4 56.8 


Grand Total 526 50 50 50 50 
 


Grade 7 Reading


•Minimum: 35.2 (NE - E)


•Maximum: 59.3 (NE-FI)


•Range: 24.1


•# of schools above the 
mean: 8


•Range above the mean: 
9.3


•# of schools below the 
mean: 8


•Range below  the mean: 
14.8
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Number of 
Students 


Reader 
Understanding 


Word 
Choice & 
Sentence 
Patterns 


Spelling & 
Grammar Total Writing 


AL 14 63.6 61.8 54.7 60.0 
EO 66 48.6 45.2 42.1 45.3 
GA 9 42.1 50.6 48.7 47.1 
GF 52 44.1 45.5 40.4 43.4 
HA 34 55.7 50.9 56.7 54.5 
JR 21 48.8 52.0 52.1 51.0 
KG 43 39.9 42.9 46.3 43.1 
KH 37 48.2 51.7 47.3 49.1 
LL 36 58.8 59.4 55.3 57.9 
ME 59 52.9 49.0 49.0 50.3 
NE_E 26 38.6 35.0 36.2 36.6 
NE_FI 8 44.5 51.2 60.2 52.1 
OK 6 48.3 45.5 40.1 44.6 
RH 45 54.4 52.6 59.8 55.7 
SA 23 56.2 56.4 55.2 56.0 
WP 40 53.5 60.3 63.5 59.1 


Grand Total 519 50 50 50 50 
 


Grade 7 Writing


•Minimum: 36.6 (NE - E)


•Maximum: 60.0 (AL)


•Range: 23.4


•# of schools above the 
mean: 9


•Range above the mean: 
10.0


•# of schools below the 
mean: 7


•Range below  the mean: 
13.4
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Grade 7 Literacy
Three Year Trends


•Increasing scores
•Earl Oxford
•J.R. Reid
•Linden Lanes
•Waverly Park


•Decreasing scores
•Alexander
•Kirkcaldy Heights
•St. Augustine
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Number of 
Students Number 


Shape & 
Space 


Patterns & 
Relations 


Statistics & 
Probability 


Total 
Numeracy 


AL 14 79.2 79.2 60.2 79.9 75.7 
EO 66 41.2 41.2 37.1 33.9 39.2 
GA 9 27.1 41.1 38.7 41.9 36.3 
GF 54 42.2 47.1 49.7 52.8 47.0 
HA 34 50.0 48.2 62.8 54.9 52.7 
JR 22 44.7 58.8 50.2 57.7 52.5 
KG 43 35.1 40.4 37.2 32.6 36.8 
KH 37 48.8 53.7 47.0 42.6 49.0 
LL 36 66.8 56.5 63.7 63.4 62.3 
ME 56 52.6 44.6 49.7 50.7 49.1 
NE_E 23 33.6 29.9 38.1 28.4 32.4 
NE_FI 8 52.7 53.0 47.6 38.5 49.5 
OK 8 30.9 26.7 34.7 25.1 29.3 
RH 47 63.3 60.2 58.0 69.1 62.3 
SA 24 54.3 60.8 45.1 56.0 55.0 
WP 39 67.7 64.2 69.7 61.9 66.0 


Grand Total 520 50 50 50 50 50 
 


Grade 7 Numeracy


•Minimum: 32.4 (NE - E)


•Maximum: 75.7 (AL)


•Range: 43.3


•# of schools above the 
mean: 7


•Range above the 
mean: 25.7


•# of schools below the 
mean: 9


•Range below  the 
mean: 17.6
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Grade 7 Numeracy


•Minimum: 32.4 (NE - E)


•Maximum: 75.7 (AL)


•Range: 43.3


•# of schools above the 
mean: 7


•Range above the 
mean: 25.7


•# of schools below the 
mean: 9


•Range below  the 
mean: 17.6
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Grade 7 Numeracy
Three Year Trends


•Increasing scores
•Linden Lanes
•Riverheights
•St. Augustine


•Decreasing scores
•Meadows
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Minimum Maximum


Grade 3


Reading Riverview Alexander


Writing New Era - E Harrison


Numeracy Riverview Harrison


Grade 5


Reading New Era - E Harrison


Writing Riverview Harrison & Valleyview


Numeracy George Fitton J. R. Reid


Grade 7


Reading New Era - E New Era – FI


Writing New Era - E Alexander


Numeracy New Era - E Alexander


Summary of Range Scores
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CP 162 44.2 48.0 47.6 41.8 48.0 63.6 47.8


N 123 48.7 50.6 54.5 53.7 51.5 29.4 49.4


VM 166 56.7 51.2 48.9 55.3 50.8 52.0 52.6


Grand Total 451 50 50 50 50 50 50 50
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Number of 
Students Ideas Organization Voice 


Grammar & 
Mechanics 


Total 
Writing 


CP 161 49.9 50.2 50.5 50.1 50.2 
N 123 50.1 48.3 49.0 50.9 49.6 
VM 166 50.0 51.0 50.2 48.9 50.1 


Grand Total 450 50 50 50 50 50 
 


Grade 9 Writing – Normalized Scores
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Number of 
Students Number


Statistics & 
Probability


Patterns & 
Relations Shape & Space Total Numeracy


CP 254 47.7 44.4 43.9 49.1 46.4


N 136 52.7 52.7 54.8 52.6 53.4


VM 184 51.1 55.8 54.9 49.3 52.4


Grand Total 574 50 50 50 50 50


Grade 9 Numeracy – Normalized Scores
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A. QUALITY LEARNING 


 


FULL DAY/EVERY DAY KINDERGARTEN STEERING COMMITTEE MEETING / JUNE 1, 2011 
 


The Full Day/Every Day Kindergarten Steering Committee met on June 1, 2011.  Gail 
McDonald, Principal, George Fitton School provided an update on the similar 
initiative for at-risk students at George Fitton School.  This seven-week program has 
been very successful and final assessments are currently taking place. 
 
Enrolment updates were received from the Principals of the four schools who will be 
piloting the full day, every day kindergarten program (Betty Gibson School, École 
New Era School, Riverheights School, and Riverview School).  A discussion was held 
regarding classroom space and required resources.  The classrooms will be organized 
in time for the start of the upcoming school year. 
 
Teresa Timmerman, Numeracy Specialist shared an update on the development of 
an assessment protocol to be used in the four pilot schools and George Fitton 
School.    
 
The next meeting will take place early in the fall. 
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HIGH ABILITY LEARNER ENRICHMENT PROGRAM (HALEP) STEERING COMMITTEE MEETING 


/ JUNE 16, 2011 
 


The most recent meeting of the High Ability Learner Enrichment Program (HALEP) 
Steering Committee was held on June 16, 2011. 
 
The Professional Development Plan for HALEP Teachers was reviewed. There will be 
a meeting of all HALEP Teachers on June 22, 2011.  This will provide an opportunity 
for new HALEP teachers to gain information and resources prior to school start.   
 
Five teachers who have not previously attended will attend Confratute in July 2011.  
As in past years they will share with colleagues highlights and feedback from the 
trip. 
 
Due to the recent relocation due to flood issues, the implementation of Enrichment 
Clusters at Kirkcaldy Heights School was delayed until September 2011. 
 
Meetings will resume in early fall. 


 
SENIOR HIGH ACCESS COMMITTEE MEETINGS / MAY 27 AND JUNE 20, 2011 
 


The most recent meetings of the Senior High Access Committee were held on May 
27 and June 20, 2011. 
 
Reports were received from each Senior High School regarding progress on the 
implementation of Policy 4052 – Assessment, Evaluation and Reporting of Student 
Learning and Achievement.   
 
A discussion was held regarding School Development Planning for 2011/2012.  
School Administrators and Learning Support Services staff will select an area of 
student engagement on which to focus and participate on a steering committee in 
the upcoming school year.  The five areas of student engagement from which to 
select are:  Learners with Learning Difficulties; Learners with High Abilities; Learners 
with Aboriginal Heritage; Learners with English as an Additional Language; and 
Learners who are Disengaged. 
 
The Student Achievement Summary Report 2010-11 was shared and a discussion 
ensued. 
 
Management Items 
The following management items were discussed: 
1. Grade 9 Registration Process 2011/2012 
2. Student Engagement / Voice Survey 
3. Consideration as to Implementation of Amendments to Bill 13 
4. BU/BSD Writing Task Force 
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5. Physical Education / MHSAA Fees 
6. Provincial Report Card 
7. Provincial Attendance Reporting Clarification 
8. Support  Staff Hirings 
9. Textbook Orders 
 
Meetings will resume in September 2011. 
 


3. COMMUNITY CONNECTIONS 
For Information ............................................................................................................... D. Michaels 
 


PARTICIPATION IN BRANDON UNIVERSITY’S 100TH
 ANNUAL SPRING CONVOCATION / 


FRIDAY, JUNE 3 AND SATURDAY, JUNE 4, 2011 
 


It was a pleasure and honour to represent the Brandon School Division at Brandon 
University’s Convocation Ceremonies held on Friday, June 3 and Saturday, June 4, 2011 
at the Western Manitoba Centennial Auditorium.  This is the first time the event was 
held over two days, with a total of four ceremonies. 
 
Sincere congratulations are offered to the following Brandon School Division staff who 
received degrees: 
 
Graduate Diploma in Education 


� Laura Jill Clayton 
� Blake Churchill Stephens 


 
Master of Education 


� Brian Scott Bolton 
� Bobbi Lynn Meyer 
� Cory Leigh Nevill 
� Brent Gordon Tocher 
� Gloria Jean Voorhis (two Degrees) 
� Trudy Lee Zelmer 
 


Brandon University’s 2011 Distinguished Teacher Award 
At the June 4, 2011 Brandon University Convocation, Mr. Jim Hartle, Teacher, Vincent 
Massey High School and Ms. Annette Gross, Teacher, Waverly Park School, each 
received a Distinguished Teacher Award. 
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4. CORRESPONDENCE 
For Information ............................................................................................................... D. Michaels 
 


CORRESPONDENCE RECEIVED FROM BARBARA RIOU, ASSESSMENT CONSULTANT, MANITOBA 


EDUCATION  
 


The following correspondence has been received from Barbara Riou, Assessment 
Consultant, Manitoba Education: 
 


As you are aware, Jim Hartle is a member of the Grade 12 Applied 
Mathematics Standards Test Development Committee.  I would like to 
draw your attention to the outstanding contribution that Jim has made to 
the committee.  He has demonstrated a high level of commitment, 
leadership, and skill in group facilitation while involved with committee 
work. 
 
The Instruction, Curriculum and Assessment Branch appreciates the time, 
effort, and professional expertise that Jim has brought to the test 
development process.  We also value and appreciate the fact that your 
school division made it possible for him to attend the committee meetings 
that took place during the 2010/2011 school year. 
 
We sincerely hope that Jim has found this experience to be professionally 
enriching.  Again, thank you for allowing a member of your staff to share 
his experience and knowledge with the committee. 
 


CORRESPONDENCE RECEIVED FROM CAROLE BILYK, COORDINATOR, DEVELOPMENT UNIT, 
MANITOBA INSTRUCTION, CURRICULUM AND ASSESSMENT BRANCH 
 


Kristi Ann Aston, Teacher, Vincent Massey High School, has been selected as a 
participant in the Teacher Leadership Program. 
 


The following correspondence has been received from Carole Bilyk, Coordinator, 
Development Unit, Manitoba Instruction, Curriculum and Assessment Branch: 
 


I am pleased to inform you that Manitoba Education has completed 
its selection process for the Inner City Biotechnology Teacher Training 
Program.  It is my pleasure to inform you of your selection as a 
participant in the Teacher Leadership Program. 
 


The first stage of the training program is scheduled for the week of 
August 15 – 19, 2011 in the Biotechnology Training, Research and 
Education Centre (Biotech TREC) at the Inner City Science Centre in 
Niji Mahkwa School, 450 Flora Street in Winnipeg.  The second stage 
of training will occur during the school year, November 21 and 22 
and the final stage will be completed in the new year April 30 –  
May 2, 2012. 
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Thank you for agreeing to participate in this leadership program.  
Your expertise and experience will contribute to the project’s success 
and will assist in generating exciting learning experiences for your 
students. 
 


CORRESPONDENCE RECEIVED FROM NANCY ALLAN, MINISTER OF EDUCATION, MANITOBA 


EDUCATION  
 


The following correspondence has been received from Nancy Allan, Minister of 
Education, Manitoba Education: 
 


I am pleased to inform you that funding in the amount of $23,342.00 as 
been approved to provide direct support at the Crocus Plains Regional 
Secondary School as follows: 
 
Equipment  Food Services $10,684.00 
Equipment  Automotive $8,758.00 
Professional Development Cosmetology (hairstyling) $3,900.00 
 
Further information regarding funding details will be sent to the school. 
 
I encourage you to share your program outcomes and experiences with 
other interested educators.  I appreciate your cooperation and 
collaboration as we work together to enhance technical vocational 
education and provide young Manitobans with the knowledge and skills 
necessary for living, learning, and working in a competitive global 
economy.   
 
I wish you every success in the implementation of your Technical 
Vocational Equipment Upgrade and Professional Development and look 
forward to the results. 
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BRANDON SCHOOL DIVISION  
 POLICY 


P 


 
A vacant teaching position is determined by the Principal (within staffing allocations), in 
collaboration with  the Associate Superintendent and reported to Human Resources. 
 
The Brandon School Division agrees to post notices of job vacancies. 
 
Teaching vacancies of 0.25 FTE or less may be advertised or added to an existing 
position within the school at the discretion of the Associate Superintendent.  
 


Appendix A
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POSTING AND ASSIGNMENT OF PROFESSIONAL TEACHING STAFF 
 
Adopted: Motion 37/2010; March 22, 2010 
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BRANDON SCHOOL DIVISION  
 POLICY 
 
 


Pr 


 
The following guiding principles shall direct the assignment process. 


 
1. Teachers are employees of the Brandon School Division and assigned to 


respective schools in accordance with Divisional standard requirements. 


2. Teachers are selected according to teacher qualifications, experience, suitability 
and recent professional evaluation. 


3. Assignments are determined based on teacher suitability and the needs of the 
students and program. 


4. Candidates are assigned in collaboration and in shared responsibility with 
Human Resources, the Superintendent’s Office and the school principal.  
Approval of assignments is the responsibility of the Superintendent of 
Schools/CEO. 


5.  Our teachers and administration are valued and respected in our actions and 
communications. 


 
POSTING PROCESS 


1. Vacancy 
• Vacancies for permanent positions that arise after May 31st will be posted 


and filled as term. 
• Job vacancies shall be advertised on the Brandon School Division website, 


posted by 5:00 p.m. on Friday with a close date of the following 
Wednesday at 12:00 noon. 


•  Job vacancies may also be advertised in external newspapers. 
 


2. Application Procedure 
• Internal candidates are to apply to any/all vacancies through Employee 


Connect, providing the required documentation as stated in the job 
posting. 


• External applicants are to apply to any/all vacancies through Job Connect 
located on the Brandon School Division website under Employment 
Opportunities. 
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3. Screening and Shortlisting 


• The shortlisting for interview decision is conducted by the Director of 
Human Resources based on the following screening criteria: 


− educational background/qualifications 
− experience 
− suitability consistent with  Divisional standard requirements 


 
4. Interview  


• Candidates will be interviewed by the hiring principal as part of a 
selection team in accordance with established procedures. 


• The selection team must consist of a minimum of two (2) interviewers 
which includes the hiring principal and either an: 


a) Administrator; or 
b) Head Teacher; or 
c) Experienced teacher in the area of hire 


• The selection team is required to interview all candidates selected for 
interview within a competition. 


• There is a requirement that the selection team interview at least three (3) 
candidates per competition (which does not include declined interviews or 
interviews cancelled by the candidate). 
 


5. Selection 
The selection of the recommended candidate includes a written report of the 
following: 
• Interview results related to: 


− educational background/qualifications 
− experience  
− suitability consistent with Divisional standard requirements. 


• Reference checks in accordance with established procedures. 
 


6. Recommendation 
• Approval of recommendation for employment is the responsibility of the 


Superintendent of Schools/CEO. 
• Offer of employment is the responsibility of the Director of Human 


Resources, as delegated by the Superintendent of Schools/CEO. 
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BRANDON SCHOOL DIVISION  
 POLICY 


P 


 
The Board of Trustees of the Brandon School Division believes that the selection and 
assignment of professional teaching staff is of the most vital importance in providing 
each student with equitable access to quality learning opportunities in all schools, 
classrooms, and support services.   
 
To this end the accompanying procedures are designed to interview, select, and assign the 
best qualified teachers in accordance with the eight teaching standards outlined in Board 
Policy/Procedures 5001: Supervision and Evaluation of Educators. 
 
The Brandon School Division agrees to post notices of job vacancies internally and 
externally. 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
References: 
Policy/Procedures 5001: Supervision and Evaluation of Educators 
Policy/Procedures 1001.1: Equity 
Policy 5008: Superintendent’s Staffing Authority 
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BRANDON SCHOOL DIVISION  
 POLICY 


Pr 


 
The following guiding principles shall direct the selection and assignment process. 
 
1. Teachers are employees of the Brandon School Division and assigned to respective 


schools in accordance with Divisional standard requirements. 
2. Teachers are selected according to teacher qualifications, experience, suitability and 


recent professional evaluation. 
3. Assignments are determined based on teacher suitability and the needs of the students 


and programs. 
4. Candidates are assigned with the process of shared responsibility involving the 


Director of Human Resources, the Superintendent of Schools/CEO and the school 
principal.  Approval of assignments is the responsibility of the Superintendent of 
Schools/CEO. 


5. Teachers and administrators are valued and respected in actions and communications. 
 


POSTING PROCESS 
 
1. Vacancy 


 Vacancies for permanent positions that arise after May 31st will be posted and 
filled as term.  In the case of extenuating circumstances Superintendent of 
Schools/CEO’s discretion applies. 


 Job vacancies shall be advertised on the Brandon School Division website, posted 
by 5:00 p.m. on Friday with a close date of the following Wednesday at 12:00 
noon. 


 Job vacancies shall be advertised also in external newspapers. 
 Teaching vacancies of 0.25 FTE or less may be advertised or added to an existing 


position within the school at the discretion of the Superintendent of Schools/CEO. 
 


2. Application Procedure 
 Internal candidates are to apply to any/all vacancies through Employee Connect, 


providing the required documentation as stated in the job posting. 
 External applicants are to apply to any/all vacancies through Job Connect located 


on the Brandon School Division website under Employment Opportunities. 
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3. Screening and Shortlisting 
 The processes of screening and shortlisting are organized by the Director of 


Human Resources.  Screening of candidates is done according to the criteria of: 
 educational background/qualifications; 
 experience; and 
 suitability consistent with Division’s eight standards of excellence in teaching. 


 School principals, with teacher positions to be staffed, are to screen all applicants 
preparing a shortlist in collaboration with the Director of Human Resources for 
the approval of the Superintendent of Schools/CEO. 


 
4. Interview  


 Candidates will be interviewed by an administrative team in accordance with 
established procedures and chaired by a Principal.  The Superintendent of 
Schools/CEO or Associate Superintendent will participate at times. 


 The interview team is required to interview all candidates selected for interview 
within a competition. 


 The interview team is to interview at least three (3) candidates per competition 
(which does not include declined interviews or interviews cancelled by the 
candidate). 


 Candidates may be interviewed for more than one school at a time, dependent on 
the circumstances. 


 Interview questions will be based on the eight standards of excellence in teaching 
as delineated in Policy and Procedures 5001: Supervision and Evaluation of 
Educators. 


 
5. Nomination 


The nomination of the recommended candidate includes a written report of the 
following: 
 Interview results related to: 


 educational background/qualifications; 
 experience; and 
 suitability or lack thereof consistent with Divisional standard requirements. 


 Reference checks in accordance with established procedures. 
 


6. Communication with Candidates 
 All candidates will be contacted by the principal of the respective school 


communicating his/her recommendation being made to the Director of Human 
Resources. 


 Information regarding reasons for non-selection will be provided to respective 
candidates from the Director of Human Resources; such will be provided in 
writing upon request. 


 
7. Recommendation 


 Approval of recommendation for employment is the responsibility of the 
Superintendent of Schools/CEO. 


 Offer of employment is the responsibility of the Director of Human Resources, as 
delegated by the Superintendent of Schools/CEO. 
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SECTION I Brandon School Division – OUR PEOPLE, OUR PURPOSE AND OUR VISION 
 


1. Introduction – Superintendent of Schools / Chief Executive Officer 
 
The Brandon School Division is focused very clearly on the achievement of our students 
and their active engagement in quality learning.  We acknowledge and thank all parents, 
community members and partners for their strong and continued support of our work. 
 
In our School Division we are mindful of our students’ learning and growth requirements 
and experiences.  Each child and young person comes to school with hopes, aspirations, 
and dreams of achievement and success.  These hopes may vary from learning how to 
read and write, solving equations, exploring new ideas, making new friends, making the 
school’s basketball team or the annual musical productions, or preparing to graduate 
and enrol in post secondary education.  While these hopes will vary with the uniqueness 
of each student, each child and young person wants to achieve and grow in success.  No 
student sets out to or wants to fail. 
 
In the Brandon School Division we believe in the abilities, talents, wishes of each 
student.  Through our Mission we are dedicated to each student’s; wholistic 
achievement, growth and development.  Our individual and collective efforts are 
focused on vital goals to engage ALL students in their learning.  We emphasize that EACH 
STUDENT’S LEARNING AND ACHIEVEMENT MATTERS. 
 
This Annual Education Results Report presents important highlights of our Division’s 
work and our students’ progress during the 2010/2011 school year.  Our focus on 
student learning and achievement has its foundation in our Mission, Vision, and 
Strategic Goal. 
 
Mission (1984) 
 


The Brandon School Division strives to enable each student to achieve maximum 
intellectual, emotional, social and physical growth.  We accomplish this through the 
provision of programs and services which facilitate the development of students as 
healthy contributing members of our society. 
 
To achieve the mission, Brandon School Division: 
 
• recognizes students as unique individuals requiring a safe and positive learning 


environment; 
• supports partnerships with parents, businesses and community; 
• practices responsible management of its financial, human and physical resources; 


and  
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• assumes the responsibility of directing the process by which the educational needs 
of our students are met. 


 
Vision (1992) 
 


To be a centre of educational excellence, built on community partnerships, effective 
leadership, and exemplary practices. 
 
Strategic Goal (2008-2014) 
 


To ENGAGE ALL students actively in their learning through the provision of equitable, fair 
access to: 
 


QUALITY LEARNING 
 


facilitated by: 
QUALITY TEACHING 


 


enabled by: 
QUALITY SUPPORT SERVICES 
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2. Context 
 
Brandon School Division’s Administration Office is located in Brandon, Manitoba, 
Canada. The Division services the city of Brandon, the town of Alexander, Canadian 
Forces Base Shilo and surrounding areas.  
 
There are 22 schools in the Brandon School Division, 19 of which are located within the 
City of Brandon. The Brandon School Division boundary extends beyond the boundaries 
of the City of Brandon and includes parts of the municipalities of Cornwallis, Daly, Elton, 
Oakland, North Cypress, South Cypress and Whitehead as well as Canadian Forces Base 
Shilo. Students who live outside the City limits and are 1.6 kilometers or more from their 
schools are provided with school bus transportation. Transportation service is also 
provided within the City limits to students who take French Immersion, who are 
handicapped, physically disabled or otherwise qualify due to distance walked.  
 
Schools vary in grade and structures and although not physically structured in this 
matter, all schools in Brandon follow the Early (K-4), Middle (5-8) and Senior Years (9-
12) philosophy.  
 
The Brandon School Division operates a neighbourhood school concept whereby 
students in elementary school attend the school according to their catchment area. At 
the Middle Years level, school catchment areas have been established to ensure 
reasonable class sizes while protecting the right of students to attend schools built to 
serve their neighbourhoods. The senior high schools operate on an open boundaries 
concept and you can check with the Division Office for course and space availability at 
the Division high schools. If a student wants a special program, i.e. vocational or French 
Immersion, catchment areas do not apply and they will enroll in the appropriate school.  
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SECTION II Brandon School Division – OUR STRATEGIC PLAN 2008 - 2011 
 


1. Strategic Goal 
 
During 2008 – 2011 our major strategic goal is to engage all students actively in their 
learning through the provision of equitable, fair access to: 
 
QUALITY LEARNING EXPERIENCES IN: 
• academic development 
• social and emotional development 
• physical development 
 


facilitated by: 
QUALITY TEACHING IN: 
• literacy 
• numeracy 
• multiple intelligences 
• social and democratic responsibility 
 


enabled by: 
QUALITY SUPPORT SERVICES (FOR STUDENTS AND STAFF) IN: 
• learning supports for: 


o students’ school readiness (kindergarten entry) 
o appropriate educational programming 
o partnerships 
o new curriculum implementation 


• professional growth opportunities 
o mentorship 
o leadership development 
o principal preparation program 


• policy development support in: 
o equity (procedures) 
o professional learning 
o literacy 
o numeracy 


• flexible infrastructure (e.g.): 
o scheduling 
o organization of teaching and learning 
o organization of professional/staff development opportunities/times 
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2. Strategic Directions Quality Teaching, Quality Learning, Quality Support Services 
 


This school year, 2010/2011 has been a most positive, production, and purposeful one.  
The results presented in this part are organized into three parts: 
 


 Section II - Overall Divisional Results and Accomplishments 
 


 Section III - School-based Accomplishments in Quality Learning, Quality Teaching, 
 Quality Support Services (examples) 
 


 Section IV - Student Achievement Summary 2010/2011 
 


The implementation, monitoring, and evaluation of results occur simultaneously at each 
of the 22 Brandon School Division schools and at the Divisional level. 
 


Each school reports annually to its community on the results of its School Development 
Plan with respect to student achievement and initiatives in progress. 
 
 


2A. Overall Divisional Results and Accomplishments 
 


Quality Learning 
 


Considerable progress has been made in 2010/2011 in this vital area.  Key indicators 
include: 
 


• increased student achievement and engagement in learning; specifically literacy and 
numeracy.  Please see Section IV – Student Achievement Summary 2010/2011 of 
this document for specific details; 
 


• grade 12 graduation rate – calculation for all four sites, three high schools and 
Neelin High School Off Campus (NHSOC) as are follows: 
o eligible grade 12 students are defined as student who were registered in 


Brandon School Division as of September 30 and required less than eight (8) 
credits to graduate this year.  Students “requiring” eight (8) or more credits are 
generally not likely to be eligible this year, but in the subsequent year; 


o students who were eligible (meet previous criteria) at one of the three 
traditional sites, but transferred to NHSOC are removed from the eligibility list at 
the main site and should be added to the NHSOC eligibility list.  This maintains 
the integrity of our overall Divisional rate; and 


o students who meet the first criteria but have planned to return elsewhere to 
graduate are not included in the count of eligible September 30 students and 
therefore have no impact on the rates. 
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High School Total Number  
Grade 12 
Students 


Expected 
Number  
of Graduates 


Grade 12 
Graduation Rate 


Crocus Plains Regional 
Secondary School 


224 200 89% 


Neelin High School 79 71 90% 
Neelin High School Off 
Campus 


130 96 74% 


Vincent Massey High 
School 


190 183 96% 


 
• increase in enrolment in Senior High Vincent Massey Advanced Placement courses 


and exams are as follows:  
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the total number of exams are down this year but total number of students are up. 
This means more students are getting the benefits of going through the rigours of an 
AP program and getting exposure to university courses. (There were a number of 
students (4) that took the course but choose not write the exam.); and 


• increase in enrolment in senior high International Baccalaureate program is as 
follows; 
   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
in the 2010-2011 school year, there are six grade 12 students enrolled in 18 
individual IB subjects. There are 17 grade 11 students currently enrolled in 78 IB 
individual subjects. 
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Quality Teaching 
 
We are making considerable progress in our students with equitable, fair access to 
quality learning, quality teaching, and quality support services.  Key indicators include: 
 
• increased literacy development teaching and support in Reading Recovery®, literacy 


support, Empower™ Reading program, grades 3 to 4 literacy transition support; 
• implementation of numeracy development strategies in elementary schools (e.g. 


Math Recovery™); 
• professional development for new curricula; 
• expansion of High Ability Learners Enrichment Programming (HALEP) in elementary 


schools; 
• expansion of Advanced Placement program in senior high schools; 
• expansion of Learning through the Arts – infusion of arts into all curricula at 


Alexander School; 
• implementation of École Harrison – Single Track French Immersion program 


(effective September 2010); and  
• expansion of language-based instruction services and support to new students who 


have English as an Additional Language (EAL); implementation of New Era Reception 
Centre; increased service in provision of language translators. 


 
Quality Support Services 
 
• Preparation for the implementation of Full Day / Every Day Kindergarten in four 


elementary schools: 
o Betty Gibson School; 
o École New Era School; 
o Riverheights School; and  
o Riverview School;  


• expansion of the incorporation of technology in learning with ICT; increased support 
for use of assistive technology; 


• implementation of new Environmental Sciences program at Crocus Plains Regional 
Secondary School: 
o Current Topics in Environmental Science 30S; and  
o Interdisciplinary Studies in Water Science 40S; 


• expansion of the Off Campus education and support services for senior high school 
students; providing an important, flexible alternative to regular high school 
education; 


• final preparations for the implementation of dark fibre to expand the connection 
capacity of school / divisional-based technology to global knowledge bases; 


• increased access to new Physical Education equipment in the area of life fitness; 
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• implementation of the Community Drug and Alcohol Education curriculum K-12 to 
supplement and support the current health curriculum; appoint of new Community 
Drug and Alcohol Education Coordinator (funding provided through Health Canada); 


• expansion of education services in the area of Aboriginal Education, e.g. “Finding 
Our Way” initiative; 


• expansion/improvement of French Language professional consultant services and 
availability of teaching resources; 


• recommendations regarding Board Policy development if educations area of Literacy 
4053) in progress; 


• drafting and implementation of “Best Practices” literacy documents;  
• expansion of kindergarten readiness programming “Welcome to Kindergarten” (The 


Learning Partnership) to include: 
o Betty Gibson School; 
o Earl Oxford School; 
o King George School; 
o O’Kelly School;  
o Valleyview Centennial School; and  
o Riverview School (had program last year); 


• implementation of expanded Building Student Success with Aboriginal Parents 
(BSSAP) initiative at George Fitton School; 


• renewal of the Middle Years Student Support program to provide increased services 
to students during a difficult adjustment time in their lives; 


• implementation of increased support and direct services to students with learning 
disabilities; 


• English as an Additional Language (EAL) Co-Teaching Project; and 
• three additional speech and language educational assistants hired. 
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SECTION III Brandon School Division – OUR SCHOOLS’ PROGRESS 
 
Alexander School  
Report Prepared by Ms. Barbara Miller, Principal, Alexander School 
 


Our school goals have had a positive impact on the Quality Teaching and Quality Learning 
opportunities for our students through focusing on assessment, writing, and arts-infused 
programming.  The teachers have participated in professional development sessions that relate 
directly to our goals areas.  They have had time to collaborate and discuss learning across the 
grade levels, as a continuous process.  Student engagement has increased as a direct result of 
implementing a differentiated instructional approach that encourages students to use their 
multiple intelligences through arts-infused learning.  Individual student writing goals are being 
identified through ongoing assessment and specific skill areas are being targeted during daily 
writing activities.   
 
 
Betty Gibson School 
Report Prepared by Mr. Phil Vickers, Principal, Betty Gibson School 
 


This year we piloted the Co-teaching Model, in which the classroom teacher and the English as 
an Additional Language (EAL) teacher collaboratively planned, taught, and assessed together to 
meet the needs of all students. 
 
The teachers co-planned units of study using the Sheltered Instruction Observation Protocol 
(SIOP) planning model, infused EAL strategies into lessons, and utilized more skills and 
resources to meet EAL student needs.  
 
The EAL teacher co-taught with five teachers this year. Teachers reported various benefits 
including allowing them to attempt strategies they may not have attempted alone, learning 
about the SIOP model, and planning more effectively for EAL students. All said they would like 
to be involved again next year.  
 
 
Earl Oxford School 
Report Prepared by Mr. Ian Carkener, Acting Principal, Earl Oxford School 
 


This past year has seen considerable progress at Earl Oxford in the area of technology infusion.  
Our teachers have received training on the new divisional web page program - Wordpress.  
They are eager to begin using this software to keep parents informed of events and information 
relating to their classroom.   
 
We purchased three new SmartBoards so that every classroom has a SmartBoard system.  We 
are working at adding these to our Home Economic and Band rooms in the future.  Our staff 
took several professional development opportunities to learn more about SmartBoards and the 
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Early Years teachers worked with the Divisional Numeracy Specialist to create specific Math 
activities for the SmartBoard.  
 
We also had access to the Smart-table and the Early Years teachers made the most of this 
opportunity, breaking the classes into groups and working on Numeracy and Science centers. 
 
Many staff members also took the opportunity to learn about the use of Ipads in the classroom 
and we look forward to working with these tools in the very near future.  
 
 
George Fitton School 
Report Prepared by Ms. Gail McDonald, Principal, George Fitton School 
 


George Fitton School focused on the work of Regie Routman and “Transforming our Teaching 
through Reading/Writing Connections”.  In numeracy, mental math strategies were explored 
and Origo Math resources acquired.  All K-8 teachers were trained to use the Fountas and 
Pinnell Benchmark Assessment and have started using the information to develop student 
programs.  The “Safe School” environment was reinforced through ongoing Effective Behavioral 
Support activities.   
 
A full day kindergarten pilot for “at risk” students was implemented from March 14-June 24, 
2011.  The goal of the program was to improve early literacy skills of “at risk” kindergarten 
students by providing intensive phonemic awareness programming. 
 
 
Green Acres School 
Report Prepared by Mr. Craig Manson, Principal, Green Acres School 
 


Our major goal is to continue to improve student writing skills through the full implementation 
of The 7 Writing Traits (combination of Ruth Culham & Faye Brownlie).  Our accomplishments 
include: 
• A completed writing trait cart depicting all seven of the writing traits with books and 


activities.  (Three years in the making.)  This seven trait writing cart is a library within itself.  
Parents and teachers may use this library as a resource with a sign out return procedure.  
The cart is situated in the very visible junction of our two main hallways. 


• A completed tried and tested writing score guide (rubic) with criteria for both the Early 
Years and Middle Years.  The rubric was set up to correspond with the Middle Years report 
cards four indicators: N (not meeting), A (approaching), M (meeting) and E (exceeding).  
Each trait has four criteria for each of the indicators. 
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École Harrison 
Report Prepared by Mr. Craig Laluk, Principal, École Harrison 
 


École Harrison has had a very successful inaugural year.  We have developed high expectations 
for student behaviour in our mission statement and behaviour matrix.  Our students have 
responded with exceptionally positive behaviour.  We have been successful at creating a Single 
Track French Immersion school where French has been and will continue to be the primary 
language of communication between and amongst staff and students.  One hundred percent of 
our grade 8 students are continuing their French Immersion studies at the high school level.  
Merci beaucoup! 
 
J. R. Reid School 
Report Prepared by Mr. Rick Stallard, Principal, J. R. Reid School 
 


Literacy Goals based on the 3 year plan began in the 2010 – 2011 school year:  
 
Goal 1:  Staff reviewed the effectiveness of Year 1 of our Literacy plan – ‘literal understandings’  
 
Goal 2: Staff reviewed Inferences and connections  
Directly related to the expectations of the Grade 12 English exam and the need to prepare our 
students for all the times in their futures when this type of deeper thinking is required. 
 
Goal 3: Purpose of assessment and how it drives instruction! 
Fountas and Pinnell Assessment kit providing  assessment strategies for Grades 3-8.  
 
Next Steps: 
Inservicing re: Fountas/Pinnell Assessment kit – to be presented by Betty Anne MacDonald and 
Wanda Nicol. 
 


School-wide assessment blitz to be carried out by all staff in September 2011. 
 


In the 2011/2012 school year, continued awareness of ‘literal understandings’ from Year 1, with 
additional focus on ‘interpretive understandings’. 
 
King George School 
Report Prepared by Mr. Dave Lim, Principal, King George School 
 


For our Annual Education Results Report we will focus on Literacy Development.  Our plan 
began with the formation of a Literacy Committee and the creation of a new half-time 
Kindergarten to Grade 8 Literacy Support position.  At King George School we were trying to 
find a way to bridge the gap and develop consistency in the way literacy programming is 
delivered from Early Years to Middle Years classrooms.  Our main goal was to develop a 
common understanding, common language, and common teaching strategies for Kindergarten 
to Grade 8 literacy.  We believe that our work this year made a positive different in Literacy 
development, student engagement, and the life-long learning for our students. 
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Kirkcaldy Heights School 
Report Prepared by Mr. Bruce Shamray, Principal, Kirkcaldy Heights School 
 


During the 2010/2011 school year, as part of our school plan, Kirkcaldy Heights focused on 
efforts to address student engagement.  A week at Confratute, the work of Joseph Renzulli’s 
School Wide Enrichment Model and enrichment cluster concepts initiated the introduction of 
our own enrichment clusters. 
 
Experiences at Confratute and an opportunity to see enrichment clusters in action in New York 
City schools were pivotal to the initial organization and implementation of enrichment clusters 
at Kirkcaldy Heights. 
 
The enrichment clusters were defined, facilitators in place, students enrolled and an initial 
meeting had taken place when due to the “High Water Event” Kirkcaldy Heights was relocated 
to Brandon University.  The enrichment clusters will occur in the fall of 2011. 
 
 
Linden Lanes School 
Report Prepared by Ms. Kathy Brigden, Principal, Linden Lanes School 
 


The focus at Linden Lanes School has been to provide quality learning experiences supported by 
quality teaching by creating classroom cultures of thinking, questioning and understanding. This 
has been supported through a differentiated learning model used in High Ability Learner 
Enrichment Programming (HALEP), by the teacher librarian, Early and Middle Years’ literacy 
support and classroom programming. The School Development Plan will continue to focus on 
student engagement in learning and we will further our professional learning in this area. 
 
 
Meadows School 
Report Prepared by Ms. Nancy Dane, Principal, Meadows School 
 


Meadows School Community engaged in professional development about the writing process 
with a focus on action research in our classrooms.  The Early Years team facilitated their 
learning with the work of literacy author Regie Routman.  The Middle Years team focused on 
engaging students in active learning opportunities using different writing strategies.  Our School 
Community Well-Being initiative hosted grade K to 8 student groupings to celebrate the 
growing cultural diversity of our school, along with a grade 7 and 8 Wellness Day supported by 
the Y-Revolution Student Leadership Group.   
 
 
École New Era School 
Report Prepared by Mr. Chad Cobbe, Principal, École New Era School 
 


New Era was fortunate to be one of two school sites in Brandon School Division to be involved 
in the iPad Pilot – an initiative that involved a small team of Early Years teachers receiving a cart 
of twenty-five Apple iPads (mobile computing devices) to use with their students over a four 
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month period.  Our experience with the iPads has not only greatly influenced the teachers most 
directly involved with the Pilot in terms of their growing knowledge of and enthusiasm for 
LwICT, but more importantly, it has positively impacted student learning in a number of ways.  
As a result of working with the iPads, teachers report that many students are demonstrating: 
 
• stronger basic skills; 
• a desire to be risk-takers; 
• an ability to be independent learners (especially those with learning challenges); 
• stronger social and leadership skills due to sharing and collaborating with students from 


other classes; 
• higher levels of interest in literacy; and 
• increased levels of engagement and motivation.    


 
Our school community looks forward to continuing our exciting work with mobile computing 
during the 2011/12 school year.   
 
 
École O’Kelly School  
Report Prepared by Ms. Angela Voutier, Principal, École O’Kelly School 
 


The key accomplishment of O’Kelly School’s 2011 school plan goals was in the area of 
Numeracy. Our school numeracy committee has put together a rubric and is working towards a 
math profile (perhaps a quad format, what has four samples of students work, focusing on the 
four strands in math) that can be used throughout a student’s time at O’Kelly School.  The 
committee also met to decide on critical competencies in math in each grade K-1, 1-2, etc.) and 
developed a continuum for all the math outcomes from grades K to 8 for staff to use for 
assessment.  The Divisional Numeracy Specialist, Teresa Timmerman, met with the school team 
to give input on a more concise goal and to provide strategies for future plans.  
 
 
Riverheights School  
Report Prepared by Mr. John Minshull, Principal, Riverheights School 
 


For the 2010/2011 school year, Riverheights Elementary School had three main goals within the 
School’s Development Plan. Riverheights focused on: increasing individual achievement in 
Numeracy, increasing individual achievement in Literacy, and continued development of social 
responsibility among all Riverheights students. Within the area of focus on Student Literacy, the 
staff were involved in continued Professional Development and student instruction in the Faye 
Brownlee strategies. Students at all levels made use of Power Paragraphs, Double Entry 
Journals as well as Quick Writes. As a school team, we successfully collaborated with our 
English as an Additional Language (EAL) teacher to program effectively for our EAL Learners. 
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Riverview School  
Report Prepared by Mr. Kelly Braun, Principal, Riverview School 
 


This year saw the formation of the “Riverview Literacy Support Team”.  The following foci were 
developed to meet the Literacy needs of Riverview:     
• Common Assessment Practices:  The Fountas and Pinnell reading assessment was adopted 


by the whole school. 
• Kindergarten Intervention Program:  It was decided to introduce “Animated Literacy” as the 


cornerstone of the phonological awareness plan.   
• Created a K to 3 “Literacy Block Model” to best support students in working effectively in 


the classroom environment.  Instructors were:  English as an Additional Language (EAL), 
Literacy Support, Reading Recovery, Resource and classroom teachers.    


• A “Reading Continuum” to visually track every Riverview student’s reading growth was 
created.    
 


 
Spring Valley Colony School  
Report Prepared by Ms. Jaclyn Hutchinson, Head Teacher, Spring Valley Colony School 
 


This year Spring Valley School has grades Kindergarten to grade 9 with an enrollment of twenty 
one students.  We have also increased our staff to 1.5 FTE teachers and 0.5 FTE educational 
assitance. 
 
Spring Valley School has continued the implementation of Reading Recovery, on a quarter time 
basis.  The grade 1 enrollment has allowed for each eligible student to receive services with this 
implementation.   The literacy level of the students has been moved forward very successfully, 
with all students reaching the “discontinuing” goal (i.e. they have progressed to grade level 
performance). 
 
We are currently exploring new ways to implement technology into our classrooms with such 
items as a SmartBoard and are also looking at the possibilities of iPad and/or netbook 
implementation, while respecting the Hutterian culture.   
 
 
St. Augustine School  
Report Prepared by Ms. Betty Howell, Principal, St. Augustine School 
 


We would like to report on literacy interventions across the school. As we collect our end of 
year data, the growth evidenced by thirty students in the Early and Middle Years Literacy 
programs has been significant and will help them meet increasing challenges in their literacy. In 
addition, the Empower Reading has been implemented with two groups – one carry-over and 
one new group. These eleven children have shown improvements in phonological processing, 
text reading, and writing. Reading Recovery has provided successful service to five students, 
with our teacher completing her training year. 
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Valleyview Centennial School  
Report Prepared by Ms. Darlene Wilkinson, Principal, Valleyview Centennial School 
 


Valleyview Centennial School developed a Kindergarten to grade 1 literacy support program as 
a site-based initiative for this past year. The goal was to deliver small group intervention to the 
students with the most delayed literacy skills to accelerate them to meeting grade 1 literacy 
outcomes.  
 
Daily small group intervention on letter identification, letter formation, and letter sounds 
during the first two to three months of this program developed into reading and writing small 
sight words and stretching out words using sound boxes in the next three months. Part of each 
daily lesson was reading early level texts which developed book handling skills and a reading 
sight word vocabulary. 
 
Six grade 1 students had extremely delayed skills. All of those six developed pre-emergent 
literacy skills in both reading and writing and four were taken Reading Recovery to continue to 
accelerate their skills. They are currently very close to meeting grade 1 outcomes and will 
continue next year in Early Literacy Support for further acceleration. One student has just 
recently entered Reading Recovery and will be a carry over into the fall term. The other student 
accelerated sufficiently to not require Reading Recovery.  
 
During April through June, literacy intervention focused on the kindergarten students with the 
most delayed literacy skills. These students are now reading early level texts using sight words 
they recognize, sounding the first letter of a word to get it started and using picture cues for 
meaning. They have fast and fluent letter formation, and sound correspondence for over half 
the alphabet and will continue in the fall on a similar program.  
 
 
Waverly Park School  
Report Prepared by Mr. Bob Lee, Principal, Waverly Park School 
 


Literacy – Early Years completed fourtenn professional development sessions on Reading and  
Writing Connections by Reggie Routman.  Middle Years – Faye Brownlee strategies. 
 
Numeracy – Origo Math resources and strategies; Professional development on fractions and 
math related SmartBoard activities. 
 
Student Independence and  Responsibility – High Ability Learner Enrichment Programming 
(HALEP) continued.  Worked on connecting responsibility to on task behaviour, and continued 
our theme of “Going Green” connecting students with relevant topics surrounding our local, 
national and international community.  
 
Student achievement data suggests an increase in meeting and exceeding expectations, but still 
below our eighty percent (80%) target: literacy seventy four percent (74%); numeracy seventy 
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six percent (76%); social responsibility, above target eighty six percent (86%); student 
independence seventy two percent (72%). 
 
   
Crocus Plains Regional Secondary School 
Report Prepared by Mr. Terry Osiowy, Principal, Crocus Plains Regional Secondary School 
 


Advanced Placement Program 
Crocus Plains Regional Secondary School has implemented a three year Advanced Placement 
Program Plan with the intent to have the following Advanced Placement courses available to 
our students.  The following Advanced Placement courses will be offered: Calculus, English 
Literature, Chemistry, Physics, Biology, Environmental Science, Computer Science, and Studio 
Art. 
 
Effective September 2011, students interested in Advanced Placement programming will begin 
their journey by registering for the appropriate Grade 10 course for that Advanced Placement 
program stream.  The Advanced Placement Program streams are as follows: 
 


• Advanced Placement Calculus – MPA20S – Introduction to Applied and Pre-Calculus 
Mathematics 20S 


• Advanced Placement English – ELA20FA – English Language Arts Advanced 
• Advanced Placement Biology, Chemistry, Environmental Science, and Physics – SCI20FA 


– Science 20FA – Advanced 
 
The 2011/2012 registration process indicated a strong student demand for Advanced 
Placement programming at CPRSS.  The Grade 10 Advanced English course had received 46 
registrations and the Grade 10 Advanced Science course had received 74 registrations. 
 
Education for Sustainable Development (ESD) Grant 
Crocus Plains Regional Secondary School was successful in its application for an Education for 
Sustainable Development (ESD) grant.  It is one of sixteen (16) projects selected out of fifty 
eight (58) applications from twenty six (26) school Divisions across the Province, for funding in 
the 2011/2012 school year. 
 
The proposal by CPRSS entitled Children’s Water Festival was approved for the amount of 
$2,000.00 and is an excellent example of the dedication and creativity that Manitoba educators 
and students exhibit in taking action towards a more sustainable future. 
 
 
École Secondaire Neelin High School  
Report Prepared by Mr. Michael Adamski, Principal, École Secondaire Neelin High School 
 
Introduction to Geographic Information Systems (GIS) and Advanced Geographic Information 
Systems (GIS) were two new courses created and offered by Mr. Rob Langston in collaboration 
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with Mr. Greg Lewis of Assiniboine Community College.  The introductory course was taught 
during the first semester of this year with thirty six students registered; thirty five students 
received the credit in this course.  The Advanced level course in GIS is currently being taught 
this semester. 
 
A number of students from the GIS courses participated in the Skills Canada-Manitoba 
competition this spring with students returning with gold and silver honours.  In May, two 
grade nine students were invited to present at the national Environmental Systems Research 
Institute (ESRI) conference held in Winnipeg.  Company executives were quite impressed at the 
presentation our students put forward at this event.  Providing this quality learning opportunity 
for our students has indeed been a positive addition to the course offerings at Neelin. 
 
 
Vincent Massey High School 
Report Prepared by Mr. Mathew Gustafson, Principal, Vincent Massey High School 
 


English Language Arts 
Throughout the 2010/2011 school year, Vincent Massey’s English department has been actively 
engaged in a curriculum implementation initiative that has focused on the development of 
essential learning outcomes and indicators that establish the knowledge, skills, strategies and 
attitudes that are critical for student success.  An essential curriculum map has been developed 
that outlines the learning progression of the essential outcomes from grade 9 to 12, as well as 
the specific learning indicators attached to the six strands embedded in the English Language 
Arts curriculum. 
 
Physical Education 
The professional development work of the VMHS Physical Education department has focused 
on three primary areas:  the development of essential outcomes for the Grade 11 and 12 
Physical Activity Practicum, which constitutes fifty percent (50%) of a student’s grade; the 
implementation of Assessment For, As and Of learning into the assessment and evaluation 
process of the practicum; and the integration of  information communication technology to 
facilitate better communication between VMHS instructors and practicum students via Moodle. 
 
Science 
Establishing essential outcomes and the implementation of Assessment For, As and Of Learning 
into a unit of study in the Grade 9 Science program has been the major curriculum 
implementation project for the 2010/2011 school year. The primary goals were to: develop 
common assessment tools that measure an array of the six facets of understanding; to develop 
common lab-based assessments; and to investigate different formative assessment practices 
that can be used in Grade 9 Science. 
 
Social Studies 
Curriculum implementation and teacher profession development for the Grade 9 Social Studies 
team has focused on a unit revision process.  The department focused on the following key 
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areas:  establishing essential outcomes for a unit of study; development of an essential 
question to be used as a format tool to guide student learning; developing Assessment Of 
Learning tools that measure essential outcome requirements; and investigating different 
formative assessment practices. 
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SECTION IV Brandon School Division – OUR STUDENTS’ PROGRESS –  
 
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
 
The purpose of this report is to provide a comprehensive overview of student achievement 
results for the 2010-11 school year, in grades 3, 5, 7, 9 and 12 in both Literacy and Numeracy.  
Included are other relevant data that provide important contextual information that is 
necessary for an in depth understanding of the key factors that influence student achievement.  
 
In the Brandon School Division divisional assessments in grades 3, 5, 7 and 9 were instituted in 
the 2002-03 school year.  These assessments are criterion referenced to the particular curricula.  
The grade 12 assessments are provincially established standards tests, of a criterion referenced 
nature.  Historically the province has provided provincial statistics which enable us to do a 
comparative analysis of our grade 12 results in relation to provincial results. 
 
With respect to grade 3, an additional source of data has been provided by the province with 
respect to Reading and Numeracy assessments.  This information is essentially basic in its 
deductive purposes. 
 
In grades 3, 5, 7 and 9 we have developed a normalized score for analytical purposes.  The 
normalize score has been determined through a statistical procedure designed to compare 
independent test results.  The normalized score uses the Brandon School Division mean score 
and determines the relationship to this mean for each school site.  This means that the number 
of schools above and below the mean can differ for each assessment.  The BSD mean is 
translated to a normalized score of fifty (50) for all assessments.  All other scores are reported 
in relation to fifty, with scores above fifty representing school sites with mean scores higher 
than the BSD mean and those with scores below fifty representing school sites with mean 
scores lower than the BSD mean.  Please see Appendix I for details, including the formulae 
utilized.   
 
This report provides results for the 2010-11 school year, together with historical patterns.  
Currently the following patterns exist with respect to student assessment results: 


• Grade 3 Reading: Ten of the twenty one sites reported showed normalized scores higher 
than the mean in all three competencies, with twelve schools reporting scores above 
the BSD mean.  


• Grade 3 Writing: Nine of the twenty one sites reported showed normalized scores 
higher than the mean in all five competencies, with eleven schools reporting scores 
above the BSD mean. 


• Grade 3 Numeracy:  Five of the twenty one sites reported showed normalized scores 
higher than the mean in all four competencies, with ten schools reporting scores above 
the BSD mean. 
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• Grade 5 Reading:  Four of the nineteen sites reported showed normalized scores higher 
than the mean in all three competencies, with eleven schools reporting scores above 
the BSD mean. 


• Grade 5 Writing:  Seven of the nineteen sites reported showed normalized scores higher 
than the mean in all three competencies, with ten schools reporting scores above the 
BSD mean. 


• Grade 5 Numeracy:  Three of the nineteen sites reported showed normalized scores 
higher than the mean in all four competencies, with ten schools reporting scores above 
the BSD mean. 


• Grade 7 Reading:  Seven of the sixteen sites reported showed normalized scores higher 
than the mean in all three competencies, with eight schools reporting scores above the 
BSD mean. 


• Grade 7 Writing: Six of the sixteen sites reported showed normalized scores higher than 
the mean in all three competencies, with nine schools reporting scores above the BSD 
mean. 


• Grade 7 Numeracy:  Four of the sixteen sites reported showed normalized scores higher 
than the mean in all four competencies, with seven schools reporting scores above the 
BSD mean. 


• Grade 9 Literacy: BSD showed a slight drop in the overall Literacy percentage score 
between the 2009-10 school year and the current (2010-11) school year.  This Divisional 
trend reflects decreased scores at both Crocus Plains Regional Secondary School and 
Vincent Massey High School, which account for the bulk of the student population.   
Crocus Plains shows the lowest scores in their five year history while École Secondaire 
Neelin High School’s current year scores are stronger than any of the four years prior.  
Vincent Massey has dropped below the 2008-09 and 2009-10 scores, but remains above 
the scores from 2006-07 and 2007-08. 


• Grade 9 Numeracy: BSD shows a consistent downward trend in the percentage score on 
the Grade 9 Numeracy assessment over the past five years.  These trends are consistent 
with those seen at Crocus Plains and Vincent Massey.  École Secondaire Neelin High 
School showed positive gains over the past two years and surpassed the average 
percentage score at both Crocus Plains and Vincent Massey for the first time during the 
2010-11 assessment.  


• Grade 12 Numeracy – Pre-Calculus Mathematics: Pre-Calculus math has traditionally 
been an area of strength for the Division, and in the 2009-10 school year BSD continued 
this trend with students mean score falling 1% above the Provincial mean.  


• Grade 12 Numeracy – Applied Mathematics:  The BSD mean score has been above the 
provincial mean score in every year since 2002-2003.  In the 2009-10 school year the 
BSD average was 5% above the Provincial mean.  


• Grade 12 Numeracy – Consumer Mathematics:  In the 2009-10 school year, BSD 
students surpassed the Provincial mean by 1.2%. 


• Grade 12 English Language Arts:  In the 2009-10 school year, BSD students surpassed 
the Provincial mean by 1.6% 
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As this assessment summary indicates student achievement continues to be progressively 
positive in the major areas of measurement: Literacy and Numeracy in grades 3, 5, 7, 9 and 12.  
Where improvement is required reference is made in the School Development Plans for 2011-
2014. 
 
Once the implementation plan/procedures are complete for Policy 1001.2 "Educational 
Sustainability in Student Achievement" specific percentages of student competency in core 
learning outcomes (Literacy and Numeracy grades 3, 5, 7, 9 and 12) will be available on a school 
by school basis and on a Divisional aggregate basis. 
 
The Brandon School Division, to this end, is in the process of developing these core competency 
assessments. 
 
The following slides are Ms. Timmerman’s presentation to the Board of Trustees on Monday, 
June 27, 2011.  They provide details related to the above stated Executive Summary. 
 
 


2010-11 Student Assessment Results


Teresa Timmerman
June 27, 2011
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Number of 
Students Reflection


Skills & 
Strategies Comprehension Reading Total


AL 10 64.7 64.0 64.8 64.5


BG 35 41.9 42.7 44.5 43.0


EO 20 46.4 44.8 46.5 45.9


GA 17 55.9 53.9 53.4 54.4


GF 43 46.2 46.6 45.7 46.2


HA 25 62.2 60.6 61.4 61.4


JR 20 51.8 55.5 54.0 53.8


KG 18 58.7 54.5 51.6 55.0


KH 45 51.3 50.7 47.6 49.9


LL 32 60.7 54.0 54.0 56.2


ME 47 42.2 44.9 45.5 44.2


NE_E 29 34.2 39.7 40.2 38.1


NE_FI 24 57.5 56.0 57.6 57.1


OK_E 19 56.8 56.1 58.0 57.0


OK_FI 6 61.1 42.7 57.6 53.8


RH 38 49.4 51.1 51.2 50.6


RV 21 39.1 44.7 42.2 42.0


SA 25 49.2 47.8 49.3 48.8


SV 3 50.4 64.0 64.8 59.7


VV 26 47.3 50.9 47.4 48.5


WP 43 53.7 51.6 52.3 52.5


Grand Total 546 50.0 50.0 50.0 50.0


Grade 3 Reading


•Minimum: 42.0 (RV)


•Maximum: 64.5 (AL)


•Range: 22.5


•# of schools above the 
mean: 12


•Range above the 
mean: 14.5


•# of schools below the 
mean: 9


•Range below  the 
mean: 8


 
 


Grade 3 Reading


•Minimum: 42.0 (RV)


•Maximum: 64.5 (AL)


•Range: 22.5


•# of schools above the 
mean: 12


•Range above the 
mean: 14.5


•# of schools below the 
mean: 9


•Range below  the 
mean: 8
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Grade 3 Writing


•Minimum: 33.1 (NE-E)


•Maximum: 66.8 (HA)


•Range: 33.7


•# of schools above the 
mean: 11


•Range above the 
mean: 16.8


•# of schools below the 
mean: 10


•Range below  the 
mean: 16.9


Number of 
Students Ideas Organization


Word 
Choice


Sentence 
Fluency Conventions


Writing 
Total


AL 10 71.6 64.1 74.8 60.0 62.6 66.4


BG 35 38.1 38.7 37.2 36.4 41.7 38.4


EO 20 46.9 46.8 48.5 42.0 43.0 45.4


GA 17 50.9 56.5 57.1 52.3 53.7 54.0


GF 43 45.4 48.1 45.8 48.0 48.5 47.2


HA 25 65.2 67.0 69.8 67.2 64.7 66.8


JR 20 58.1 62.8 61.0 57.6 60.0 59.9


KG 18 63.1 64.3 70.8 60.0 60.8 63.7


KH 45 42.3 43.3 41.9 49.1 52.7 45.9


LL 32 57.9 52.4 58.9 58.5 56.2 56.7


ME 47 45.7 43.5 37.2 42.9 40.5 42.1


NE_E 29 33.2 32.3 28.7 42.2 27.9 33.1


NE_FI 24 53.5 49.3 60.1 52.0 47.8 52.4


OK_E 19 58.5 57.1 64.2 56.9 59.0 59.0


OK_FI 6 53.5 49.3 41.6 60.0 47.8 50.7


RH 38 49.4 50.6 43.8 48.7 50.8 48.7


RV 21 43.5 42.2 40.9 38.9 45.9 42.3


SA 25 56.3 55.2 58.8 55.7 53.2 55.8


SV 3 41.2 41.1 55.4 40.0 43.5 44.0


VV 26 50.4 53.1 48.0 46.2 48.1 49.2


WP 43 54.6 55.6 56.7 54.2 55.8 55.3


Grand 
Total 546 50.0 50.0 50.0 50.0 50.0 50.0


 
 


Grade 3 Writing


•Minimum: 33.1 (NE-E)


•Maximum: 66.8 (HA)


•Range: 33.7


•# of schools above the 
mean: 11


•Range above the 
mean: 16.8


•# of schools below the 
mean: 10


•Range below  the 
mean: 16.9
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Grade 3 Literacy
Three Year Trends


•Increasing scores
•None


•Decreasing scores
•George Fitton
•J.R. Reid
•Meadows
•New Era - E


 
 


Grade 3 Numeracy


•Minimum: 44.1 (RV)


•Maximum: 59.2 (HA)


•Range: 22.5


•# of schools above the 
mean: 10


•Range above the 
mean: 9.2


•# of schools below the 
mean: 11


•Range below  the 
mean: 6.9


Number of 
Students


Algebraic 
Reasoning A


Algebraic 
Reasoning B


Number 
Sense A


Number 
Sense B


Numeracy 
Total


AL 10 51.8 57.1 53.7 60.7 55.7


BG 35 52.1 50.9 53.7 53.2 52.5


EO 20 49.7 48.4 45.1 42.3 46.4


GA 17 48.8 51.7 47.4 47.2 48.7


GF 43 48.2 47.5 46.0 49.4 47.7


HA 25 58.0 60.7 56.8 61.5 59.2


JR 20 61.2 60.4 54.7 58.5 58.6


KG 18 56.4 52.5 53.3 55.4 54.4


KH 45 41.9 51.3 42.2 47.2 45.5


LL 32 50.5 39.8 52.2 48.8 48.0


ME 47 54.7 43.0 45.3 44.7 47.0


NE_E 29 45.0 56.8 54.9 43.3 50.1


NE_FI 24 48.4 44.9 55.2 61.4 52.5


OK_E 19 61.1 47.4 51.5 58.2 54.5


OK_FI 6 41.5 65.9 44.8 46.9 49.5


RH 38 47.5 47.4 50.0 38.8 46.0


RV 21 43.4 44.0 46.6 42.3 44.1


SA 25 44.8 50.1 49.1 51.1 48.7


SV 3 34.5 36.6 44.8 50.6 41.7


VV 26 47.0 49.9 56.8 47.5 50.5


WP 43 52.5 55.2 50.0 56.4 53.4


Grand Total 546 50.0 50.0 50.0 50.0 50.0
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Grade 3 Numeracy


•Minimum: 44.1 (RV)


•Maximum: 59.2 (HA)


•Range: 22.5


•# of schools above the 
mean: 10


•Range above the 
mean: 9.2


•# of schools below the 
mean: 11


•Range below  the 
mean: 6.9
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Grade 3 Numeracy
Three Year Trends


•Increasing scores
•Green Acres
•New Era – FI
•Valleyview


•Decreasing scores
•None
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Number of 
Students Comprehension 


Responds 
Personally 


Fluency & 
Expression Total Score 


BG 27 45.7 41.3 46.6 44.7 
EO 25 51.0 51.4 48.7 50.5 
GA 16 51.0 48.7 49.9 50.0 
GF 52 55.1 53.9 47.2 52.3 
HA 36 58.1 57.9 58.9 58.5 
JR 33 50.7 49.1 50.9 50.4 
KG 23 49.3 50.4 53.8 51.3 
KH 35 51.2 49.3 52.8 51.3 
LL 30 50.4 53.3 54.6 52.9 
ME 44 45.7 44.0 47.2 45.8 
NE_E 20 44.8 44.2 44.1 44.5 
NE_FI 11 48.9 51.7 43.9 48.3 
OK 18 54.2 50.3 44.3 49.8 
RH 33 48.3 46.6 43.3 46.2 
RV 24 47.3 49.1 43.7 46.9 
SA 25 54.9 55.6 58.8 56.6 
SV 2 49.8 52.6 52.5 51.8 
VV 16 51.0 56.6 52.5 53.5 
WP 48 43.1 48.3 47.2 46.3 
Grand Total 518 50 50 50 50 


 


Grade 5 Reading


•Minimum: 44.5 (NE-E)


•Maximum: 58.5 (HA)


•Range: 14


•# of schools above the 
mean: 11


•Range above the 
mean: 8.5


•# of schools below the 
mean: 8


•Range below  the 
mean: 5.5
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Number of 
Students 


Achieves 
Reader 


Understanding 


Word 
Choice & 
Sentence 
Patterns 


Spelling, 
Grammar & 
Resource 


Use Total Score 
BG 27 49.2 40.5 45.7 45.2 
EO 25 45.1 49.4 41.5 45.3 
GA 16 52.6 56.8 53.8 54.3 
GF 51 53.8 52.1 53.2 53.0 
HA 36 55.3 61.5 58.8 58.5 
JR 33 44.9 48.0 43.4 45.4 
KG 23 52.9 49.6 51.8 51.5 
KH 35 51.2 51.2 52.9 51.8 
LL 30 56.8 59.0 55.1 56.9 
ME 44 45.3 45.5 47.6 46.1 
NE_E 20 47.6 46.6 47.4 47.2 
NE_FI 11 52.3 44.5 48.1 48.4 
OK 18 48.0 55.6 53.9 52.4 
RH 33 46.3 46.6 46.1 46.3 
RV 24 39.7 42.7 46.9 43.1 
SA 25 57.5 59.6 52.9 56.6 
SV 2 55.3 46.6 55.1 52.4 
VV 16 60.9 58.2 56.5 58.5 
WP 48 46.6 40.8 46.4 44.6 
Grand Total 517 50 50 50 50 


 


Grade 5 Writing


•Minimum: 43.1 (RV)


•Maximum: 58.5 (HA & 
VV)


•Range: 15.4


•# of schools above the 
mean: 10


•Range above the 
mean: 8.5


•# of schools below the 
mean: 9


•Range below  the 
mean: 6.9
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Grade 5 Literacy
Three Year Trends


•Increasing scores
•George Fitton
•King George
•O’Kelly


•Decreasing scores
•J.R. Reid
•Waverly Park


 


 


Number of 
Students Number 


Shape & 
Space 


Patterns & 
Relations 


Statistics & 
Probability Total Score 


BG 24 55.9 50.1 65.5 56.8 56.5 
EO 25 49.3 50.4 49.9 55.5 50.8 
GA 17 41.6 51.5 37.6 47.1 43.7 
GF 52 40.6 39.4 44.9 45.7 42.0 
HA 35 50.5 42.0 47.4 52.5 49.0 
JR 33 62.3 61.0 59.6 56.9 60.6 
KG 22 56.5 62.9 56.0 50.6 56.4 
KH 35 50.0 49.4 45.1 49.5 49.1 
LL 30 56.8 50.2 65.1 48.8 55.4 
ME 39 47.3 44.4 46.7 48.6 47.0 
NE_E 23 48.5 56.0 45.1 36.7 47.0 
NE_FI 11 47.7 52.0 44.9 48.9 48.2 
OK 15 53.2 46.8 57.8 59.6 54.1 
RH 31 44.3 46.2 48.3 42.0 44.8 
RV 24 42.2 49.2 43.2 47.4 44.6 
SA 24 47.1 53.4 44.2 61.0 50.5 
SV 2 49.9 57.9 64.8 56.3 54.8 
VV 14 58.5 59.0 53.8 41.1 54.4 
WP 45 53.7 54.1 48.2 51.8 52.6 
Grand Total 501 50 50 50 50 50 


 


Grade 5 Numeracy


•Minimum: 42 (GF)


•Maximum: 60.6 (JR)


•Range: 18.6


•# of schools above the 
mean: 10


•Range above the 
mean: 10.6


•# of schools below the 
mean: 9


•Range below  the 
mean: 8
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Grade 5 Numeracy
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Grade 5 Numeracy
Three Year Trends


•Increasing scores
•J.R. Reid
•King George


•Decreasing scores
•New Era – FI
•St. Augustine
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Number of 
Students Comprehension 


Responds 
Personally Fluency 


Total 
Reading 


AL 14 59.0 61.2 56.1 58.9 
EO 66 48.5 49.4 44.1 47.5 
GA 9 47.0 48.7 48.2 48.1 
GF 54 51.1 46.8 48.6 49.0 
HA 34 53.3 54.7 51.0 53.2 
JR 21 54.7 57.7 55.1 56.0 
KG 43 41.2 43.7 48.5 44.6 
KH 37 49.5 42.9 51.9 48.3 
LL 36 53.7 55.1 58.0 55.8 
ME 59 52.2 49.9 49.4 50.7 
NE_E 26 35.6 36.2 33.4 35.2 
NE_FI 8 55.4 62.7 59.4 59.3 
OK 8 40.3 33.9 36.2 36.9 
RH 46 48.6 50.9 46.7 48.9 
SA 24 52.9 54.8 55.9 54.7 
WP 41 56.5 58.1 55.4 56.8 
Grand Total 526 50 50 50 50 


 


Grade 7 Reading


•Minimum: 35.2 (NE - E)


•Maximum: 59.3 (NE-FI)


•Range: 24.1


•# of schools above the 
mean: 8


•Range above the mean: 
9.3


•# of schools below the 
mean: 8


•Range below  the mean: 
14.8
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Number of 
Students 


Reader 
Understanding 


Word 
Choice & 
Sentence 
Patterns 


Spelling & 
Grammar Total Writing 


AL 14 63.6 61.8 54.7 60.0 
EO 66 48.6 45.2 42.1 45.3 
GA 9 42.1 50.6 48.7 47.1 
GF 52 44.1 45.5 40.4 43.4 
HA 34 55.7 50.9 56.7 54.5 
JR 21 48.8 52.0 52.1 51.0 
KG 43 39.9 42.9 46.3 43.1 
KH 37 48.2 51.7 47.3 49.1 
LL 36 58.8 59.4 55.3 57.9 
ME 59 52.9 49.0 49.0 50.3 
NE_E 26 38.6 35.0 36.2 36.6 
NE_FI 8 44.5 51.2 60.2 52.1 
OK 6 48.3 45.5 40.1 44.6 
RH 45 54.4 52.6 59.8 55.7 
SA 23 56.2 56.4 55.2 56.0 
WP 40 53.5 60.3 63.5 59.1 
Grand Total 519 50 50 50 50 


 


Grade 7 Writing


•Minimum: 36.6 (NE - E)


•Maximum: 60.0 (AL)


•Range: 23.4


•# of schools above the 
mean: 9


•Range above the mean: 
10.0


•# of schools below the 
mean: 7


•Range below  the mean: 
13.4
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Grade 7 Literacy
Three Year Trends


•Increasing scores
•Earl Oxford
•J.R. Reid
•Linden Lanes
•Waverly Park


•Decreasing scores
•Alexander
•Kirkcaldy Heights
•St. Augustine
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Number of 
Students Number 


Shape & 
Space 


Patterns & 
Relations 


Statistics & 
Probability 


Total 
Numeracy 


AL 14 79.2 79.2 60.2 79.9 75.7 
EO 66 41.2 41.2 37.1 33.9 39.2 
GA 9 27.1 41.1 38.7 41.9 36.3 
GF 54 42.2 47.1 49.7 52.8 47.0 
HA 34 50.0 48.2 62.8 54.9 52.7 
JR 22 44.7 58.8 50.2 57.7 52.5 
KG 43 35.1 40.4 37.2 32.6 36.8 
KH 37 48.8 53.7 47.0 42.6 49.0 
LL 36 66.8 56.5 63.7 63.4 62.3 
ME 56 52.6 44.6 49.7 50.7 49.1 
NE_E 23 33.6 29.9 38.1 28.4 32.4 
NE_FI 8 52.7 53.0 47.6 38.5 49.5 
OK 8 30.9 26.7 34.7 25.1 29.3 
RH 47 63.3 60.2 58.0 69.1 62.3 
SA 24 54.3 60.8 45.1 56.0 55.0 
WP 39 67.7 64.2 69.7 61.9 66.0 
Grand Total 520 50 50 50 50 50 


 


Grade 7 Numeracy


•Minimum: 32.4 (NE - E)


•Maximum: 75.7 (AL)


•Range: 43.3


•# of schools above the 
mean: 7


•Range above the 
mean: 25.7


•# of schools below the 
mean: 9


•Range below  the 
mean: 17.6
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Grade 7 Numeracy
Three Year Trends


•Increasing scores
•Linden Lanes
•Riverheights
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•Decreasing scores
•Meadows
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Minimum Maximum


Grade 3


Reading Riverview Alexander


Writing New Era - E Harrison


Numeracy Riverview Harrison


Grade 5


Reading New Era - E Harrison


Writing Riverview Harrison & Valleyview


Numeracy George Fitton J. R. Reid


Grade 7


Reading New Era - E New Era – FI


Writing New Era - E Alexander


Numeracy New Era - E Alexander


Summary of Range Scores
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CP 162 44.2 48.0 47.6 41.8 48.0 63.6 47.8


N 123 48.7 50.6 54.5 53.7 51.5 29.4 49.4


VM 166 56.7 51.2 48.9 55.3 50.8 52.0 52.6


Grand Total 451 50 50 50 50 50 50 50
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Number of 
Students Ideas Organization Voice 


Grammar & 
Mechanics 


Total 
Writing 


CP 161 49.9 50.2 50.5 50.1 50.2 
N 123 50.1 48.3 49.0 50.9 49.6 
VM 166 50.0 51.0 50.2 48.9 50.1 
Grand Total 450 50 50 50 50 50 


 


Grade 9 Writing – Normalized Scores
2010-11
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Number of 
Students Number


Statistics & 
Probability


Patterns & 
Relations Shape & Space Total Numeracy


CP 254 47.7 44.4 43.9 49.1 46.4


N 136 52.7 52.7 54.8 52.6 53.4


VM 184 51.1 55.8 54.9 49.3 52.4


Grand Total 574 50 50 50 50 50


Grade 9 Numeracy – Normalized Scores
2010-11
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SECTION V Brandon School Division – OUR DIVISIONAL PROGRESS 
 


1. Learning Support Services 
 
Literacy  
Report Prepared by Ms. Cory Nevill, Literacy Specialist  
 


Quality Teaching 
The literacy work completed in this Divisional focus area had two main foci: assessment 
and the continuation of work on the Best Practices in Literacy document that will 
append the Divisional Literacy policy. 
 
The Divisional Literacy Assessments at Grades 5 and 7 underwent a change to be more 
classroom based assessment which was seen as a positive change by both teachers and 
administrators.  The teachers at these grades were given a support document to guide 
their assessment of students and submitted data to the division at the end of October 
so that trends in the Division can be analyzed. 
 
Quality Learning 
The work with this committee was focused on the topic of engagement, particularly of 
Middle Years students.  There were two workshops with Faye Brownlie for Middle Years 
teachers.  These workshops focused on strategies to engage all students at the Middle 
Years. In September a workshop was organized for administrators on research into 
engagement.  This workshop was facilitated by Warren Nickerson of Manitoba 
education.  Also research into the topics of engagement, brain based learning and 
educational neuroscience were provided for the Quality Teaching committee. 
 
Quality Support Services 
The work of the literacy specialist in this Divisional focus area was centred upon 
supporting school literacy teams in developing and implementing their school plans in 
the goal area of literacy. 
 
 
Numeracy  
Report Prepared by Teresa Timmerman, Numeracy Specialist  
 


Quality Learning: Student Assessment 
The Early Years Numeracy Committee revised and updated the Grade 3 assessment 
support binder, for use beginning in September 2011, to assist teachers in collecting 
evidence of student understanding. 
 
The Grade 5 Numeracy Assessment committee developed a classroom-based Numeracy 
assessment, including rubric and support document, for implementation in September 
2011. 
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Quality Teaching: Staff Development and Staff Mentoring 
School site visits, consultations and professional development sessions were conducted 
throughout the year in response to school requests and school development plans. 
 
A collaborative group was established to examine the Division’s model for English as an 
Additional Language (EAL) sheltered instruction in Numeracy.  The team learned 
fundamentals of the E credit, selected essential content in Grade 9 and developed 
supporting lesson materials. 
 
Math Recovery programming occurred in two elementary schools (forty nine students) 
with positive student growth.  An additional four teachers will receive Math Recovery 
training and implement their training in various Numeracy Support roles throughout the 
2011/2012 school year. 
 
Quality Support Services 
The Numeracy Policy 4059 was researched and drafted.  It was presented to provincial 
consultants, local teachers, principals and Senior Administration for review in 
preparation for presentation to the Education Committee and the full School Board in 
September 2011. 
 
 
English as an Additional Language Specialist Report 
Report Prepared by Ms. Joanna Ford, English as an Additional Language Specialist   
 


Quality Teaching 
Collaboration was a key goal for English as an Additional Language (EAL) planning and 
instruction this year.  Three schools piloted a co-teaching method of instruction where 
EAL teacher and a classroom teacher teamed up to plan and deliver lessons.   Co-
teaching allowed teachers to share strategies for language instruction and resources 
that made content accessible for EAL students.  This resulted in EAL students being able 
to learn content and language alongside their English speaking peers. EAL students 
became active, participating and engaged members in their classrooms. 
 
A second project of collaboration involved grade nine sheltered content teachers from 
all high schools, the numeracy consultant, and two EAL teachers; this team developed a 
scope and sequence for the sheltered content curriculum. They also added EAL goals 
and outcomes to the curriculum.  The plan is to continue working in this model with 
sheltered content teachers from other subject areas next year.  
 
Staff development continued to be a goal as well.  Some of the professional 
development workshops offered included EAL basics, second language acquisition, 
assessment training, a Faye Brownlie workshop, EAL resources, EAL literacy concerns, 
EAL strategies for differentiation, and EAL vocabulary instruction. 
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Quality Learning 
There has been continued work on creating a Divisional EAL reporting document for the 
Early and Middle Years.  The reporting document, as well as support documents will be 
ready for use in the first reporting period of the 2011/2012 school year.  
 
Language, Academics and Literacy (LAL) programming began at Crocus Plains this year.  
This programming was made possible through the Intensive Newcomer Support grant 
that we received from the Province. The focus of the program is on improving basic 
literacy and numeracy skills for student with interrupted educations.   
 
Quality Support Services 
The reception centre has made it possible for all EAL students to receive comprehensive 
and consistent assessment and intake.  This then makes it possible to identify EAL 
students who may require support from student support services.  Efforts to 
communicate more with student support services and share information about 
language acquisition and cultural differences in learning have been ongoing this year.     
 
 
English as an Additional Language Reception Centre (Effective September 2010) 
Report Prepared by Mr. Greg Malazdrewicz, Associate Superintendent 
 


The English as an Additional Language (EAL) Reception Centre has processed over 350 
student registrations since its opening in August of 2010  with 150 - 200 students 
receiving English Language assessments prior to their assignment to Division schools.  
First language support with Spanish and Mandarin speaking staff and other interpreters 
from the Brandon Community Language Coop for other language groups has provided a 
significantly higher level of service to our EAL community than was previously possible.  
With the ability to communicate effectively a significant amount of background 
information from families has provided for smoother and more effective transitions for 
these new students into our schools.  The EAL Reception Centre staff have been an 
invaluable resource for families as well, with their ability to connect the families with 
other community resources. 
 
The second function of the EAL Reception Centre was to provide interim programming 
to develop functional English skills for students between grades 5 to 8.  Over fifty 
students have received this pre-placement support throughout this past year.  As the 
year end approaches, students have been retained in the program at New Era to extend 
their English language acquisition opportunities prior to the summer break.  These 
students will move to their catchment schools in September 2011. 
 
Finally, mid-year as new registrations slowed, the EAL Reception Centre staff were kept 
busy doing assessments at school sites, facilitated professional development 
opportunities and participated in co-teaching projects around the Division.  These 
human resources were valuable assets that supported our schools exceptionally well. 
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Physical Education  
Report Prepared by Mr. Ralph Clark, Physical Education Specialist    
 


Throughout the 2010/2011 school year, a number of actions were initiated by the 
Physical Education / Health Education Specialist which focused on physical literacy and 
community relationships. 
 
The purchase of non-traditional equipment, the creation of an after school program and 
the “Taking It” presentation to high school athletes highlighted a few ways in which 
students were supported in their learning.  These opportunities amongst others offer a 
variety of ways which will help all learners acquire the basic movement skills to lead an 
active healthy lifestyle. 
 
Quality teaching was reinforced by effective leadership through professional 
development opportunities.  First Aid / CPR, Sensitive Issues, and ACT High School CPR 
sessions were some of the workshops that were offered to teaching staff.  New 
developments in teaching physical education / health education were accessible 
through provincial and national meetings. 
 
Working collaboratively with community, provincial, and national organizations in 
promoting active healthy lifestyles provided Quality Support Services to students in the 
Brandon School Division.  Cooperative work with the Brandon Sport Alliance, Brandon 
University, and Healthy Schools Manitoba helped provide support to allow students 
become lifelong learners.  
 
 
Technology in Learning  
Report Prepared by Mr. Reg Reimer, Technology in Learning Specialist  
 


Primary focus this year was on two pilot projects and their impact on technology 
integration both at K to 8 and high school levels. 
 
Collaboration with a team of teachers at Vincent Massey, led by Ingrid Gross, focused on 
21st Century learning opportunities for high school students, led to the implementation 
of a digital Learning Management System (LMS). Centrally hosted by Management 
Information and Systems Technology (MIST) at http://moodle.brandonsd.mb.ca, the 
website began to host resources and learning activities that offered authentic writing 
and critical thinking opportunities for students, in a secure environment. Teachers 
gained a “foothold” in the 21st century classroom, interacting with students in a digitally 
mediated environment. “Brandon School Division Moodle” will continue next year, 
supported by two professional development activities this June. 
 
The second pilot—a 1:1 implementation of iPads at King George and New Era schools—
focused on preparing Brandon School Division students and teachers for mobile 
computing in the classroom. Running from March to June, the pilot demonstrated 



http://moodle.brandonsd.mb.ca/�
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improved student engagement and achievement. The teachers involved shared insights 
with approximately one hundred (100) colleagues through “open houses” and in online 
wiki discussions (http://etopics.wikispaces.com). The deployment of mobile devices will 
expand to seven (7) schools next year, with professional development opportunities 
being planned accordingly. Preliminary and summary reports were submitted. 
 
 
Aboriginal Education  
Report Prepared by Mr. Kevin Tacan, Aboriginal Elder    
 


The Aboriginal Elder’s program continues to offer new opportunities for staff and 
students on Implementing Aboriginal perspectives in the classrooms and for additional 
appropriate learning for many Aboriginal and non Aboriginal students that show an 
interest in acquiring knowledge in particular areas. To meet Quality Learning, Quality 
Teaching and Quality Support Services objectives, the Aboriginal Elder’s program has 
been in classrooms presenting on various topics such as environmental studies, 
psychology, to Canadian History. Music, storytelling, and visual items are used in many 
of these presentations to allow for a hands-on experience for students and staff. The 
Aboriginal Elder has been in many Middle Years schools discussing issues of bullying, 
smoking, drugs and alcohol, and gang awareness and avoidance and other issues 
important to meet school objectives. 
 
An Aboriginal perspective is important in school as many students are not aware of their 
heritage and to be able to learn alongside non-Native students is ideal, as it allows for 
appreciation and understanding of Canada’s oldest cultural group. The outcomes have 
been very positive and continue to be a high point in the students’ experience in the 
year. Aboriginal students have struggled for many years; however, the Brandon School 
Division has implemented this program, identifying the unique needs of the Aboriginal 
students. In this capacity, the Aboriginal Elder has offered a traditional system of 
cultural awareness and counselling methods that meet family and individual needs.  
 
 
Student Support Services 
Report Prepared by Ms. Marsilah Peirson, Ms. Veronica Adams and Ms. Glenda MacKay, 
Facilitators, Student Support Services 
 


Learning  Support  Facilitators 
The Facilitators supported resource teachers throughout the year in the areas of 
student specific programming in schools (Individual Education Plan), and attended 
regular clinical meetings.  On three separate occasions, the Facilitators gave a 
PowerPoint presentation on Response to Intervention to the principals, resource 
teachers, guidance counsellors, and the clinicians.   In the area of Assistive Technology, 
the Learning Facilitators worked collaboratively with the Management Information and 
Systems Technology (MIST) department in the coordination of providing software 
training for teachers, and the purchase of hardware for students based on their needs. 
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They continually provide support/in-servicing for monthly resource teacher/counsellor 
meetings that have included a presentation by John Howard Society and The Learning 
Disability Association, Brandon Chapter.  The Learning Facilitators participated in the 
Annual General Meeting, in May of 2011, by the Westman Student Services 
Administrators Association of Manitoba (WSSAM).   They are in the final process of 
reviewing comprehensive and relevant data on student information for SIRS/SPED.  This 
is a collaborative effort with the MIST department, Associate Superintendent, and high 
school resource teachers and guidance counsellors.  The Facilitators continue to 
collaborate with community agencies in addressing the needs of students in our 
division.  Preparation is underway for the organization of Non-Violent Crisis Intervention 
Initial Training, Threat Assessment Level I and Threat Assessment Level II Training (with 
Kevin Cameron). 
 
Social Workers (SWs) 
Social Workers have completed the Strong Kids Programs for this year.  The last of the 
data collection on the Social Emotional Learning (SEL) program is ongoing.  Once the 
data is collected, it will be given to Adrian Kuryliw to collate.  Social Workers will 
continue to work on developing a Social Work Service Delivery model.  This will be an 
ongoing project well into the 2011/2012 academic year.  In developing this model, all 
Social Workers have met with their school teams to complete a need assessment (team 
includes principals, resource teachers and counsellors).  Shari Block, the Department of 
Education social work representative has offered to take the information gathered in 
the needs assessment and collate them into a final report for us over the summer.  
Social Workers will receive the finished product in the fall of 2011.  Non-violent Crisis 
Intervention training is being planned for the fall dates.  Social Work discipline 
presented a PowerPoint presentation to the Board of Directors on May 24, 2011.  SWs 
continue to support a number of Brandon School Division and outside agency 
committees, including Westman Child Abuse Committee and Suicide Prevention 
Intervention Network (SPIN).  The Social Worker at Neelin High School has taken a one 
year leave of absence resulting in a competition for an additional FTE Social Worker.  
Closing date for this position was June 1, 2011, currently in the process of hiring. 
 
Psychologists  
Over the last few months of the current academic year,  psychologists continued to be 
involved in student specific programming including Individual Education Plans, 
Functional Behaviour Assessments, Behaviour Intervention Plans and assessments (i.e. 
cognitive, adaptive, learning, behavioural, social/emotional) for programming.  In 
addition, psychologists were involved in the supervision of education assistants hired to 
deliver the Barton Reading and Spelling Program, in the organization of the Safe Kids 
Form and SPIN’s Youth Wellness Day, and consulted on the collection of data for the 
social emotional learning project.  
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Speech-Language Pathologists (SLPs) 
SLPs received additional educational assistants, who were placed in five schools.  The 
SLPs provided training for these new assistants.  SLPs are working up post-testing with 
the Phonological Awareness Screening Test (PAST), and are working with Teresa 
Timmerman to input the results of the phonological awareness groups that were 
conducted throughout the year.  The SLPs screened two hundred seventeen students 
students at the Milestones Preschool Wellness Fair on April 28, 2011 and made forty 
three new referrals. 
 
Aboriginal Education Counsellor 
The counsellor continued to provide ongoing support for Aboriginal students on an 
individual basis and in small group counselling sessions utilizing the seven teachings. The 
counsellor also worked collaboratively with Brandon School Division teachers on the 
Journey from Cultural Awareness to Cultural Competency Training sessions and 
integrating the Aboriginal Perspectives into the curriculum.  Aboriginal resources and 
materials that support these initiatives were ordered. 
 
 
French Languages  
Report Prepared by Ms. Delphine Holian, French Language Specialist  
 


Quality Learning 
During the year, resources for the Basic French and French Immersion programs were 
purchased. Teachers are now able to borrow them for use in their classroom. Some of 
our schools attended Festival du Voyageur and others that couldn’t attend hosted their 
own French Festival (Festival du Voyageur, Mardi Gras, French Restaurant, etc.). The 
Division hosted “concours d’art Oratoire” for the Basic French grade 5 and 6 along with 
the all the French Immersion classes. 
 
Quality Teaching 
Teachers from the same grade levels have been paired throughout the Division.  This 
has helped facilitate the sharing of ideas, activities, and helped ease the problems of 
limited resources.  Teachers have been creating units according to their own needs. The 
Department supported many teachers to sign up for different workshops in Brandon 
and Winnipeg throughout the year.  Evaluating teachers and educational assistants on 
their French Language acquisition remains a high priority to ensure teachers are 
employed to their full potential.  
 
Quality Support Services 
The department has provided guidance to teachers in the purchasing of new resources 
for their own classrooms. The French department worked closely with the Division du 
Bureau de l'éducation française (BEF) in Winnipeg to keep current with teaching 
methodologies.  This has provided the Brandon School Division to be a contributor to 
the revitalization of the Provincial Basic French Curriculum. We continue to meet all 
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teachers and administrators on a regular basis to provide guidance and help maintain a 
high standard of teaching throughout the division. 
 
 
Library 
Report Prepared by Ms. Rachel Burnett, Library Technician   
 


The role of the Divisional Library Technician provides Quality Support Services to the K 
to 8 Teacher Librarians in areas of cataloguing, inventory, L4U technical assistance, as 
well as providing support with library processes and training new library staff.  
 
From September to January, Mayvis MacLellan had catalogued a total of 2,643 new 
items; assisted with inventory at three schools; and completed the transfer of books and 
bibliographic records from New Era’s library to École Harrison.  
 
Rachel Burnett became the new Divisional Library Technician in March and catalogued 
2,651 new items, assisted with inventory at two schools, and met with all library staff. 
To provide quality service to library students and staff, Rachel has ensured care that 
each L4U record follows current cataloguing standards, and includes additional details 
to best represent each item. Additional details included are: copyright rules for Audio-
visual items, audited URLs related to items that can be accessed from the L4U’s Wide 
Area Search, and cleaner use of symbols and French descriptions in most French 
records. A total of 5,294 items were catalogued in the 2010/2011 school year. 
 
Auto-circulation and the Wide Area Search catalogue has granted a flexible 
infrastructure for Teacher Librarians and enabled them to provide Quality Teaching. 
 
New Items catalogued into L4U : 


  K-8 Schools Sep 2010-Jan 2011 Mar-May 2011 2010/11 
Alexander 120 115 235 
Betty Gibson 246 209 455 
Earl Oxford 79 162 241 
George Fitton 144 158 302 
Green Acres 116 95 211 
Harrison 0 150 150 
JR Reid 112 158 270 
King George 115 132 247 
Kirkcaldy Heights 259 254 513 
Linden Lanes 186 91 277 
Meadows 204 147 351 
New Era 220 167 387 
O'Kelly 204 137 341 
Riverheights 174 150 324 
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Riverview 182 89 271 
St. Augustine 16 135 151 
Valleyview 50 155 205 
Waverly Park 216 147 363 


K-8 Schools Total: 2643 2651 5294 
Division Office 
Server:       
Spring Valley 40   40 
Professional 
Development 40   40 
Student Support 
Services   6 6 
Aboriginal 
Education 
Counsellor   21 21 
English as an 
Additional 
Language 194   194 


  
Division Office Server 
Total:   301 


 
2. Steering Committee Reports 


 
Quality Learning Steering Committee 
Presented by Co-Chairs M. Gustafson and D. Wilkinson 
 


All three high schools and two K to 8 schools (Kirkcaldy Heights and Linden Lanes) 
participated in the “Tell Them From Me Survey” which had been part of the Canadian 
Education Association (CEA) study on student engagement.   Staff at these schools 
report receiving valuable information through participating in this survey. These results 
are provided in Appendix 1.                                                                                                 
 
Principals of Middle Years School students attended a session in September presented 
by Warren Nickerson of Manitoba Education focusing on engagement. This was 
followed by two sessions for Middle Years teacher representatives from each school 
presented by Faye Brownlie, also focusing on engagement (through differentiation). 
 
The committee committed to personal professional development/study in the area of 
brain-based learning. This was greatly enhanced by the Learning Community 
presentation on April 11, 2011 on Brain-Based Learning by Gary Anaka. Gary also 
presented that same morning to teacher representatives from each school. 
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Quality Teaching Steering Committee 
Presented by Co-Chairs B. Shamray and G. McDonald  
 


During the 2010/2011 school year, the Best Practices Literacy Steering Committee 
began the process of facilitating the implementation of the “K-4 Best Practices” 
document. 
 
Classroom teachers volunteered to work as co-chairs and a grade group steering 
committee, comprising of teachers, was established at each grade level, grades K to 4.  
Each grade group committee reviewed the draft document, suggested additions or 
changes, and formulated a division wide implementation plan for the document for the 
2011/2012 school year. 
 
The Kindergarten grade group committee created a common Kindergarten screening 
tool, assessment and resource binder, as well as a common report card to be piloted by 
Kindergarten teachers in ten schools beginning the fall of 2011.  
 
On June 22, 2011, the Kindergarten teachers who will be piloting the assessment, along 
with their principals will be brought together to review the assessment tool and 
implementation plans. 
 
The grade 3, 5, and 7 numeracy assessment committees worked on support documents 
to provide common understanding of outcomes and assessment practices.  The grade 5 
and grade 7 committees reviewed current assessment practices, made revisions and 
sought input from Senior Administration regarding the assessments and their 
administration.  
 
 
Quality Support Services Steering Committee 
Presented by Co-Chairs M. Peirson and M. Adamski 
 


Response to Intervention Model (RTI)   
The Response to Intervention Model (RTI) has been the focus of discussion during the 
monthly meetings.  The committee recommended a team from Brandon School Division 
to attend a three day RTI workshop in Nevada during the July of 2011.  
Recommendation to send a team to this workshop has been supported by the Associate 
Superintendent.   Two of the Committee members presented a PowerPoint 
presentation on RTI Model to the principals, resource teachers, guidance counsellors 
and student support services staff.    
 
Student Information Record System (SIRS)/Special Education Portion of SIRS (SPED)   
The Committee is working collaboratively with the Management Information and 
Systems Technology (MIST) department. They are in the final process of reviewing 
comprehensive and relevant data on student information for SIRS/SPED.  This is a 
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collaborative effort with the MIST department, Associate Superintendent, and high 
school resource teachers and guidance counsellors. 
 
Transportation on Curbside Busing   
Committee members met with Ron Harkness on May 6, 2011 to review changes that 
need to be made.  Some recommendations were made. 
 
Human Resources   
The Committee met with the Director of Human Resources, Becky Switzer, on January 
17, 2011 regarding the revision of teacher interview questions, professional 
development for educational assistants. A request for 2011/2012 Budget Sustainability 
was made. The request was submitted to Senior Administration for an approval to 
support educational assistants’ professional development. The steering committee 
participated in the process with Senior Administration on the revision of the teachers’ 
interview questions. 
 
Proposed changes to Teachers Interview Questions   
The Steering Committee met with Dr. Michaels and Mr. Malazdrewicz on February 24, 
2011 to review and update the current Brandon School Division teacher interview 
questions in accordance with the revised Policy on teacher selection, hiring and 
assignment (Policy 5010). 
 
 
Single Track French Immersion 
 


The Single Track French Immersion School Implementation Steering Committee met five 
times over the course of the 2010/2011 school year.  The Committee is comprised of 
Principals of George Fitton School, Green Acres School, École Harrison, and École New 
Era School, the Director of Human Resources, the Secretary-Treasurer, the 
Superintendent of Schools/Chief Executive Officer, and the Associate Superintendent.  
The work of the Committee over the past year focused on matters which required 
follow-up during the initial year of program implementation. 
 
There was a good distribution of student enrolment at the affected schools.  
Registrations for French Immersion Kindergarten were accepted beginning January 6, 
2011 and continue to be accepted.  The Director of Human Resources provided regular 
updates on staffing at the four schools.   
 
Fundraising for the Middle Ground Playground for George Fitton School and École 
Harrison has been underway all year.  Various grant applications have been submitted 
and staff and parents have worked together on diverse fundraising initiatives.   
 
Resources required by the schools, as a result of the new school configurations, have 
been closely monitored and addressed. 
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Principals shared information on planned year-end celebrations for grade 8 students at 
each of the schools. 
 
As the initial year of program implementation concludes, Principals expressed 
appreciation to Administration and the Board of Trustees for their support in making 
this a successful transition at each of the affected schools.   
 
 
Senior High Access Committee 2010/2011 
 


The Senior High Access Committee (SHAC) has been in operation since 2002.  Its overall 
purpose is to provide futuristic and developmental “TRI HIGH” leadership to senior high 
education in the Division in accordance with Brandon School Division’s mission, vision, 
and strategic goal.  The Committee consists of three senior high principals, five senior 
high vice-principals, Superintendent of Schools/CEO, Associate Superintendent.  
Presentations and discussions are had with a wide variety of staff in the Brandon School 
Division. 
 
In 2010/2011 the major areas of focus included: 
 
Policy/Procedures 4052 Assessment, Evaluation, and Reporting of Student Learning and 
Achievement in Senior High Schools 
• Implementation to parallel that of the K-8 implementation in 2009-2010; 
• Senior High Schools need to move forward in terms of becoming outcomes-based in 


assessment and reporting; 
• consistency among the three high schools needed; 
• a Steering Committee (Senior High Assessment and Evaluation Leadership Team) 


was established, comprised of Senior High Principals, Staff Development Specialists 
at the Senior High Schools, 1-2 teachers from each High School; 


• members of the Steering Committee attended professional development sessions by 
Warren Nickerson and Damian Cooper; 


• the Steering Committee developed a 3-year implementation plan; and 
• a PD session for all Senior High Teachers has been scheduled on October 14, 2011.  


Damian Cooper will present on formative and summative assessment. 
 


Provincial Assessment Policy K-12 – Academic Responsibility, Honesty, and 
Promotion/Retention 
• Senior High Schools expected to act in accordance with this new policy as of Feb. 1, 


2011 and revise or develop assessment policies to align with provincial policy; these 
policy revisions should be formalized for the 2011/2012 school year; 


• overall our assessment policy has been well researched and developed.  We may 
need to add some statements in order to comply with the Provincial Assessment 
Policy; 
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• a question for us to consider is, “how has the teacher related assessment practices 
to learning outcomes?”; and  


• it was agreed that teachers should be advised to notify principal two weeks in 
advance of report card distribution of any students whose marks fall between 45 to 
50.  This would allow time for the Principal to have discussion with teachers prior to 
making final decision on whether or not to grant credits. 
 


Student Engagement Surveys 
• Tell Them From Me Effective School Student Survey was administered at the three 


Senior High Schools in November 2010; 
• Valuable feedback was received.  Student Engagement results will be incorporated 


into 2011/2012 School Development Plans.  Please see Appendix 1 for the individual 
school results; and  


• Dr. Michaels will take the drug and alcohol use results to the Community Drug and 
Alcohol Education Coalition for discussion.   
 


Legal Perspectives and Advice – Criminal Record Check (CRC) and Child Abuse Registry 
Check (CARC), Off-Site Travel (as per Policy 4001 “Off-site Activities”) 
• Mr. David Swayze presented to the Committee in Semester 1; 
• discussion held regarding Criminal Records Check and Child Abuse Registry Check; 


and off-site travel – re: approval and denial of trip requests, volunteers, mode of 
transportation (paid drivers  vs. volunteer drivers); 


• Principals had the opportunity to ask questions and discuss common scenarios and 
best practices; and  


• Principals must consider what is reasonable and act always in “loco parentis”. 
 


Grade 9 Student Achievement in Literacy and Numeracy 
• The Coordinator of Research and Evaluation presented a report, “Provincial Grade 


12 Standards Tests – Eight-Year Summary of Results (2002-2010), October 2010” 
• Principals took this report back to  English Language Arts (ELA) and Mathematics 


staff for discussion; 
• at the request of the Board of Trustees a report was prepared in January 2011 


regarding current achievement levels of grade 9 students in the areas of literacy and 
numeracy; 


• Betty Howell presented to the Committee on the Empower Reading Program; this 
led to discussion on the two different problems associated with difficulty in reading: 
phonological and rapid retrieval; 
o of the grade 9 students who are below level in ELA, we need to determine how 


many of them are of normal intelligence, how many are cognitively delayed, and 
how many are learning disabled; and  


o in the fall of 2011 we will implement transition classes at the Senior High Schools 
as well as train one teacher in each High School in the Empower Reading 
Program. 
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Consideration as to Implementation of Amendments to Bill 13 (Tabled in Manitoba 
Legislature on December 6, 2010) 
Bill 13 changes have been forwarded to legislative committee for hearings.  Brandon 
School Division prepared a written report with the proposed legislation having been 
received by the Board and Senior Administration.   
 
The Board of Trustees is in support philosophically but has some concerns as to the 
provision be additional funding to support the required initiatives.  Clarification is 
required regarding work experience program and liability. 
 
Brandon School Division will have to establish an implementation process; with required 
costs forwarded to the Board for the 2012/2013 Budget. 
 
To follow up, the Senior High Access Committee will have a review of the approved 
legislation and complete implications analysis.  We plan to hold a meeting on August 25, 
2011 to commence this detailed work. 
 
These priority areas will continue to be addressed in 2011/2012 with an emphasis on 
grade 8 to 9 transition processes with close monitoring of student achievement. 
 
Specific attention will be given to our graduation rates in each Senior High School and 
overall in the Division. 


 
 
Implementation of Policy 1001.2 “Educational Sustainability in Student Achievement” 
 


Our Committee has had four meetings in 2010/2011: January 19, 24 and February 16, 
April 20, 2011.  The May meeting was postponed due to the “High Water Event”.  The 
focus of the work is the development of the procedures for policy implementation.  All 
procedures will be completed for May, 2012 for implementation in September, 2012.  
The procedures identify the specific definitions of competency in reading 
comprehension (literacy) and numeracy to measure student achievement at the end of 
grades 3, 5, 7, 9, 12.  This achievement is calculated on an aggregate basis for the school 
division; for each individual school; and for the systemic tracking of each individual 
student. 
 
To date, entry grade 3 reading comprehension competency has been defined with the 
exit competency level to be defined at the Committee’s next meeting on March 16, 
2011.   
 
Work has begun simultaneously on the exit numeracy competency for grade 3; to be 
continued in September. 
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It was decided also that the exit assessment measurement tool would be administered 
in October of grade 4, 6, 8, 10.  Grade 12 exit results will be utilized from the Provincial 
Standards Assessment Results annually.   
 
Upon completion of the grade 3 exit competency standards work commences on grades 
5, 7, 9. 
 
Our work is progressing well. 
 
 
Report of the Steering Committee for Proposed Student Learning and Assessment 
Centre 
 


The Steering Committee for Proposed Student Learning and Assessment Centre met bi-
monthly during the school year.  
 
In attendance were: Ms. Joanna Ford, English as an Additional Language Specialist;  Ms. 
Teresa Timmerman, Numeracy Specialist;  Ms. Marsilah Peirson, Program Facilitator; 
Mrs. Betty Howell, Principal, St. Augustine School; Mr. Phil Vickers, Principal, Betty 
Gibson School, Ms. Elaine McFadzen, Vice-Principal, Vincent Massey High School, Mr. 
Mathew Gustafson, Principal, Vincent Massey High School; Dr. Donna Michaels, 
Superintendent of Schools/CEO. 
 
The following questions were discussed at length with initial considerations summarized 
as follows: 
 
Question 1: What important/critical role could/should a Learning Centre have in 
providing support for the learning continuum embedded in the RTI model? 
 
The application of the RTI model was reviewed. 
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It was concluded that a proposed student learning and assessment centre could provide 
expert knowledge and supports in the area of learning disabilities; knowledge and 
support that can’t be provided at the school site. 
 
Such knowledge and supports would be in keeping with and in recognition of Tier 3 of 
the “Response to Intervention” (RTI) model.  The essence of this model is the philosophy 
of providing the “right intervention at the right time” for the individual.  This philosophy 
reflects the universal value of social justice with the acknowledgement of the 
educational equity rights of children and young people.  Inherent in Tier 3 of RTI is the 
timeliness of the intervention with the provision of educational programming and 
services as soon as required.  
 
To be determined is the specific nature of a student learning and assessment centre 
(place? space? “triage” team?). 
 
Question 2:  What organizational/operational relationship could/should the Learning 
Services department/staff have with a Learning Centre? 
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In considering the organizational and operational relationship of a Student 
Learning/Assessment Centre and the Learning Support Services Department the current 
systemic barriers must be addressed as follows: 
 


• The current role of the resource teacher is not as effective as it could be.  The resource 
teacher’s role in the provision of programming is being eroded due to the preparatory 
work/excessive documentation required in the preparation for funding applications.  
The role of the resource teacher needs to be reconceptualized with the responsibility for 
funding application redirected within the operation of the school division. 


 
The resource teacher role is most effective in the provision of direct service of a highly 
specialized nature to individual students (experiencing learning difficulties) in the school 
setting.  This should take place in Tier 3 application of the RTI model.  External 
specialized educational service(s) would be requested should the specific, timely 
intervention(s) of the resource teacher not be sufficient. 


 
• The application of the RTI model must occur at each school site with a well understood, 


consistent quality standard.  Best professional practices must be available for equitable 
access by all students (K-12).  This requires ongoing, focused professional development 
of all teaching and administrative staff in the values, theory and application of the RTI 
model. 
 
It was agreed that these two questions would be addressed through further indepth 
discussion and dialogue at the committee’s next meeting in September 2011.  Included 
in this focus would be an analysis of the current effectiveness of the RTI’s application 
within the school division. 
 
 
Grade 3/4 Transition and Middle Years Literacy 2010/2011 
 


The focus of this support is to accelerate the learning of students experiencing literacy 
delays at transition points from grade 3 to 4 or throughout the Middle Years.  As the 
literacy demands change, the goal is to increase the ability of the students to decode, 
comprehend and respond to more complex text. We have had the opportunity to 
engage in professional learning and to explore the effectiveness of different models for 
implementation. Three pilot schools continued to use the model of delivering the 
intervention in a small group pull out to the selected students.  Six schools had created 
positions in-ratio, with models based upon blended in-class/ pull- out intervention or a 
combination of co-teaching and modeling to integrate strategy development in the 
classroom.   
 
The Empower Reading Decoding and Spelling program was implemented to provide 
intense intervention for the students who have been identified with phonological 
reading disabilities. The resulting professional sharing among the nine schools has 
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contributed to our knowledge about the most effective models for literacy intervention 
in the Middle Years. Initial data results have indicated significant academic skills growth 
for many of the identified students and increased engagement in classroom literacy 
tasks. 
 
 
High Ability Learner Enrichment Programming (HALEP) / School-Wide Enrichment 
 


Our Strategic Committee met four times during the 2010/2011 school year.  Its purpose 
is to provide Divisional leadership to the ongoing implementation of the High Ability 
Learner Enrichment Programming (HALEP) initiative and to the implementation of 
Policy/Procedures 4044.3 “School Wide Enrichment Program”. 
 
Bob Lee, Principal, Waverly Park School, is the administrative liaison between the 
Strategic Committee and the HALEP teaches in each of the nine elementary schools. 
 
During the school year we focused on specific matters related to our purpose.  These 
included: 
 
• All HALEP teachers were invited to attend the December 9, 2010 meeting.  The 


purpose of the meeting was to continue discussions regarding the implementation 
of the Schoolwide Enrichment Model, as per Board Policy 4044 – Appropriate 
Educational Programming and Procedures 4044.3 – High Ability Learner Enrichment 
Programming (HALEP) – Appropriate Educational Programming.  A professional 
development plan for the remainder of the year was shared by the HALEP Teachers. 
 
Four HALEP teachers and one principal attended the Confratute Conference Summer 
2010.  This Confratute was established by Joseph Renzulli (creator of the Schoolwide 
Enrichment Model) and Sally Reis.   Each participant shared information on the 
specific sessions he/she attended.  Everyone agreed that the Confratute was a 
wonderful learning opportunity and a great team-building experience.  Participants 
expressed that the Confratute confirmed that we are on the right path and provided 
many new ideas and tools to assist teachers in further developing HALEP in Brandon 
School Division. 


 
• The Professional Development Plan for HALEP Teachers was reviewed. HALEP 


Teachers have commenced a book study of The School-Wide Enrichment Model: A 
How To Guide for Educational Excellence, by Joseph Renzulli and Sally Reis.   
 
In the future it is anticipated that administrators and teachers who have attended 
Confratute will be able to supply a mentorship-based professional development 
program to staff in the Division who are new to HALEP. 
As part of the discussion regarding the implementation of the School-Wide 
Enrichment Model  (Joseph Renzulli) in Brandon School Division, Bruce Shamray, the 
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Principal of Kirkcaldy Heights School spoke about the implementation of Enrichment 
Clusters at Kirkcaldy Heights School.  Students were surveyed on topics of interest, 
and it is hoped to have the Enrichment Clusters in place by April 2011. 
 


• The Professional Development Plan for HALEP Teachers was reviewed. There will be 
a meeting of all HALEP Teachers on June 22, 2011.  This will provide an opportunity 
for new HALEP teachers to gain information and resources prior to school start.   
 
Five teachers who have not previously attended will attend Confratute in July 2011.  
As in past years they will share with colleagues highlights and feedback from the 
trip. 
 
Due to the recent relocation due to flood issues, the implementation of Enrichment 
Clusters at Kirkcaldy Heights School was delayed until September 2011. 
 


Meetings will resume in early fall, 2011.







 


 


SECTION VI  
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SECTION VI Brandon School Division – OUR NEW INITIATIVES 2011/2012 
 
In preparation for the 2011/2012 school year the Brandon School Division is very pleased to be 
providing new and increased educational and support services to students.  In the 2011/2012 
Operating Budget the Board of Trustees has provided funding for the implementation of the 
following: 
 
• Early Childhood Education (Welcome to Kindergarten) – school communities chosen will 


quality on past Early Development Initiative (EDI) histories and “at-risk” characteristics as 
manifested in compiled Grade 3 achievement levels.  Before starting school, children will be 
given preparatory resources and experiences, with parental training, to position them for 
school success and lifelong learning.  Parents/caregivers will be invited to attend workshops 
at their neighbourhood school where they will receive early learning and literacy resources, 
in addition to the Welcome to Kindergarten Program, and learn strategies for using the 
resources with their child. 


 
Expansion of: 


• Assistive Technology in the Classroom – the aim of the Assistive Technology in the 
Classroom Project is to support classroom teachers by providing release time and 
training in Universal Design for Learning (UDL) principles and technologies and in 
integrating assistive technology for students.  Classrooms will be provided with software 
to assist in integrating assistive technology as an instructional tool.  By definition, 
Assistive Technology is used in classrooms to eliminate learning barriers for struggling 
learners.  At the same time, Assistive Technology is used to optimize learning potential 
for all students.  For this project, the teams have chosen to pilot two computer software 
programs, to be utilized for instructional use and student use in their classrooms. 
 


• Diversified Mobile Computing – this enhancement will augment our mobile computing 
ability by adding immediate class sets of either IPADS or MacBooks to each school.  This 
will put a set of either IPADS or MacBooks in eleven of twenty-two schools this year with 
the remainder to follow next year. 
 


• EAL Teaching Services – the itinerant support provided through out EAL Reception 
centre has provided for programming support for K-8 schools with low EAL numbers 
(less than 50 students) and where EAL support is less than) 0.5 FTE.  Additional supports 
will be provided through this enhancement.  As was the case during the staffing process 
for 2010/2011, a reallocation (reductions and increases) and balancing of existing EAL 
resources will be effected again. 
 


• EAL Translator Services – as our language base expands and numbers in specific 
language groups grow, it is proving to be necessary that critical Division documents are 
available in first languages for many of our families, and their support groups.  The 
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Division has translated the most critical documents into Spanish and Mandarin, but 
more documents, and more language translations need to be added. 
 
The ability to communicate effectively with parents and our EAL community has had a 
significant positive impact on families’ comfort with the education systems.  Interpretive 
services are essential to meeting the essential needs of our students and their families.  
While we have employed a number of “language capable” EAs, they are insufficient or 
appropriately available during key times or short notice as required in general school 
operations. 
 


• Educational Assistant Support – AEP – in response to the changing dynamics in Brandon 
School Division classrooms, demands on our AEP resources have increased dramatically 
over the past several years.  While classroom sizes have been generally effectively 
addressed through the budget process, it is difficult to address composition concerns 
and high levels of need for individual students through the teacher staffing process.  
Generally speaking, teachers are developing and delivering effective programming for a 
wide range of student needs in classrooms, but itinerant interventions by specialty staff 
often are difficult to maintain without specific EA supports in a number of situations. EA 
supports for SLP, EAL, as well as unfundable or underfunded students are critical to 
effective and persistent intervention in support students’ learning needs.  The increasing 
needs in these areas have limited our ability to support the next layer of student needs 
in our Division. 
 


• Empower Reading Program – The Empower Reading: Decoding and Spelling program is 
an evidence based program which has been developed by the Toronto Sick Kids Hospital 
Learning Disabilities Research Division.  We have entered into a training contract with 
the Toronto Learning Disabilities program and have currently trained a literacy support 
teacher, a resource teacher and a teaching administrator and the learning disabilities 
psychologist to deliver this programming to students with severe reading disabilities. 
 


• Grade 3 – 4 Transition – Middle Years Literacy – the purpose/outcomes of the Grade 3 – 
4 Transition are as follows: 
o to provide support for learners in the transition from Grade 3 – 4 – particularly 


students who were identified as below level on the Grade 3 provincial assessment, 
as they will in all likelihood remain below level; 


o to ensure equitable access to this service is available to all students who need it; 
o to continue the development of the model for Middle Years intervention – 


instructional methods and delivery models are being piloted and the information 
gathered will inform the ongoing refinement of the model; 


o to ensure continuity of services, if a school has the program established, they should 
be able to maintain the staffing for the program for the subsequent year, in order to 
ensure that students in need receive a continuation of the programming; and 
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o this program serves students with learning issues, who may require support at 
different points in their Middle Years education, in order to meet the increasing 
literacy demands of Middle Years. 
 


• High Ability Learners Enrichment Programming – in September 2007, the Brandon 
School Division commenced the implementation of the High Ability Learners Enrichment 
Programming (HALEP) to address required programming for students in advancing their 
creative and critical thinking skills and unique learning styles.  To support the 
implementation the Board of Trustees approved 3.0 teacher positions to focus on the 
specific goals and planning with classroom teachers.  The implementation has 
proceeded well to date. 
 
In March 2010 the Board of Trustees approved the expansion of HALEP to the School-
Wide Enrichment Program (Renzulli Model).  To achieve this expansion, 2.0 teachers 
were approved for the remaining nine elementary schools. 
 


• Numeracy Support – the goal of this program is to reduce the numeracy achievement 
gap of students and increase teachers’ ability to assess and differentiate for students. 
 


• Professional Development EAs – to provide Educational Assistants with professional 
development that will support their work with children in our schools.  The outcome will 
be that our Educational Assistants will possess a deeper understanding of the 
complexity of the needs of the students they work with, and have enhanced skills in 
supporting student programming.  As an outcome of this professional development 
plan, the students of our school division will have increases success as learners in all 
domains. 
 


• Reading Recovery – currently the Reading Recovery Program (RRP) is provided in all 
Brandon School Division elementary schools to identified grade 1 students.  2.25 FTE will 
be added for the 2011/2012 school year to address insufficient school-based resources 
at: Betty Gibson, George Fitton, J. R. Reid, Kirkcaldy Heights, Linden Lanes, Meadows, 
New Era and Riverview Schools. 


 
• Resource Teaching Support – Alexander School and George Fitton School will be able to 


increase resource time to address the additional needs of the students at their schools. 
 
• Full Day / Every Day Kindergarten – full day / every day kindergarten pilot program will be 


undertaking during the 2011/2012 school year at the following elementary school:  Betty 
Gibson, École New Era, Riverheights, and Riverview School.  These schools have a history of 
the lowest Early Development Indicators (EDI) scores of elementary schools in the Brandon 
School Division.  It has been established very clearly in educational, health care, child 
development, family services research that providing five-year-old children with formal 
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school in Kindergarten on a full day and every basis contributes significantly to their 
achievement. 


 
• Grade 8 to 9 Transition Support – upwards of twenty percent of incoming Grade 9 students 


have some degree of difficulty in the transition to high school and lose one or more 
compulsory credits through non-completion or failure.   The Grade 8 to 9 transition support 
will provide proportional support for students transitioning into Grade 9 to provide 
adequate, intensive support and/or individualized programming to improve student 
achievement in terms of credit completion rates and average marks. 


 
• Lunchroom Services/Support at Crocus Plains, Neelin and Vincent Massey – to facilitate the 


high schools to maintain effective class sizes and offerings without sacrificing safety and 
security priorities during lunch hours. 


 
• Production Chef in Culinary Arts at Crocus Plains Regional Secondary School – the 


Production Chef will be responsible for the many operational aspects of the kitchen and 
cafeteria, providing the necessary time for the Culinary Arts teachers to address the 
teaching and learning component within the program.
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SECTION VII Community Connections 
 
During the 2010/2011 school year our work continued effectively in advancing our Division’s 
connections with the broader community.  These included ongoing initiatives with: 
 
Assiniboine Community College 
• Establishment of a Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) to formalize partnerships; in 


progress. 
 
Brandon University 
• Establishment of a Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) to finalize partnerships; in 


progress; 
• continuation of Professional Development School Initiative; 
• establishment of Joint Faculty / Brandon School Division Senior High Schools Teachers 


Strategic Committee on Writing Initiative; and 
• facilitation of school-based research. 
 
Brandon Regional Health Authority 
• Facilitation of Teen Health Survey; and  
• Continuation of early childhood initiatives. 


 
Brandon Alliance 
• Establishment of community-based initiative originated by Mayor Sheri Decter Hirst to 


develop “smart city” strategic initiatives for City of Brandon. 
 
Community Drug and Alcohol Education Coalition Program Coalition 
• Continuation of seventeen agency/organization partnership of seven years to focus on the 


prevention of harm to our youth through the use of drugs and alcohol;  
• implementation of drug and alcohol education curriculum; and  
• establishment of Youth Revolution Initiative.  
 
Aboriginal Heritage Cultural Initiatives  
• Native Elders Program; 
• Aboriginal Counsellor; 
• Building Student Success with Aboriginal Parents (BSSAP) Program; 
• Community Schools Partnership Initiative; 
• Daycare Speech Program; 
• Finding My Way Program; 
• Aboriginal Academic Achievement; and  
• Teacher Professional Development in the area of Aboriginal Programming. 







2010-11 Report on Student Outcomes and School Climate


TTFM Effective School Student Survey


Crocus Plains Regional Secondary School Highlights (08 May. 2011)


Your version of the Tell Them From Me student survey measures 47 indicators based on the most recent
research on school and classroom effectiveness. This report provides highlights based on data from 933
students in this school that participated in the survey between 14 Dec. 2010 and 6 Apr. 2011. The number
of students by grade level is:
• grade  9:    254 • grade 11:    234
• grade 10:    229 • grade 12:    216


The bar charts show the results by grade for grades with at least 10 students. These are compared with
Canadian norms, which are based on last year's results for all students using the TTFM survey at the grade
levels found in this school. For details on the survey see www.thelearningbar.com.


Social-Emotional Outcomes


Students engaged in school sports
Students play sports with an instructor at school, other than in a
gym class.


• 39% of students in this school had a high rate of Participation in
Sports; the Canadian norm for these grades is 43%.


• 36% of the girls and 42% of the boys in this school had a high
rate of Participation in Sports. The Canadian norm for girls is
38% and for boys is 48%.


Students engaged in school clubs
Students take part in art, drama, or music groups; school clubs; or
a school committee.


• 28% of students in this school had a high rate of Participation in
Clubs; the Canadian norm for these grades is 39%.


• 33% of the girls and 23% of the boys in this school had a high
rate of Participation in Clubs. The Canadian norm for girls is
46% and for boys is 32%.
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TTFM Effective School Student Survey


Crocus Plains Regional Secondary School Highlights (08 May. 2011)


Social-Emotional Outcomes


Students with a positive sense of belonging
Students feel accepted and valued by their peers and by others at
their school.


• 67% of students in this school had a high sense of belonging;
the Canadian norm for these grades is 70%.


• 62% of the girls and 72% of the boys in this school had a high
sense of belonging. The Canadian norm for girls is 69% and for
boys is 70%.


Students with positive relationships
Students have friends at school they can trust and who encourage
them to make positive choices.


• In this school, 76% of students had positive relationships; the
Canadian norm for these grades is 77%.


• 77% of the girls and 76% of the boys in this school had positive
relationships. The Canadian norm for girls is 81% and for boys
is 72%.


Hours per day spent watching TV
During a typical WEEK DAY (i.e., Monday to Friday), the average
time students spend watching TV.


• In this school, students on average spent 1.2 hours per day
Watching TV; the Canadian norm for these grades is 1.1 hours.


• In this school, girls on average spent 1.2 hours and boys on
average spent 1.2 hours per day Watching TV. The Canadian
norm for girls is 1 hour and for boys is 1.2 hours.
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TTFM Effective School Student Survey


Crocus Plains Regional Secondary School Highlights (08 May. 2011)


Social-Emotional Outcomes


Hours per day spent reading books for fun
During a typical WEEK DAY (i.e., Monday to Friday), the average
time students spend reading books.


• In this school, students on average spent 0.5 hours per day on
Leisure Reading; the Canadian norm for these grades is 0.5
hours.


• In this school, girls on average spent 0.6 hours and boys on
average spent 0.4 hours per day on Leisure Reading. The
Canadian norm for girls is 0.6 hours and for boys is 0.4 hours.


Hours per day spent working part-time
During a typical WEEK DAY (i.e., Monday to Friday), the average
time students spend on part-time job.


• In this school, students on average spent 1 hour per day
Working Part-time; the Canadian norm for these grades is 0.8
hour.


• In this school, girls on average spent 1.3 hour and boys on
average spent 0.8 hour per day Working Part-time. The
Canadian norm for girls is 0.9 hour and for boys is 0.8 hour.


Hours per day on computers and video games
During a typical WEEK DAY (i.e., Monday to Friday), the average
time students spend using a computer for leisure activities.


• In this school, students on average spent 1.6 hours per day on
computers and video games; the Canadian norm for these
grades is 1.6 hours.


• In this school, girls on average spent 1.3 hours and boys on
average spent 1.8 hours per day on computers and video
games. The Canadian norm for girls is 1.5 hours and for boys is
1.8 hours.
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TTFM Effective School Student Survey


Crocus Plains Regional Secondary School Highlights (08 May. 2011)


Social-Emotional Outcomes


Hours per day spent volunteering
During a typical WEEK DAY (i.e., Monday to Friday), the average
time students spend volunteering.


• In this school, students on average spent 0.3 hours per day on
Volunteer Work; the Canadian norm for these grades is 0.3
hours.


• In this school, girls on average spent 0.3 hours and boys on
average spent 0.2 hours per day on Volunteer Work. The
Canadian norm for girls is 0.3 hours and for boys is 0.3 hours.


Students that value school outcomes
Students believe that education will benefit them personally and
economically, and will have a strong bearing on their future.


• 80% of students in this school valued School Outcomes; the
Canadian norm for these grades is 69%.


• 85% of the girls and 75% of the boys in this school valued
School Outcomes. The Canadian norm for girls is 72% and for
boys is 65%.


Students that are regularly truant
Students skip classes or miss days at school without a reason, or
arrive late for school or classes.


• In this school, the Student Truancy Rate was 37%; the
Canadian norm for these grades is 34%


• In this school, the Truancy Rate  for girls was 33% and for
boys, 40%. The Canadian norm for girls is 31% and for boys is
38%.
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TTFM Effective School Student Survey


Crocus Plains Regional Secondary School Highlights (08 May. 2011)


Social-Emotional Outcomes


Students with positive homework behaviours
Students do homework for their classes with a positive attitude and
in a timely manner.


• In this school, 50% of students had positive homework
behaviours; the Canadian norm for these grades is 42%.


• 61% of the girls and 41% of the boys in this school had positive
homework behaviours. The Canadian norm for girls is 51% and
for boys is 34%.


Hours per day spent doing homework
During a typical WEEK DAY (i.e., Monday to Friday), the average
time students spend on homework.


• In this school, students on average spent 0.7 hours per day on
Homework; the Canadian norm for these grades is 0.8 hours.


• In this school, girls on average spent 0.8 hours and boys on
average spent 0.5 hours per day on Homework. The Canadian
norm for girls is 1 hour and for boys is 0.7 hours.


Intellectual Engagement Composite
Students are intellectually engaged and find learning interesting,
enjoyable, and relevant.


• 52% of students in this school are intellectually engaged. The
Canadian norm for these grade levels is 44%.


• 54% of the girls and 51% of the boys in this school were
intellectually engaged. The Canadian norm for girls is 46% and
for boys is 43%.
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TTFM Effective School Student Survey


Crocus Plains Regional Secondary School Highlights (08 May. 2011)


Social-Emotional Outcomes


Students who are interested and motivated
Students are interested and motivated in their learning.


• 30% of students in this school were interested and motivated;
the Canadian norm for these grades is 26%.


• 33% of the girls and 28% of the boys in this school were
interested and motivated. The Canadian norm for girls is 26%
and for boys is 26%.


Students who are trying hard to succeed
Students try hard to succeed in their learning.


• 71% of students in this school tried hard to succeed; the
Canadian norm for these grades is 66%.


• 75% of the girls and 68% of the boys in this school tried hard to
succeed. The Canadian norm for girls is 70% and for boys is
62%.


Skill-challenge
Students feel challenged in their language arts, math and science
classes and feel confident of their skills in these subjects.


• 46% of students in the school had scores that placed them in
the desirable quadrant with high skills and high challenge. The
Canadian norm for these grades is 47%.


• 22% of students were confident of their skills but did not find
classes challenging. The Canadian norm for these grades is
23%.


• 28% of students were not confident of their skills and found
language arts, math or science challenging. The Canadian
norm for this category is 26%.


• 4% of students lacked confidence in their skills and did not feel
they were challenged. The Canadian norm for this category is
4%.
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TTFM Effective School Student Survey


Crocus Plains Regional Secondary School Highlights (08 May. 2011)


Social-Emotional Outcomes


Students with moderate or high levels of anxiety
Students have intense feelings of fear, intense anxiety, or worry
about particular events or social situations.


• 18% of students in this school had moderate to high levels of
Anxiety; the Canadian norm for these grades is 18%.


• 28% of the girls and 9% of the boys in this school had
moderate to high levels of Anxiety. The Canadian norm for girls
is 21% and for boys is 14%.


Students with moderate or high levels of depression
Students have prolonged periods when they feel sad, discouraged,
and inadequate.


• 18% of students in this school had moderate to high levels of
Depression; the Canadian norm for these grades is 19%.


• 24% of the girls and 12% of the boys in this school had
moderate to high levels of Depression. The Canadian norm for
girls is 22% and for boys is 16%.


Students with a positive self esteem
Students like and accept themselves, and are proud of their
accomplishments.


• 77% of students in this school had high Self Esteem; the
Canadian norm for these grades is 75%.


• 72% of the girls and 82% of the boys in this school had high
Self Esteem. The Canadian norm for girls is 72% and for boys
is 79%.
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TTFM Effective School Student Survey


Crocus Plains Regional Secondary School Highlights (08 May. 2011)


Physical Health Outcomes


Hours per day spent doing moderate physical activity
During a typical WEEK DAY (i.e., Monday to Friday), the average
time students spend on moderate physical activities.


• In this school, students on average spent 1.1 hours per day on
Moderate Physical Activities; the Canadian norm for these
grades is 1 hour.


• In this school, girls on average spent 0.9 hours and boys on
average spent 1.2 hours per day on Moderate Physical
Activities. The Canadian norm for girls is 0.9 hours and for boys
is 1.1 hours.


Hours per day spent doing intense physical activity
During a typical WEEK DAY (i.e., Monday to Friday), the average
time students spend on intense physical activities.


• In this school, students on average spent 0.8 hours per day on
Intense Physical Activities; the Canadian norm for these grades
is 0.8 hours.


• In this school, girls on average spent 0.7 hours and boys on
average spent 1 hour per day on Intense Physical Activities.
The Canadian norm for girls is 0.7 hours and for boys is 0.9
hours.


Students that use tobacco
The percentage of students that use tobacco occasionally or at
least once every day.


• 23% of students in this school indicated they were Occasional
or Regular Tobacco Users; the Canadian norm for these
grades is 20%.


• 21% of the girls and 24% of the boys in this school were
Occasional and Regular Tobacco Users. The Canadian norm
for girls is 16% and for boys is 23%.
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TTFM Effective School Student Survey


Crocus Plains Regional Secondary School Highlights (08 May. 2011)


Physical Health Outcomes


Students that use marijuana
The percentage of students that use marijuana occasionally or at
least once every day.


• 18% of students in this school indicated they were Occasional
or Regular Marijuana Users; the Canadian norm for these
grades is 20%.


• 18% of the girls and 18% of the boys in this school were
Occasional and Regular Marijuana Users. The Canadian norm
for girls is 16% and for boys is 23%.


Students that have sniffed glue or used inhalants
The percentage of students that have sniffed glue or used
inhalants.


• 9% of students in this school indicated they have sniffed glue or
used inhalants; the Canadian norm for these grades is 9%.


• 11% of the girls and 7% of the boys in this school have sniffed
glue or used inhalants. The Canadian norm for girls is 7% and
for boys is 12%.


Students that have used ecstasy, crystal meth, heroin or cocaine
The percentage of students that have used ecstasy, crystal meth,
heroin or cocaine.


• 18% of students in this school indicated they have used
ecstasy, crystal meth, heroin or cocaine; the Canadian norm for
these grades is 14%.


• 19% of the girls and 16% of the boys in this school have used
ecstasy, crystal meth, heroin or cocaine. The Canadian norm
for girls is 12% and for boys is 17%.
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Physical Health Outcomes


Students that have used steroid pills or shots
The percentage of students that have used steroid pills or shots.


• 3% of students in this school indicated they have used steroid
pills or shots; the Canadian norm for these grades is 6%.


• 2% of the girls and 3% of the boys in this school have used
steroid pills or shots. The Canadian norm for girls is 3% and for
boys is 9%.


Has had first alcoholic drink
The percentage of students that have had their first alcoholic drink.


• 73% of students in this school indicated they have had first
alcoholic drink; the Canadian norm for these grades is 72%.


• 74% of the girls and 73% of the boys in this school have had
first alcoholic drink. The Canadian norm for girls is 72% and for
boys is 73%.


Students involved in gambling
The percentage of students that have spent money on gambling at
least 3 times in the previous 30 days.


• 4% of students in this school indicated they are involved in
gambling; the Canadian norm for these grades is 10%.


• 2% of the girls and 6% of the boys in this school are involved in
gambling. The Canadian norm for girls is 5% and for boys is
16%.
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TTFM Effective School Student Survey


Crocus Plains Regional Secondary School Highlights (08 May. 2011)


Academic Outcomes


Mean GPA in Language Arts
Students' overall marks in their current or most recent language
arts class (e.g., English) were converted to a grade point average
(GPA).


• In this school, students' reported GPA was 3 out of 4.3 ; the
Canadian norm for these grades is 3.


• In this school, girls' reported GPA was 3.2 out of 4.3 and boys'
was 2.7 out of 4.3. The Canadian norm for girls is 3.2 and for
boys is 2.8.


Mean GPA in Math
Students' overall marks in their current or most recent math class
were converted to a grade point average (GPA).


• In this school, students' reported GPA was 2.8 out of 4.3 ; the
Canadian norm for these grades is 2.8.


• In this school, girls' reported GPA was 3 out of 4.3 and boys'
was 2.8 out of 4.3. The Canadian norm for girls is 2.9 and for
boys is 2.8.


Mean GPA in Science
Students' overall marks in their current or most recent science class
(e.g., general science, biology, chemistry, or physics) were
converted to a grade point average (GPA).


• In this school, students' reported GPA was 3.1 out of 4.3 ; the
Canadian norm for these grades is 3.


• In this school, girls' reported GPA was 3.2 out of 4.3 and boys'
was 3 out of 4.3. The Canadian norm for girls is 3 and for boys
is 2.9.
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DRIVERS of Student Outcomes


Effective learning time
Important concepts are taught well, class time is used efficiently,
and homework and evaluations support course objectives.


• In this school, students rated Effective Classroom Learning
Time 6.6 out of 10; the Canadian norm for these grades is 6.3.


• In this school, Effective Classroom Learning Time was rated 6.6
out of 10 by girls and 6.7 out of 10 by boys. The Canadian
norm for girls is 6.4 and for boys is 6.2.


Relevance
Students find classroom instruction relevant to their everyday lives.


• In this school, students rated Relevance 6.1 out of 10; the
Canadian norm for these grades is 5.7.


• In this school, Relevance was rated 6.2 out of 10 by girls and 6
out of 10 by boys. The Canadian norm for girls is 5.8 and for
boys is 5.6.


Rigor
Students find the classroom instruction is well-organized, with a
clear purpose, and with immediate and appropriate feedback that
helps them learn.


• In this school, students rated Rigor 6.4 out of 10; the Canadian
norm for these grades is 6.


• In this school, Rigor was rated 6.4 out of 10 by girls and 6.3 out
of 10 by boys. The Canadian norm for girls is 6.1 and for boys
is 5.9.
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DRIVERS of Student Outcomes


Students who are victims of bullying
Students are subjected to physical, social, or verbal bullying, or are
bullied over the Internet.


• 18% of students in this school were victims of moderate to
severe Bullying in the previous month; the Canadian norm for
these grades is 20%.


• 19% of the girls and 17% of the boys in this school were victims
of moderate to severe Bullying in the previous month. The
Canadian norm for girls is 17% and for boys is 23%.


Safety at School
Students feel safe.


• In this school, students rated  Safety at School 8.2 out of 10;
the Canadian norm for these grades is 7.7.


• In this school, Safety at School was rated 8.3 out of 10 by girls
and 8.2 out of 10 by boys. The Canadian norm for girls is 8 and
for boys is 7.4.


Advocacy at School
Students feel they have someone at school who consistently
provides encouragement and can be turned to for advice.


• In this school, students rated Advocacy at School 2.4 out of 10;
the Canadian norm for these grades is 2.6.


• In this school, Advocacy at School was rated 2.4 out of 10 by
girls and 2.3 out of 10 by boys. The Canadian norm for girls is
2.5 and for boys is 2.6.
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DRIVERS of Student Outcomes


Positive Teacher-Student Relations
Students feel teachers are responsive to their needs, and
encourage independence with a democratic approach.


• In this school, Positive Teacher-Student Relations were rated
6.2 out of 10; the Canadian norm for these grades is 5.9.


• In this school, Positive Teacher-Student Relations were rated
6.1 out of 10 by girls and 6.4 out of 10 by boys. The Canadian
norm for girls is 5.9 and for boys is 5.8.


Positive learning climate
There are clear rules and expectations for classroom behaviour.
Students understand these and teachers maintain high
expectations that they be followed.


• In this school, students rated Disciplinary Climate of the
Classroom 6.3 out of 10; the Canadian norm for these grades is
5.7.


• In this school, Disciplinary Climate of the Classroom was rated
6.2 out of 10 by girls and 6.4 out of 10 by boys. The Canadian
norm for girls is 5.8 and for boys is 5.7.


Expectations for Success
The school staff emphasizes academic skills and hold high
expectations for all students to succeed.


• In this school, students rated Teachers' Expectations for
Academic Success 7.3 out of 10; the Canadian norm for these
grades is 6.9.


• In this school, Teachers' Expectations for Academic Success
were rated 7.3 out of 10 by girls and 7.3 out of 10 by boys. The
Canadian norm for girls is 7.1 and for boys is 6.7.
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DRIVERS of Student Outcomes


Advocacy outside of School
Students feel they have someone at home or in their community
who consistently provides encouragement and can be turned to for
advice.


• In this school, students rated Advocacy outside School 3.5 out
of 10; the Canadian norm for these grades is 3.5.


• In this school, Advocacy outside School was rated 3.5 out of 10
by girls and 3.6 out of 10 by boys. The Canadian norm for girls
is 3.6 and for boys is 3.5.


Students planning to finish high school
Students plan to finish high school.


• 85% of students in this school had aspirations for finishing High
School; the Canadian norm for these grades is 84%.


• 90% of the girls and 81% of the boys in this school had
aspirations for Finishing High School. The Canadian norm for
girls is 88% and for boys is 79%.


Students planning to pursue a trade or apprenticeship program
Students plan to finish high school, and afterwards pursue a trade
or apprenticeship program.


• 27% of students in this school planned to pursue a trade or
apprenticeship program; the Canadian norm for these grades is
18%.


• 20% of the girls and 32% of the boys in this school planned to
pursue a trade or apprenticeship program The Canadian norm
for girls is 14% and for boys is 22%.
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DRIVERS of Student Outcomes


Students planning to go to college or university
Students plan to pursue a post-secondary education.


• 56% of students in this school had aspirations for pursuing a
post-secondary education; the Canadian norm for these grades
is 65%.


• 68% of the girls and 46% of the boys in this school had
aspirations for Going to College or University. The Canadian
norm for girls is 74% and for boys is 57%.
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Demographic Factors


Language Spoken at Home
Students are asked to indicate the language they speak most often
at home.


• 88% of students in this school speak English at home.
• 0% of students in this school speak French at home. 
• 12% of students in this school speak other languages at home.


Grade Repetition
Students have repeated one or more grades at school since
kindergarten.


• 17.5% of students in this school have repeated a grade at
school.


• 14.5% of the girls and 20.2% of the boys in this school have
repeated a grade at school.


Time student has lived in Canada
Students were born in Canada.


• 86% of students in this school were born in Canada.
• 86% of the girls and 86% of the boys in this school were born in


Canada.
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Demographic Factors


Aboriginal Status
Students are of Aboriginal origin, that is, North American Indian,
Métis, or Inuk.


• 18% of students in this school are of Aboriginal origin.
• 17% of the girls and 19% of the boys in this school are of


Aboriginal origin.
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2010-11 Report on Student Outcomes and School Climate
TTFM Effective School Student Survey 
Neelin High School Snapshot 1 Highlights (12 Jan. 2011)


Your version of the Tell Them From Me student survey measures 47 indicators based on the most recent
research on school and classroom effectiveness. This report provides highlights based on data from 392
students in this school that participated in the survey between  and . The number of students by grade level
is:
• grade  9:    123 • grade 11:    104
• grade 10:      91 • grade 12:      74


The bar charts show the results by grade for grades with at least 10 students. These are compared with
Canadian norms, which are based on last year's results for all students using the TTFM survey at the grade
levels found in this school. For details on the survey see www.thelearningbar.com.


Social-Emotional Outcomes


Students engaged in school sports
Students play sports with an instructor at school, other than in a
gym class.


• 38% of students in this school had a high rate of Participation in
Sports; the Canadian norm for these grades is 43%.


• 31% of the girls and 47% of the boys in this school had a high
rate of Participation in Sports. The Canadian norm for girls is
38% and for boys is 48%.


Students engaged in school clubs
Students take part in art, drama, or music groups; school clubs; or
a school committee.


• 53% of students in this school had a high rate of Participation in
Clubs; the Canadian norm for these grades is 39%.


• 61% of the girls and 40% of the boys in this school had a high
rate of Participation in Clubs. The Canadian norm for girls is
46% and for boys is 32%.
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Social-Emotional Outcomes


Students with a positive sense of belonging
Students feel accepted and valued by their peers and by others at
their school.


• 72% of students in this school had a high sense of belonging;
the Canadian norm for these grades is 70%.


• 68% of the girls and 77% of the boys in this school had a high
sense of belonging. The Canadian norm for girls is 69% and for
boys is 70%.


Students with positive relationships
Students have friends at school they can trust and who encourage
them to make positive choices.


• In this school, 80% of students had positive relationships; the
Canadian norm for these grades is 77%.


• 83% of the girls and 75% of the boys in this school had positive
relationships. The Canadian norm for girls is 81% and for boys
is 72%.


Hours per day spent watching TV
During a typical WEEK DAY (i.e., Monday to Friday), the average
time students spend watching TV.


• In this school, students on average spent 1.1 hours per day
Watching TV; the Canadian norm for these grades is 1.1 hours.


• In this school, girls on average spent 1.1 hours and boys on
average spent 1.2 hours per day Watching TV. The Canadian
norm for girls is 1 hour and for boys is 1.2 hours.
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Social-Emotional Outcomes


Hours per day spent reading books for fun
During a typical WEEK DAY (i.e., Monday to Friday), the average
time students spend reading books.


• In this school, students on average spent 0.6 hours per day on
Leisure Reading; the Canadian norm for these grades is 0.5
hours.


• In this school, girls on average spent 0.7 hours and boys on
average spent 0.5 hours per day on Leisure Reading. The
Canadian norm for girls is 0.6 hours and for boys is 0.4 hours.


Hours per day spent working part-time
During a typical WEEK DAY (i.e., Monday to Friday), the average
time students spend on part-time job.


• In this school, students on average spent 1 hour per day
Working Part-time; the Canadian norm for these grades is 0.8
hour.


• In this school, girls on average spent 1.1 hour and boys on
average spent 0.9 hour per day Working Part-time. The
Canadian norm for girls is 0.9 hour and for boys is 0.8 hour.


Hours per day on computers and video games
During a typical WEEK DAY (i.e., Monday to Friday), the average
time students spend using a computer for leisure activities.


• In this school, students on average spent 1.5 hours per day on
computers and video games; the Canadian norm for these
grades is 1.6 hours.


• In this school, girls on average spent 1.3 hours and boys on
average spent 1.8 hours per day on computers and video
games. The Canadian norm for girls is 1.5 hours and for boys is
1.8 hours.
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Social-Emotional Outcomes


Hours per day spent volunteering
During a typical WEEK DAY (i.e., Monday to Friday), the average
time students spend volunteering.


• In this school, students on average spent 0.3 hours per day on
Volunteer Work; the Canadian norm for these grades is 0.3
hours.


• In this school, girls on average spent 0.3 hours and boys on
average spent 0.3 hours per day on Volunteer Work. The
Canadian norm for girls is 0.3 hours and for boys is 0.3 hours.


Students that value school outcomes
Students believe that education will benefit them personally and
economically, and will have a strong bearing on their future.


• 80% of students in this school valued School Outcomes; the
Canadian norm for these grades is 69%.


• 86% of the girls and 72% of the boys in this school valued
School Outcomes. The Canadian norm for girls is 72% and for
boys is 65%.


Students that are regularly truant
Students skip classes or miss days at school without a reason, or
arrive late for school or classes.


• In this school, the Student Truancy Rate was 32%; the
Canadian norm for these grades is 34%


• In this school, the Truancy Rate  for girls was 29% and for
boys, 35%. The Canadian norm for girls is 31% and for boys is
38%.
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Social-Emotional Outcomes


Students with positive homework behaviours
Students do homework for their classes with a positive attitude and
in a timely manner.


• In this school, 58% of students had positive homework
behaviours; the Canadian norm for these grades is 42%.


• 66% of the girls and 46% of the boys in this school had positive
homework behaviours. The Canadian norm for girls is 51% and
for boys is 34%.


Hours per day spent doing homework
During a typical WEEK DAY (i.e., Monday to Friday), the average
time students spend on homework.


• In this school, students on average spent 0.9 hours per day on
Homework; the Canadian norm for these grades is 0.8 hours.


• In this school, girls on average spent 1.1 hours and boys on
average spent 0.6 hours per day on Homework. The Canadian
norm for girls is 1 hour and for boys is 0.7 hours.


Intellectual Engagement Composite
Students are intellectually engaged and find learning interesting,
enjoyable, and relevant.


• 66% of students in this school are intellectually engaged. The
Canadian norm for these grade levels is 44%.


• 69% of the girls and 62% of the boys in this school were
intellectually engaged. The Canadian norm for girls is 46% and
for boys is 43%.
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Social-Emotional Outcomes


Students who are interested and motivated
Students are interested and motivated in their learning.


• 37% of students in this school were interested and motivated;
the Canadian norm for these grades is 26%.


• 38% of the girls and 34% of the boys in this school were
interested and motivated. The Canadian norm for girls is 26%
and for boys is 26%.


Students who are trying hard to succeed
Students try hard to succeed in their learning.


• 75% of students in this school tried hard to succeed; the
Canadian norm for these grades is 66%.


• 80% of the girls and 68% of the boys in this school tried hard to
succeed. The Canadian norm for girls is 70% and for boys is
62%.


Skill-challenge
Students feel challenged in their language arts, math and science
classes and feel confident of their skills in these subjects.


• 45% of students in the school had scores that placed them in
the desirable quadrant with high skills and high challenge. The
Canadian norm for these grades is 47%.


• 23% of students were confident of their skills but did not find
classes challenging. The Canadian norm for these grades is
23%.


• 29% of students were not confident of their skills and found
language arts, math or science challenging. The Canadian
norm for this category is 26%.


• 3% of students lacked confidence in their skills and did not feel
they were challenged. The Canadian norm for this category is
4%.
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Social-Emotional Outcomes


Students with moderate or high levels of anxiety
Students have intense feelings of fear, intense anxiety, or worry
about particular events or social situations.


• 18% of students in this school had moderate to high levels of
Anxiety; the Canadian norm for these grades is 18%.


• 25% of the girls and 9% of the boys in this school had
moderate to high levels of Anxiety. The Canadian norm for girls
is 21% and for boys is 14%.


Students with moderate or high levels of depression
Students have prolonged periods when they feel sad, discouraged,
and inadequate.


• 19% of students in this school had moderate to high levels of
Depression; the Canadian norm for these grades is 19%.


• 25% of the girls and 12% of the boys in this school had
moderate to high levels of Depression. The Canadian norm for
girls is 22% and for boys is 16%.


Students with a positive self esteem
Students like and accept themselves, and are proud of their
accomplishments.


• 77% of students in this school had high Self Esteem; the
Canadian norm for these grades is 75%.


• 75% of the girls and 78% of the boys in this school had high
Self Esteem. The Canadian norm for girls is 72% and for boys
is 79%.
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Physical Health Outcomes


Hours per day spent doing moderate physical activity
During a typical WEEK DAY (i.e., Monday to Friday), the average
time students spend on moderate physical activities.


• In this school, students on average spent 1 hour per day on
Moderate Physical Activities; the Canadian norm for these
grades is 1 hour.


• In this school, girls on average spent 0.9 hour and boys on
average spent 1.1 hour per day on Moderate Physical
Activities. The Canadian norm for girls is 0.9 hour and for boys
is 1.1 hour.


Hours per day spent doing intense physical activity
During a typical WEEK DAY (i.e., Monday to Friday), the average
time students spend on intense physical activities.


• In this school, students on average spent 0.8 hours per day on
Intense Physical Activities; the Canadian norm for these grades
is 0.8 hours.


• In this school, girls on average spent 0.7 hours and boys on
average spent 0.9 hours per day on Intense Physical Activities.
The Canadian norm for girls is 0.7 hours and for boys is 0.9
hours.


Students that use tobacco
The percentage of students that use tobacco occasionally or at
least once every day.


• 16% of students in this school indicated they were Occasional
or Regular Tobacco Users; the Canadian norm for these
grades is 20%.


• 17% of the girls and 15% of the boys in this school were
Occasional and Regular Tobacco Users. The Canadian norm
for girls is 16% and for boys is 23%.
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Physical Health Outcomes


Students that use marijuana
The percentage of students that use marijuana occasionally or at
least once every day.


• 15% of students in this school indicated they were Occasional
or Regular Marijuana Users; the Canadian norm for these
grades is 20%.


• 14% of the girls and 18% of the boys in this school were
Occasional and Regular Marijuana Users. The Canadian norm
for girls is 16% and for boys is 23%.


Students that have sniffed glue or used inhalants
The percentage of students that have sniffed glue or used
inhalants.


• 7% of students in this school indicated they have sniffed glue or
used inhalants; the Canadian norm for these grades is 9%.


• 8% of the girls and 5% of the boys in this school have sniffed
glue or used inhalants. The Canadian norm for girls is 7% and
for boys is 12%.


Students that have used ecstasy, crystal meth, heroin or cocaine
The percentage of students that have used ecstasy, crystal meth,
heroin or cocaine.


• 15% of students in this school indicated they have used
ecstasy, crystal meth, heroin or cocaine; the Canadian norm for
these grades is 14%.


• 16% of the girls and 14% of the boys in this school have used
ecstasy, crystal meth, heroin or cocaine. The Canadian norm
for girls is 12% and for boys is 17%.
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Physical Health Outcomes


Students that have used steroid pills or shots
The percentage of students that have used steroid pills or shots.


• 1% of students in this school indicated they have used steroid
pills or shots; the Canadian norm for these grades is 6%.


• 1% of the girls and 1% of the boys in this school have used
steroid pills or shots. The Canadian norm for girls is 3% and for
boys is 9%.


Has had first alcoholic drink
The percentage of students that have had their first alcoholic drink.


• 65% of students in this school indicated they have had first
alcoholic drink; the Canadian norm for these grades is 72%.


• 61% of the girls and 71% of the boys in this school have had
first alcoholic drink. The Canadian norm for girls is 72% and for
boys is 73%.


Students involved in gambling
The percentage of students that have spent money on gambling at
least 3 times in the previous 30 days.


• 3% of students in this school indicated they are involved in
gambling; the Canadian norm for these grades is 10%.


• 2% of the girls and 4% of the boys in this school are involved in
gambling. The Canadian norm for girls is 5% and for boys is
16%.
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Academic Outcomes


Mean GPA in Language Arts
Students' overall marks in their current or most recent language
arts class (e.g., English) were converted to a grade point average
(GPA).


• In this school, students' reported GPA was 2.9 out of 4.3 ; the
Canadian norm for these grades is 3.


• In this school, girls' reported GPA was 3.2 out of 4.3 and boys'
was 2.6 out of 4.3. The Canadian norm for girls is 3.2 and for
boys is 2.8.


Mean GPA in Math
Students' overall marks in their current or most recent math class
were converted to a grade point average (GPA).


• In this school, students' reported GPA was 2.9 out of 4.3 ; the
Canadian norm for these grades is 2.8.


• In this school, girls' reported GPA was 2.9 out of 4.3 and boys'
was 2.8 out of 4.3. The Canadian norm for girls is 2.9 and for
boys is 2.8.


Mean GPA in Science
Students' overall marks in their current or most recent science class
(e.g., general science, biology, chemistry, or physics) were
converted to a grade point average (GPA).


• In this school, students' reported GPA was 2.8 out of 4.3 ; the
Canadian norm for these grades is 3.


• In this school, girls' reported GPA was 2.9 out of 4.3 and boys'
was 2.6 out of 4.3. The Canadian norm for girls is 3 and for
boys is 2.9.
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DRIVERS of Student Outcomes


Effective learning time
Important concepts are taught well, class time is used efficiently,
and homework and evaluations support course objectives.


• In this school, students rated Effective Classroom Learning
Time 6.9 out of 10; the Canadian norm for these grades is 6.3.


• In this school, Effective Classroom Learning Time was rated 7.1
out of 10 by girls and 6.7 out of 10 by boys. The Canadian
norm for girls is 6.4 and for boys is 6.2.


Relevance
Students find classroom instruction relevant to their everyday lives.


• In this school, students rated Relevance 6.3 out of 10; the
Canadian norm for these grades is 5.7.


• In this school, Relevance was rated 6.4 out of 10 by girls and
6.1 out of 10 by boys. The Canadian norm for girls is 5.8 and
for boys is 5.6.


Rigor
Students find the classroom instruction is well-organized, with a
clear purpose, and with immediate and appropriate feedback that
helps them learn.


• In this school, students rated Rigor 6.7 out of 10; the Canadian
norm for these grades is 6.


• In this school, Rigor was rated 6.8 out of 10 by girls and 6.5 out
of 10 by boys. The Canadian norm for girls is 6.1 and for boys
is 5.9.
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DRIVERS of Student Outcomes


Students who are victims of bullying
Students are subjected to physical, social, or verbal bullying, or are
bullied over the Internet.


• 16% of students in this school were victims of moderate to
severe Bullying in the previous month; the Canadian norm for
these grades is 20%.


• 18% of the girls and 13% of the boys in this school were victims
of moderate to severe Bullying in the previous month. The
Canadian norm for girls is 17% and for boys is 23%.


Safety at School
Students feel safe.


• In this school, students rated  Safety at School 8.7 out of 10;
the Canadian norm for these grades is 7.7.


• In this school, Safety at School was rated 8.7 out of 10 by girls
and 8.7 out of 10 by boys. The Canadian norm for girls is 8 and
for boys is 7.4.


Advocacy at School
Students feel they have someone at school who consistently
provides encouragement and can be turned to for advice.


• In this school, students rated Advocacy at School 2.6 out of 10;
the Canadian norm for these grades is 2.6.


• In this school, Advocacy at School was rated 2.7 out of 10 by
girls and 2.6 out of 10 by boys. The Canadian norm for girls is
2.5 and for boys is 2.6.
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DRIVERS of Student Outcomes


Positive Teacher-Student Relations
Students feel teachers are responsive to their needs, and
encourage independence with a democratic approach.


• In this school, Positive Teacher-Student Relations were rated
6.5 out of 10; the Canadian norm for these grades is 5.9.


• In this school, Positive Teacher-Student Relations were rated
6.6 out of 10 by girls and 6.4 out of 10 by boys. The Canadian
norm for girls is 5.9 and for boys is 5.8.


Positive learning climate
There are clear rules and expectations for classroom behaviour.
Students understand these and teachers maintain high
expectations that they be followed.


• In this school, students rated Disciplinary Climate of the
Classroom 6.3 out of 10; the Canadian norm for these grades is
5.7.


• In this school, Disciplinary Climate of the Classroom was rated
6.4 out of 10 by girls and 6.2 out of 10 by boys. The Canadian
norm for girls is 5.8 and for boys is 5.7.


Expectations for Success
The school staff emphasizes academic skills and hold high
expectations for all students to succeed.


• In this school, students rated Teachers' Expectations for
Academic Success 7.3 out of 10; the Canadian norm for these
grades is 6.9.


• In this school, Teachers' Expectations for Academic Success
were rated 7.5 out of 10 by girls and 7.1 out of 10 by boys. The
Canadian norm for girls is 7.1 and for boys is 6.7.
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DRIVERS of Student Outcomes


Advocacy outside of School
Students feel they have someone at home or in their community
who consistently provides encouragement and can be turned to for
advice.


• In this school, students rated Advocacy outside School 3.7 out
of 10; the Canadian norm for these grades is 3.5.


• In this school, Advocacy outside School was rated 3.7 out of 10
by girls and 3.7 out of 10 by boys. The Canadian norm for girls
is 3.6 and for boys is 3.5.


Students planning to finish high school
Students plan to finish high school.


• 84% of students in this school had aspirations for finishing High
School; the Canadian norm for these grades is 84%.


• 88% of the girls and 80% of the boys in this school had
aspirations for Finishing High School. The Canadian norm for
girls is 88% and for boys is 79%.


Students planning to pursue a trade or apprenticeship program
Students plan to finish high school, and afterwards pursue a trade
or apprenticeship program.


• 21% of students in this school planned to pursue a trade or
apprenticeship program; the Canadian norm for these grades is
18%.


• 17% of the girls and 26% of the boys in this school planned to
pursue a trade or apprenticeship program The Canadian norm
for girls is 14% and for boys is 22%.
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DRIVERS of Student Outcomes


Students planning to go to college or university
Students plan to pursue a post-secondary education.


• 64% of students in this school had aspirations for pursuing a
post-secondary education; the Canadian norm for these grades
is 65%.


• 68% of the girls and 59% of the boys in this school had
aspirations for Going to College or University. The Canadian
norm for girls is 74% and for boys is 57%.
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Demographic Factors


Language Spoken at Home
Students are asked to indicate the language they speak most often
at home.


• 90% of students in this school speak English at home.
• 1% of students in this school speak French at home. 
• 9% of students in this school speak other languages at home.


Grade Repetition
Students have repeated one or more grades at school since
kindergarten.


• 19.7% of students in this school have repeated a grade at
school.


• 16.9% of the girls and 23.5% of the boys in this school have
repeated a grade at school.


Time student has lived in Canada
Students were born in Canada.


• 91% of students in this school were born in Canada.
• 92% of the girls and 89% of the boys in this school were born in


Canada.
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Demographic Factors


Aboriginal Status
Students are of Aboriginal origin, that is, North American Indian,
Métis, or Inuk.


• 22% of students in this school are of Aboriginal origin.
• 18% of the girls and 26% of the boys in this school are of


Aboriginal origin.
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Your version of the Tell Them From Me student survey measures 47 indicators based on the most recent 
research on school and classroom effectiveness. This report provides highlights based on data from 567 
students in this school that participated in the survey between 7 Dec. 2010 and 16 Dec. 2010. The number 
of students by grade level is: 
• grade 9: 153 • grade 11: 134 
• grade 10: 150 • grade 12: 130 


The bar charts show the results by grade for grades with at least 10 students. These are compared with 
Canadian norms, which are based on last year's results for all students using the TTFM survey at the grade 
levels found in this school. For details on the survey see www.theleamingbar.com, 


Social-Emotional Outcomes 


Students engaged in school sports 
Students play sports with an instructor at school, other than in a 
gym class. 
• 47% of students in this school had a high rate of Participation in 


Sports; the Canadian norm for these grades is 43%. 
• 38% of the girls and 58% of the boys in this school had a high 


rate of Participation in Sports. The Canadian norm for girls is 
38% and for boys is 48%. 


Students engaged in school clubs 
Students take part in art, drama, or music groups; school clubs; or 
a school committee. 


• 45% of students in this school had a high rate of Participation in 
Clubs; the Canadian norm for these grades is 39%. 


• 54% of the girls and 34% of the boys in this school had a high 
rate of Participation in Clubs. The Canadian norm for girls is 
46% and for boys is 32%. 
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Social-Emotional Outcomes 


Students with a positive sense of belonging 
Students feel accepted and valued by their peers and by others at 
their school. 


• 74% of students in this school had a high sense of belonging; 
the Canadian norm for these grades is 70%. 


• 72% of the girls and 77% of the boys in this school had a high 
sense of belonging. The Canadian norm for girls is 69% and for 
boys is 70%. 


Students with positive relationships 
Students have friends at school they can trust and who encourage 
them to make positive choices. 


• In this school, 79% of students had positive relationships; the 
Canadian norm for these grades is 77%. 


• 79% of the girls and 79% of the boys in this school had positive 
relationships. The Canadian norm for girls is 81% and for boys 
is 72%. 


Hours per day spent watching TV 
During a typical WEEK DAY (i.e., Monday to Friday), the average 
time students spend watching TV. 


• In this school, students on average spent 1.2 hours per day 
Watching TV; the Canadian norm for these grades is 1.1 hours. 


• In this school, girls on average spent 1.1 hours and boys on 
average spent 1.2 hours per day Watching TV. The Canadian 
norm for girls is 1 hour and for boys is 1.2 hours. 
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Social-Emotional Outcomes 


Hours per day spent reading books for fun 
During a typical WEEK DAY (i.e., Monday to Friday), the average 
time students spend reading books. 


• In this school, students on average spent 0.5 hours per day on 
Leisure Reading; the Canadian norm for these grades is 0.5 
hours. 


• In this school, girls on average spent 0.6 hours and boys on 
average spent 0.4 hours per day on Leisure Reading. The 
Canadian norm for girls is 0.6 hours and for boys is 0.4 hours. 


Hours per day spent working part-time 
During a typical WEEK DAY (i.e., Monday to Friday), the average 
time students spend on part-time job. 


• In this school, students on average spent 1 hour per day 
Working Part-time; the Canadian norm for these grades is 0.8 
hour. 


• In this school, girls on average spent 1.2 hour and boys on 
average spent 0.8 hour per day Working Part-time. The 
Canadian norm for girls is 0.9 hour and for boys is 0.8 hour. 


Hours per day on computers and video games 
During a typical WEEK DAY (i.e., Monday to Friday), the average 
time students spend using a computer for leisure activities. 


• In this school, students on average spent 1.6 hours per day on 
computers and video games; the Canadian norm for these 
grades is 1.6 hours. 


• In this school, girls on average spent 1.4 hours and boys on 
average spent 1.8 hours per day on computers and video 
games. The Canadian norm for girls is 1.5 hours and for boys is 
1.8 hours. 
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Social-Emotional Outcomes 


Hours per day spent volunteering 
During a typical WEEK DAY (i.e., Monday to Friday), the average 
time students spend volunteering. 


• In this school, students on average spent 0.3 hours per day on 
Volunteer Work; the Canadian norm for these grades is 0.3 
hours. 


• In this school, girls on average spent 0.3 hours and boys on 
average spent 0.2 hours per day on Volunteer Work. The 
Canadian norm for girls is 0.3 hours and for boys is 0.3 hours. 


Students that value school outcomes 
Students believe that education will benefit them personally and 
economically, and will have a strong bearing on their future. 


• 79% of students in this school valued School Outcomes; the 
Canadian norm for these grades is 69%. 


• 84% of the girls and 72% of the boys in this school valued 
School Outcomes. The Canadian norm for girls is 72% and for 
boys is 65%. 


Students that are regularly truant 
Students skip classes or miss days at school without a reason, or 
arrive late for school or classes. 


• In this school, the Student Truancy Rate was 32%; the 
Canadian norm for these grades is 34% 


• In this school, the Truancy Rate for girls was 30% and for 
boys, 35%. The Canadian norm for girls is 31% and for boys is 
38%. 
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Social-Emotional Outcomes 


Students with positive homework behaviours 
Students do homework for their classes with a positive attitude and 
in a timely manner. 


• In this school, 61% of students had positive homework 
behaviours; the Canadian norm for these grades is 42%. 


• 69% of the girls and 53% of the boys in this school had positive 
homework behaviours. The Canadian norm for girls is 51% and 
for boys is 34%. 


Hours per day spent doing homework 
During a typical WEEK DAY (i.e., Monday to Friday), the average 
time students spend on homework. 


• In this school, students on average spent 0.9 hours per day on 
Homework; the Canadian norm for these grades is 0.8 hours. 


• In this school, girls on average spent 0.9 hours and boys on 
average spent 0.8 hours per day on Homework. The Canadian 
norm for girls is 1 hour and for boys is 0.7 hours. 


Intellectual Engagement Composite 
Students are intellectually engaged and find learning interesting, 
enjoyable, and relevant. 


• 57% of students in this school are intellectually engaged. The 
Canadian norm for these grade levels is 44%. 


• 56% of the girls and 57% of the boys in this school were 
intellectually engaged. The Canadian norm for girls is 46% and 
for boys is 43%. 
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Social-Emotional Outcomes 


Students who are interested and motivated 
Students are interested and motivated in their learning. 


• 31% of students in this school were interested and motivated; 
the Canadian norm for these grades is 26%. 


• 30% of the girls and 32% of the boys in this school were 
interested and motivated. The Canadian norm for girls is 26% 
and for boys is 26%. 


Students who are trying hard to succeed 
Students try hard to succeed in their learning. 


• 74% of students in this school tried hard to succeed; the 
Canadian norm for these grades is 66%. 


• 72% of the girls and 76% of the boys in this school tried hard to 
succeed. The Canadian norm for girls is 70% and for boys is 
62%. 


Skill-challenge 
Students feel challenged in their language arts, math and science 
classes and feel confident of their skills in these subjects. 


• 46% of students in the school had scores that placed them in 
the desirable quadrant with high skills and high challenge. The 
Canadian norm for these grades is 47%. 


• 25% of students were confident of their skills but did not find 
classes challenging. The Canadian norm for these grades is 
23%. 


• 25% of students were not confident of their skills and found 
language arts, math or science challenging. The Canadian 
norm for this category is 26%. 


• 4% of students lacked confidence in their skills and did not feel 
they were challenged. The Canadian norm for this category is 
4%. 
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Social-Emotional Outcomes 


Students with moderate or high levels of anxiety 
Students have intense feelings of fear, intense anxiety, or worry 
about particular events or social situations. 


• 17% of students in this school had moderate to high levels of 
Anxiety; the Canadian norm for these grades is 18%. 


• 21% of the girls and 11% of the boys in this school had 
moderate to high levels of Anxiety. The Canadian norm for girls 
is 21% and for boys is 14%. 


Students with moderate or high levels of depression 
Students have prolonged periods when they feel sad, discouraged, 
and inadequate. 


• 15% of students in this school had moderate to high levels of 
Depression; the Canadian norm for these grades is 19%. 


• 19% of the girls and 11% of the boys in this school had 
moderate to high levels of Depression. The Canadian norm for 
girls is 22% and for boys is 16%. 


Students with a positive self esteem 
Students like and accept themselves, and are proud of their 
accomplishments. 


• 81% of students in this school had high Self Esteem; the 
Canadian norm for these grades is 75%. 


• 78% of the girls and 85% of the boys in this school had high 
Self Esteem. The Canadian norm for girls is 72% and for boys 
is 79%. 
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Physical Health Outcomes 


Hours per day spent doing moderate physical activity 
During a typical WEEK DAY (i.e., Monday to Friday), the average 
time students spend on moderate physical activities. 


• In this school, students on average spent 1 hour per day on 
Moderate Physical Activities; the Canadian norm for these 
grades is 1 hour. 


• In this school, girts on average spent 0.9 hour and boys on 
average spent 1.1 hour per day on Moderate Physical 
Activities. The Canadian norm for girls is 0.9 hour and for boys 
is 1.1 hour. 


Hours per day spent doing intense physical activity 
During a typical WEEK DAY (i.e., Monday to Friday), the average 
time students spend on intense physical activities. 


• In this school, students on average spent 0.8 hours per day on 
Intense Physical Activities; the Canadian norm for these grades 
is 0.8 hours. 


• In this school, girls on average spent 0.7 hours and boys on 
average spent 1 hour per day on Intense Physical Activities. 
The Canadian norm for girls is 0.7 hours and for boys is 0.9 
hours. 


Students that use tobacco 
The percentage of students that use tobacco occasionally or at 
least once every day. 


• 18% of students in this school indicated they were Occasional 
or Regular Tobacco Users; the Canadian norm for these 
grades is 20%. 


• 15% of the girls and 22% of the boys in this school were 
Occasional and Regular Tobacco Users. The Canadian norm 
for girls is 16% and for boys is 23%. 
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I H © Vincent Massey High School Highlights (30 Jan. 2011) 


Physical Health Outcomes 


Students that use marijuana 
The percentage of students that use marijuana occasionally or at 
least once every day. 
• 17% of students in this school indicated they were Occasional 


or Regular Marijuana Users; the Canadian norm for these 
grades is 20%. 


• 15% of the girls and 20% of the boys in this school were 
Occasional and Regular Marijuana Users. The Canadian norm 
for girls is 16% and for boys is 23%. 


Students that have sniffed glue or used inhalants 
The percentage of students that have sniffed glue or used 
inhalants. 


• 5% of students in this school indicated they have sniffed glue or 
used inhalants; the Canadian norm for these grades is 9%. 


• 6% of the girls and 5% of the boys in this school have sniffed 
glue or used inhalants. The Canadian norm for girls is 7% and 
for boys is 12%. 


Students that have used ecstasy, crystal meth, heroin or cocaine 
The percentage of students that have used ecstasy, crystal meth, 
heroin or cocaine. 


• 13% of students in this school indicated they have used 
ecstasy, crystal meth, heroin or cocaine; the Canadian norm for 
these grades is 14%. 


• 11% of the girls and 15% of the boys in this school have used 
ecstasy, crystal meth, heroin or cocaine. The Canadian norm 
for girls is 12% and for boys is 17%. 


Students that use marijuana 


• This year • Canadian Norms 
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Physical Health Outcomes 


Students that have used steroid pills or shots 
The percentage of students that have used steroid pills or shots. 


• 3% of students in this school indicated they have used steroid 
pills or shots; the Canadian norm for these grades is 6%. 


• 1% of the girls and 5% of the boys in this school have used 
steroid pills or shots. The Canadian norm for girls is 3% and for 
boys is 9%. 


Has had first alcoholic drink 
The percentage of students that have had their first alcoholic drink. 


• 67% of students in this school indicated they have had first 
alcoholic drink; the Canadian norm for these grades is 72%. 


• 67% of the girls and 68% of the boys in this school have had 
first alcoholic drink. The Canadian norm for girls is 72% and for 
boys is 73%. 


Students involved in gambling 
The percentage of students that have spent money on gambling at 
least 3 times in the previous 30 days. 


• 5% of students in this school indicated they are involved in 
gambling; the Canadian norm for these grades is 10%. 


• 2% of the girls and 9% of the boys in this school are involved in 
gambling. The Canadian norm for girls is 5% and for boys is 
16%. 
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Academic Outcomes 


Mean GPA in Language Arts 
Students' overall marks in their current or most recent language 
arts class (e.g., English) were converted to a grade point average 
(GPA). 


• In this school, students' reported GPA was 3.3 out of 4.3 ; the 
Canadian norm for these grades is 3. 


• In this school, girls' reported GPA was 3.4 out of 4.3 and boys' 
was 3.1 out of 4.3. The Canadian norm for girls is 3.2 and for 
boys is 2.8. 


Mean GPA in Math 
Students' overall marks in their current or most recent math class 
were converted to a grade point average (GPA). 


• In this school, students' reported GPA was 3.1 out of 4.3 ; the 
Canadian norm for these grades is 2.8. 


• In this school, girls' reported GPA was 3.1 out of 4.3 and boys' 
was 3 out of 4.3. The Canadian norm for girls is 2.9 and for 
boys is 2.8. 


Mean GPA in Science 
Students' overall marks in their current or most recent science class 
(e.g., general science, biology, chemistry, or physics) were 
converted to a grade point average (GPA). 


• in this school, students' reported GPA was 3.1 out of 4.3 ; the 
Canadian norm for these grades is 3. 


• In this school, girls' reported GPA was 3.1 out of 4.3 and boys' 
was 3 out of 4.3. The Canadian norm for girls is 3 and for boys 
is 2.9. 
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DRIVERS of Student Outcomes 


Effective learning time 
Important concepts are taught well, class time is used efficiently, 
and homework and evaluations support course objectives. 


• In this school, students rated Effective Classroom Learning 
Time 6.6 out of 10; the Canadian norm for these grades is 6.3. 


• In this school, Effective Classroom Learning Time was rated 6.6 
out of 10 by girts and 6.5 out of 10 by boys. The Canadian 
norm for girls is 6.4 and for boys is 6.2. 


Relevance 
Students find classroom instruction relevant to their everyday lives. 


• In this school, students rated Relevance 5.9 out of 10; the 
Canadian norm for these grades Is 5.7. 


• In this school, Relevance was rated 5.9 out of 10 by girls and 6 
out of 10 by boys. The Canadian norm for girls is 5.8 and for 
boys is 5.6. 


Rigor 
Students find the classroom instruction is well-organized, with a 
clear purpose, and with immediate and appropriate feedback that 
helps them learn. 


• In this school, students rated Rigor 6.2 out of 10; the Canadian 
norm for these grades is 6. 


• In this school, Rigor was rated 6.2 out of 10 by girls and 6.3 out 
of 10 by boys. The Canadian norm for girls is 6.1 and for boys 
is 5.9. 
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DRIVERS of Student Outcomes 


Students who are victims of bullying 


Students are subjected to physical, social, or verbal bullying, or are 


bullied over the Internet. 


• 14% of students in this school were victims of moderate to 
severe Bullying in the previous month; the Canadian norm for 
these grades is 20%. 


• 13% of the girls and 16% of the boys in this school were victims 
of moderate to severe Bullying in the previous month. The 
Canadian norm for girls is 17% and for boys is 23%. 


Safety at School 


Students feel safe. 


• In this school, students rated Safety at School 9 out of 10; the 
Canadian norm for these grades is 7.7. 


• In this school, Safety at School was rated 9.1 out of 10 by girls 
and 8.9 out of 10 by boys. The Canadian norm for girls is 8 and 
for boys is 7.4. 


Advocacy at School 
Students feel they have someone at school who consistently 


provides encouragement and can be turned to for advice. 


• In this school, students rated Advocacy at School 2.3 out of 10; 
the Canadian norm for these grades is 2.6. 


• In this school, Advocacy at School was rated 2.2 out of 10 by 
girls and 2.3 out of 10 by boys. The Canadian norm for girls is 
2.5 and for boys is 2.6. 


Students who are victims of bullying 
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DRIVERS of Student Outcomes 


Positive Teacher-Student Relations 
Students feel teachers are responsive to their needs, and 
encourage independence with a democratic approach. 


• In this school, Positive Teacher-Student Relations were rated 
6.2 out of 10; the Canadian norm for these grades is 5.9. 


• In this school, Positive Teacher-Student Relations were rated 
6.2 out of 10 by girls and 6.3 out of 10 by boys. The Canadian 
norm for girls is 5.9 and for boys is 5.8. 


Positive learning climate 
There are clear rules and expectations for classroom behaviour. 
Students understand these and teachers maintain high 
expectations that they be followed. 
• In this school, students rated Disciplinary Climate of the 


Classroom 6.1 out of 10; the Canadian norm for these grades is 
5.7. 


• In this school, Disciplinary Climate of the Classroom was rated 
6 out of 10 by girls and 6.1 out of 10 by boys. The Canadian 
norm for girls is 5.8 and for boys is 5.7. 


Expectations for Success 
The school staff emphasizes academic skills and hold high 
expectations for all students to succeed. 


• In this school, students rated Teachers' Expectations for 
Academic Success 7.3 out of 10; the Canadian norm for these 
grades is 6.9. 


• In this school, Teachers' Expectations for Academic Success 
were rated 7.3 out of 10 by girls and 7.2 out of 10 by boys. The 
Canadian norm for girls is 7.1 and for boys is 6.7. 


Positive Teacher-Student Relations 
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DRIVERS of Student Outcomes 


Advocacy outside of School 
Students feel they have someone at home or in their community 
who consistently provides encouragement and can be turned to for 
advice. 


• In this school, students rated Advocacy outside School 3.8 out 
of 10; the Canadian norm for these grades is 3.5. 


• In this school, Advocacy outside School was rated 3.9 out of 10 
by girls and 3.8 out of 10 by boys. The Canadian norm for girls 
is 3.6 and for boys is 3.5. 


Students planning to finish high school 
Students plan to finish high school. 


• 92% of students in this school had aspirations for finishing High 
School; the Canadian norm for these grades is 84%. 


• 93% of the girls and 90% of the boys in this school had 
aspirations for Finishing High School. The Canadian norm for 
girls is 88% and for boys is 79%. 


Students planning to pursue a trade or apprenticeship program 
Students plan to finish high school, and afterwards pursue a trade 
or apprenticeship program. 


• 12% of students in this school planned to pursue a trade or 
apprenticeship program; the Canadian norm for these grades is 
18%. 


• 7% of the girls and 17% of the boys in this school planned to 
pursue a trade or apprenticeship program The Canadian norm 
for girls is 14% and for boys is 22%. 
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DRIVERS of Student Outcomes 


Students planning to go to college or university 
Students plan to pursue a post-secondary education. 


• 72% of students in this school had aspirations for pursuing a 
post-secondary education; the Canadian norm for these grades 
is 65%. 


• 75% of the girls and 59% of the boys in this school had 
aspirations for Going to College or University. The Canadian 
norm for girls is 74% and for boys is 57%. 


Students planning to go to college or university 
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Demographic Factors 


Language Spoken at Home 
Students are asked to indicate the language they speak most often 
at home. 
• 91% of students in this school speak English at home. 
• 0% of students in this school speak French at home. 
• 9% of students in this school speak other languages at home. 


Grade Repetition 
Students have repeated one or more grades at school since 
kindergarten. 


• 7.8% of students in this school have repeated a grade at 
school. 


• 6.9% of the girls and 8.8% of the boys in this school have 
repeated a grade at school. 


Time student has lived in Canada 
Students were bom in Canada. 


• 88% of students in this school were bom in Canada. 
• 90% of the girls and 85% of the boys in this school were bom In 


Canada. 
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Demographic Factors 


Aboriginal Status 
Students are of Aboriginal origin, that is, North American Indian, 
Metis, or Inuk. 


• 13% of students in this school are of Aboriginal origin. 
• 12% of the girls and 14% of the boys in this school are of 


Aboriginal origin. 
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We the undersigned request to be included in the Linden Lanes catchment area for the 
201112012, and going forward, school year and we undertake not to request busing even 
though we are outside of the 1.66 Ian at this time. 


Highlighted Area: 24 - 64 Aurora Cres & 18 - 24 Sunset Blvd 


Linden Lanes 
49 Silver Birch Drive 
Telephone: 729-3260 


JKIUL 


( 


Students residing west of 26th Street (including the homes on the west side of 26th 


Street) and east of 34th Street; south of the CNR tracks and north of Maryland 
Avenue are assigned to Linden Lanes School. Students residing in Brookwood 
Estates between Richmond Ave. (north), 34th St. (east), Maryland Ave. (south) 
and 42nd St. (west) and within 2.4 km walking distance to Linden Lanes School 
are assigned to Linden Lanes School. 


Riverheights 
32 E. Fotheringham Drive 
Telephone: 729-3210 


Students residing from McDiarmid Drive west to 50th Street between the CPR 
tracks (north) and Victoria Avenue (south), including Westbrook, Westcott and 
Westwood Bays, are assigned to Riverheights School. Students residing in Patricia 
Heights between Richmond Avenue (north), 14th Street (east), Maryland Avenue 
(south) and 18th Street (west) and also the area between Maryland Avenue 
(north), 9th Street (east) but not including residents of 9th Street, Strathcona 
Avenue (south) and 18th Street (west) will be transported to Riverheights. 
Students residing in Brookwood Estates between Richmond Ave. (north), 34th St. 
(east), Maryland Ave. (south) and 42nd St. (west) and greater than 2.4 km walking 
distance to Linden Lanes School are assigned to Riverheights School and will also 
be transported to Riverheights School. 







We the undersigned request to be included in the Linden Lanes catchment area for the 
201112012, and going forward, school year and we undertake not to request busing even 
though we are outside of the 1.66 Ian at this time. 
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We the undersigned request to be included in the Linden Lanes catchment area for the 
201112012, and going forward, school year and we undertake not to request busing even 
though we are outside of the 1.66 Ian at this time. 
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We the undersigned request to be included in the Linden Lanes catchment area for the 
201112012, and going forward, school year and we undertake not to request busing even 
though we are outside of the 1.66 km at this time. 
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We the undersigned request to be included in the Linden Lanes catchment area for the 
201112012, and going forward, school year and we undertake not to request busing even 
though we are outside of the 1.66 kIn at this time. 
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We the undersigned request to be included in the Linden Lanes catchment area for the 
201112012, and going forward, school year and we undertake not to request busing even 
though we are outside of the 1.66 km at this time. 
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We the undersigned request to be included in the Linden Lanes catchment area for the 
2011/2012, and going forward, school year and we undertake not to request busing even 
though we are outside of the 1.66 km at this time. 
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We the undersigned request to be included in the Linden Lanes catchment area for the 
201112012, and going forward, school year and we undertake not to request busing even 
though we are outside of the 1.66 km at this time. 
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We the undersigned request to be included in the Linden Lanes catchment area for the 
201112012, and going forward, school year and we undertake not to request busing even 
though we are outside of the 1.66 Ian at this time. 
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We the undersigned request to be included in the Linden Lanes catchment area for the 
201112012, and going forward, school year and we undertake not to request busing even 
though we are outside of the 1.66 \an at this time. 
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We the undersigned request to be included in the Linden Lanes catchment area for the 
201112012, and going forward, school year and we undertake not to request busing even 
though we are outside of the 1.66 Ian at this time. 
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